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Foreword

A major research effort of IUI and EFI in recent years has been

directed towards analyzing the role of energy in the Swedish

economy and ways of adjusting the economy to disturbances in the

energy markets. The project - called Energy and Economic Struc

ture - has been financed by the Energy Research Commission.

B.-C. Ysander has been coordinating the project at the IUI and

K.-G. l\1äler has been responsible for the EFI part. The present

book is part of the ongoing documentation of this work.

The two papers collected in this volume are both concerned with

the problems raised by the instability and uncertainty of energy

prices and with the alternative Swedish policy options available

for dealing with these problems. Both papers report on simulation

exper iments carried out on macro-models for the Swedish economy,

specially designed for this purpose at IUI and EFI respectively.

These simulations, covering the period up to the turn of the

century, exemplify the impact of changing international energy

prices with present Swedish policies, as weIl as the differential

effects of alternative policies aimed at easing the domestic

adjustment. Apart from the particular insights and policy recom

mendations to be drawn from these simulations, their integration

of energy pollcies within the wider problem of macro-economic

stabilization should prove instructive and should help in avoid

ing many of the pitfalls encountered i!1 rnore specialized energy

studies.

Stockholm in September, 1983

Gunnar Eliasson

IUI

Rune Castenäs

EFI
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OIL PRICE INSTA8ILITY AND ECONOMIC FLEXI8ILITY

An Introduetion

The oil price hikes and the stagflation experience of the 70s

demonstrated how inflation-prone and how vulnerable to supply

shocks the industrialized economies had become. Attention be

came increasingly focussed on questions of supply elasticity and

price stabilization in general and energy policy in particular.

The problem of adjusting to changing energy prices is especially

crucial for a small open economy like the Sw~dish, where import

ed oil makes up a major part of total fuel supply. Tracing the

impact of changing energy prices on, the Swedish economy is there

fore a primary concern for economic research. The lessons learn-

ed from such analysis should help in the task of devising ways

for national energy policy of reducing or accomodating the im

pact of future sudden changes in the oil price.

The two studies assembled in this volume are both preliminary

attempts to meet this double challenge to empirical research and

policyanalysis. Although they start with a common problem - and

indeed use common or similar data and assumptions about the fu

ture - their conceptual frameworks dif fer enough to allow them

to treat different aspects and to arrive at different but comple-

mentary results.

The Instability of the Oll Market

The emergence of the OPEC cartel and the resulting oi! price

hikes in the 70s may not have fundamentally changed the long-run

real price trend for oU. Short-run price expectations and market

stability did however change radically.

In the very long run the real oi! price should continue to in

crease. If we had, i.a., a given volume of proven reserves, given

small and constant extraction costs and could assume the same
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r isk-scenar io for oU as for other lines of business, the cele

brated 'Hotelling's rule' would hold. The annual rate of price. in

crease should then tend to be close to the rate of interest, giving

the owners the same rate of return on oil in the ground as on

other capital assets. The existence of secondary deposits with high

er extraction costs, being successively taken into use as the

priee goes up, does not in principle change this rationale. The dis

eovery of new reserves and the development of new extraction

technologies do however tend to make the rule at best an impre

eise and fallible guide to long-run priee trends in oH. By aeeeler

ating the search both for oil and for ways of saving oil, the oil

priee hikes, if anything, contributed to an inereased conseiousness

of the uncertainties involved in any long-run oil foreeasting.

The international oil rnarket has always had certain characteris

tics whieh tend to make ,it potentially instable. Relatively small

consumer stocks and a low short-run -prlee elasticity eombined

with a freely fluetuating spot market prieing and a lack of sub-

stantiai forward oil markets make wide priee fluetuations possible.

OU price changes, moreover , undoubtedly affect income levels

while oil usage is a funetion both of ineome and oil price. The in-

come elasticity seerns to be close to uni ty in the short-run and

the long-run priee elasticity may weIl - as the experienee of the

last decade seems to indicate - be rather high. Drastic changes

in the oil price eould thus tend to be countered by demand shifts

in the medium term, posslbly giving rise to price cyeles.

When the hegemony of the "seven slsters" was broken by the

emergence of the OPEC cartel, this potential instabil ity becarne

a reality. The two oil prlce hikes demonstrated the risk for

OPEC pricing to "overshoot", setting off cyclical changes in

world economlc activity and energy demand. The inereasing insta

bility could also to a large extent be looked upon as a case of

uncertainty breeding on uncertainty. A tendency towards shorten

ed contract times, a convergence of contract prices between

consumer groups and between countr ies, an increased sensitiv i ty
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to changes in spot prices and a growing propensity to inventory

speculations, all contribute to this impression. This inherent mar

ket instability is further accentuated by the instable structure of

the OPEC itself and by the political instabilities of some oil pro

ducing countries creating risks of major supply disturbances.

Unfortunately there seems to be no reason to expect these uncer

tainties and stability problems to become resolved in the near fu

ture. In the years to come we may weil have to cope again with

supply disturbances or with sudden price jumps being caused by

shlfts in expectations acting on supply strategies and on invento

ry speculations.

In both the simulation studies reported in this volume, the stan

dard representation of these price risks is a 60 percent oil price

hike occurring in 91, af ter a decade of stagnant or slowly increas

ing real oil prices.

The costs of inflexibility

In a perfectly flexible world economy, with all factors easily mo

bile and prices flexible enough to assure instantaneous clearing bf

all markets, even shifts in relative prices of the order of the oil

price hikes would probably be accomodated without any great 105

ses in real income. Since we cannot have cartels in this kind of

world the oil price increase could instead be thought of as e.g.

the result of unexpected problems in extraction technology lead

ing to a jump up in marginal extraction costs. This would be fol

lowed by a consequential shift in relative prices and in the pat

tern of demand and trade in an energy-saving direction and a re

distribution of the gains of trade in favor of the oil exporting

countr ies. As long as the increased rent accruing to the oil pro

ducers almost covered the increased costs of the. oil consumers

there wouid, however, not necessar ily be any substantial change

in world real income. Even if the extractlon cost went up for all

oll, the expected loss in real income would probably be marginal.
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OH and its substitutes do after all only account for a very minor

part of the total bill for companies and households.

The simple lesson to be drawn from this parable is that most of

the problems and welfare losses we associate with oil price hikes 

in the past and in the future - are really due to adjustment diffi

culties, to various kinds of inflexibilities in the economy. For our

purposes her.e it is sufficient to distinguish three main groups of

adjustment obstacles: technological inflexibilities, price or market

inflexibilities and (government) policy inflexibilities.

By technological inflexibilities we refer to the fact that technolo

gical choices of the past are reflected in today's capital equip

ment and labor training. Shifts in relative prices can make these

equipments inoptimal. Adjustment to a new price structure may

however be costly and tlme-consuming. In the extreme case of

total inflexibility, factor substitution can only be realized by

scrapping the old equipment and installing new capital equipment.

An oil price hike can therefore be expected to render part of

the capital equipment inoptimal or even economically obsolete!.

The more inflexible the capital equipment is - the smaller the

elasticities of substitution in the ex post production functions

are - the bigger will be this "capital loss".

Both the studies reported in the following use modeis, incorporat

ing technological inflexibilities by way of avintage capital ap

proach. Each vintage of capital in a manufacturing sector, once

invested, reflects the technological choice of that year based

on the then current factor pri~es. In most cases considered the

main facto r proportions will be fixed by this choice although

there are possibilities for ex post substitution between types of

primary energy or at least between fuels.

In the study by Bergman-Mäler (in the following referred to as

BM) the problem of technological inflexibility is discussed in

some detail, both theoretically and by numerical examples. In
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their analysis the authors develop the notion of a trade-off be

tween effieieney on the one hand and ex post substitution on the

other. By sacrificing some efficiency - a~d thus accepting a high

er eost - one eould aehieve a teehnieal design that allowed for

greater substitution possiblities and thus enhanced the opportunity

of adjusting to unexpeeted shifts in relative faetor prices. They

also exemplify numerically how such a "flexible" design could sig

nifieantly modify the real income loss assoeiated with afuture

oil price hike.

Probably more important, and certainly more extensively treated

in eeonomie theory, is the inflexibility of priees and markets.

Instead of the price structure adjusting to new equilibrium levels

af ter a sudden price ehange like an oil priee hike, we may, as

the exper ience in the 70s shows, get into adomestic inflationary

spiral. Compensatory wage elaims may be sueeessively unloaded

onto foreign customers resulting in a drop in sales abroad and a

rising unemployment at home. Immobility in faetor markets, in

stitutional regidities in the wage- and price-setting process and

monopolistie behavior of firms and unions may together prevent

adjustment long enough to create stability problems in the form

of inflationary expeetations, market share losses and inereased

unemployment that can take a long time to overcome.

In the BM study an equilibrium model is used. The authors how

ever have tried to measure how the real income loss, assoeiated

with an oil price hike, would grow if some of the equilibrating

priee meehanisms were prevented from functioning. From their si

mulation experiments they conclude, not surprisingly, that eco

nomie flexibility is of overriding importanee, and i.a. helps to

compensate for the lack of technological flexibility•

In the study by Nordström-Ysander (henceforth referred to as

NY) a dynamie disequilibrium model is used, ineorporating beside

technological inflexibility, various kinds of obstacles for market

adjustment, like stieky wages and priees, regulated priees, eash

flow restrictions on investment and the inertia and lags observed
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in both private and local government consumption. With these

market inflexibilities built into the model, the adjustment after

an oil price hike will not only be drawn-out but will also tend to

be aggravated by unemployment and inflation problems. As a con

sequence NY have felt the need for modeling and exercising
\

more explicitly some instruments for a government stabilization

policy, varying from the controi of aggregate demand by way of

taxes and government consumption to wage policies and exchange

rate decisions. In their simulations they assume that the Swedish

government tries, after an oil price hike, to regain full employ

ment, external balance and price stability within three years.

Whether these attempts succeed, and how costly the compensato

ry policies will prove to be in terms of real income losses and

temporary unemployment will to a large extent be determined by

the degree of policy flexibility the government enjoys. The NY si

mulations exemplify what already the Swedish experience in the

70s seemed to show, viz. that restrictions on policies - say nar

row limits for the use of wage policy or for changes in public

consumption, arising out of general political considerations or a

concern for special interest groups - may multiply the cost of ad

justment and even make stabilization goals unattainable. This re

sult is at least consistent with the not uncommon view, assigning

a major part of the blame for the protracted stagflation pro

blems in Sweden to the lack of a concerted and well-timed stabi

lization policy in the Western countries in general and in Sweden

in part icular •

For a small open economy like Sweden, the direct impact of an

oil price hike is only half the story. Of sometimes equal impor

tance is the indirect effect by way of changes in prices and de

mand conditions in the world markets. These changes in their turn

can probably be traced back, to a large extent, to the various in

flexibilities in the economies concerned. NY have tried to measu

re the possible relative importance for Sweden of the indirect ef

fects, given a similar world economic scenario as in 1973. They

conclude that these may add as much as 50 percent to the adjust

ment costs af ter an oil price hike. BM have made some similar
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calculation of the effect of international price changes, given

that these prices develop analogously with the relative prices in

Sweden.

Increasing Flexibility

The economist's analytical tools will always to some extent guide

his choice of problem, his way of reasoning and the answers he

comes up with. The two studies assembled here are no exception.

Applying different conceptual frameworks to the same data, they

formulate their questions in different ways and sometimes get

widely - but not necessarily inconsistent - answers. By publishing

them jointly the reader is thus given a good chance to see how

different energy problems may look when you change the angle

of approach.

This ways already exemplified above where we described how the

two studies focused on different kinds of inflexibilities in tracing

and analyzing the impact of an oil price hike on the Swedish econ

omy. Their analyses of different policies for dealing with the oil

price uncertainty are equally shaped by the analytical tools pro

vided by their different modeis. Three main _types of policy mea

sures are discussed: increasing flexibility, pooling price risks and

reducing oil dependence.

Even if you cannot do anything about reducing the price uncer

tainty you can always try to lessen the cost of adjusting to unex

pected changes by increasing the flexibility in the economy.

For BM, with a model built around the concept of a competitive

equilibrium, with firms and households as main actors, the inter

est is naturally focussed on attempts to improve the efficiency

of the equilibrating mechanisms by increased technological and

price flexibility. They thus stress the importance of factor mobili

ty and competitive pricing for easing the adjustment to new rela-

tive prices. Particular attention is paid to the possibilities of
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stimulating flexible designs of production" plants and the moral

hazard involved in any demand stabilization scheme, which tends

to diminish the incentive for such built-in flexibility.

With their disequilibrium model, incorporating various kinds of "in

flexibilities" in the form of institutionai inertia, time-lags and fe

ed-back effects of market disequilibria, NY tend to treat the dy

namic performance, or non-performance, of the market economy as

given. lnstead their interest is focussed on the possibilities of

compensating for these inflexibilities by way of government stabi

lization policies. They therefore underline, and illustrate numeri

cally, the importance of policy flexibility - of having enough poli

tical room for maneuver - and suitable policy instruments - to en

force a necessary rapid adjustment af ter a major oH price change.

Sharing Price Risks

Instead of just easing the adjustment to unexpected price changes

one may want to deal directly with the uncertainty arising from

an instable oi! market.

One way to do this could be for the government to offer a limit

ed insurance against sudden major changes of the oi! price. The

offer could e.g. take the form of guaranteeing that the annual

change in domestic real oi! price would never exceed say 5 per

cent. By taxes and subsidies, respectively, the central government

would thus provide a hedge against too abrupt changes without,

however, trying to impose a long-term price trend. "The arrange"':

ment could be regarded as a simple scheme of risk pooling with

a certain limited individual liability.

The general årgument for such a risk pooling is welt known.

Under certain general conditions the total cost of riskbearing

goes down when shared by many individuals (cf. Arrow-Lind, 1970).

The oi! price risks are very unevenly distributed in the economy.
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Some investors e.g. in oil substitutes stand to loose considerably

in the event of an oH price slump - while the opposite is true of

heavy oil users and their customers, etc. Given a certain degree

of relative risk-aversion the economy as a whole then stands to

gain by having some kind of risk-pooling arrangement. By letting

the less risk averse government shoulder a major part of short

term price risks there will i.a. be less danger of the price uncer

tainty impeding otherwise desirable investments, etc.

Two types of costs for such a risk-pooling should be mentioned.

If the sudden shift in oil price level proves to be permanent, the

government guarantee will te~d to slow up the necessaryadjustment,

giving an edge to foreign competition. The second disadvantage,

discussed in depth by BM, is that the incentive to design flexible

plants is correspondingly diminished. If flexibility to adapt to

temporary fluctuations is of limited importance, this "moral

hazard" argument may however not carry the same weight in rela

tion to a pure risk-pooling arrangement as it would in connection

with a long-term price guarantee.

Reducing OH Dependence

In the simulation experiments reported in the two studies, the po

licies studied go beyond a mere risk-pooling and take the form of

a long-term price guarantee. In the BM study the guaranteed price

is immediately fixed at a very high level, making it possible to

compensate for future oil price hikes by lifting off a correspond

ing part of the oil tax. NY use instead a steadily rising oH tax,

but again with the aim of being able to compensate any abrupt

price increases with tax cuts.

One major result of any such oil tax scheme will be a forced

acceleration of oil saving in the economy.

The simplest way to argue for this extension from pure risk pool

ing to long-term price guarantee would be to assert that central
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government knows better , having more foresight and a longer ho

rizon than the individual agents in the econorny. Howev~r, the

"track record" of central government forecasting and action in

the energy field is not particularly convincing at least not when

compared with that of big companies. It could however still be

the case that e.g. households and local governments tend to be

even more biased or myopic than central government.

Leaving aside these questions of informational assymetr ies there

are other ways of arguing for and against a price guarantee.

The BM simulation study of this policy alternative exemplifies

two kinds of disadvantages. One is the moral hazard already men

tioned above, which becomes much more troublesome in connec

tion with long-term price guarantees. The second type of "cost"

has to do with the risk of adjusting to the "wrong" price structu

re. Forcing the agents to adjust to a high oil price with other in

ternational prices being kept unchanged, means that if and when

the international oil price goes up and causes a realignment of

other world market prices, the Swedish investor may find himself

badly out of tune with the then current international price struc

ture. The BM simulation shows that the real income effects of

such a misal1ocation may be quite substantial.

In interpreting the BM measurement of these' relative "price dis

tortion" effects one should however keep in mind that their expe

riment was based on the assumption of a rather extreme govern

ment oi! tax policy, trebling the 1979 price level and then keep

ing this level unchanged.

Both these arguments dealing with moral hazard and relative

price distortion, respectively, hold true even if the government

turns out to be right about the direction and size of the long-run

change in the oil price. If no oil price hikes occur and the price

trend, up to the turn of the century, does not develop according

to government expectations, there will be another and substantial

eost of the price guarantee due to the "misguided" investrnents
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in an oil-saving direction. Within the framework of the BM analy

sis the benefi ts are to low to offset the costs of extending the

risk-pooling into a full-fledged long-term price guarantee. Apart

from the possibly beneficial effects of further reducing the price

uncertainty of private agents in the economy, the main argument

for a price guarantee hinges on the probability that government

fears about sudden huge price increases turn out to be weIl found

ed. In that case Swedish producers and consumers will profit

from having had, as it were, advance notice. The profit could how

ever be significantly reduced by the relative price distortion

discussed above. The BM evaluation of oil price guarantees by

way of energy taxation for these reasons ends on a sceptical

note, the negative conclusions being underlined by the way their

simulation experiment was set up.

NY, in their study, arrive at a more posItive evaluation, not only

by using another experimental design but primarily by looking at

the price stability problem from another conceptual angle and

with a dif ferent focus of interest •

In their simul~tion they add a cumulative oil tax during the 80s,

so that by '91 - if a 60 percent oil crises occurs - they can just

offset the price hike by lifting off the tax. If there is no price

hike the tax level is ei ther kept unchanged or reduced successive-

ly so as to stabilize or lower oil pr ices in the 90s. Compared to

the BM experiment, this design could obviously in itself be ex

pected to present the argument for a price guarantee in a kinder

light.

Moreover , the characteristics of their model make it natural for

them to trace closely the disequilibrluln developments durlng the

80s and to focus attention on the efficiency of governrnent stabi

lization policies.

The external payment deficl t problem that rnay weIl contlnue to

be a primary concern of Swedish econolnic policy for the rest of

the decade, could provide an independent reason for concentrat-
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ing a necessary oil saving to the 80s instead of spreading it out

over both the 80s and the 90s. A "tariff" on imported oi! implies 

at least in the short run - a certain terms-of-trade gain, which

will be t~e greater the more price sensitive Swedish oi! con

sumers are and the less price sensitive our foreign customers are.

In as far as our deficit problems will force the Swedish govern

ment to adhere to a very hard-fisted domestic demand policy

over the next few years in order to support an .export-offensive,

a "forced" oil saving may help to ease this· adjustment.

A corresponding concern about macro-economic adjustment pro

vides the basis also for the main NY argument in favor of a

price guarantee.

Given not only various kinds of technological and economic inflex

ibilities but also restr iction and/or inertia in the decision making

of stabilization policy, reducing the stabilization threat by a

"forced" oil-saving could substantially increase the probability of

a successful macro-economic adjustment after an oi! price hike.

This is one of the major conclusions of the NY discussion on

price guarantees. The fact that it more or less falls outside the

framework of the BM analysis helps to explain the different eva

luation results of the two studies. Instead of looking, as the BM

study primarily does, for first-best solutions by way of restoring

technological and economic flexibility , the more pessimistic NY

study is searching for second-best solutions for the case where

these rigidities remain and are reinforced by inflexibility in

government policy.

Economic Research and Energy Policy

That the treatment of price uncertainty is a major problem for

energy policy may not be a very controversial proposition. The

two studies in this volume however illustrate that there are many

different ways of tracing the impact of price changes and of de-
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signing counteracting policies. Different choices of analytical

tools may lead you to highlight different economic mechanisms

and different policy options.

If the· only lesson of the studies was a further proof of the rela

tivity of economic policy analysis the reader would have reason to

feel frustrated, when faced with imminent policy decisions.

There is, however, another and more frui tful way of interpreting

the results. The two studies to a large extent cornplement each

other in focussing on dif ferent, al though connected, problems and

in evaluating policy options under different assumptions. It is

rightly left for the policy-maker to decide what types of prob

lems and risks, that are most probable to arise and that should

be given priority and what political solutions are feasible within

the Swedish political context. Are the various forms of economic

and technological inflexibility not only more important than "poli

cy inflexibility" but also easier to modify by political action?

How much credit should be given to statements about long-term

price trends? How weIl have the governments learned the lesson

of the 70s an.d how much better can they be expected to manage

the necessary macro-econolnic adjustment and ward against grave

disturbances in world trade af ter another oil price hike?

These are the type of questions the policy-oriented reader must

answer, before being able to pick out the most relevant argu

ments and results from the seleeted research menue presented in

the following papers.

NOTE

l Since different types of production capital are aggregated in
econornic accounts by using sorne profitability indicator like capi
tal value as weight, one important effect of an unanticipated oil
price hike is that part of the aggregate production capital as usu
ally measured is "destroyed" or "lost". For a stringent discussion
of this rneasurernent problern cf. Berndt-Wood (1983).
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Oir Price Uncertainty and National Energy Strategies

by Lars Bergman and Karl-Göran Mäler

l THE NATURE OP OIL PRICK URCKRTADiITY

Since 1973 the world market real price of oil has

increased very substantially. Moreover, the rnuch

higher real oil price level has been attained by

means of two quite dramatic IIj umps ", one in

1973/74 and one in 1979. These events have very

much changed the perceptions about the internation

al oil market as \~ell as about national energy

policies. To begin with there seemed to be a very

firm belief that real oil prices would continue to

increase in the future. In view of recent develop

ments on the international oil market, the opi

nions about the medium term outlook are a little

more mixed. Yet prominent studies of the field

seem to indicate that there is an increasing long

term trend in the development of real oil prices. 1

The details of the future ciI price developments,

however, are generally regarded as very uncertain.

Hany economic arguments can be put behind these

beliefs. Thus, since oil is an exhaustible re

source, its real price should increase in the long

run. Under eertain idealized conditions the annual

rate of inerease should be elose to the real rate

of interest . This is the celebrated "Hotelling t s

rule". Its rationale is very simple: Being an

exhaustible resouree, oil in the ground can be
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looked upon as a capital asset. The owners should

expect, or demand, the same rate of return on oil

in the ground as they can get from other capital

assets. But· oil in the ground gives no annual

dividends, so the entire rate of return has to

take the form of capital gains, i.e. increases in

the rnarket price of oil. These price increases,

then, can be attained by means of a suitable

supply policy.

From the logical point of view, Hotell ing' s rule

offers a very nice rationale for the notion of

ever increasing real prices of oil. Its explanato

ry power in empirical analyses, however, has so

far turned out to be rather limited., (See for

instance Pindyck, 1982). But ,this failure of the

rule can partly be explained in terms of the econ

omics of the international oil market.

One characteristic feature of the demand for oil

is that, in the short run, the income elasticity

is elose to unity while the own price elasticity

is very small. This means that supply interrup

tions at given incorne leve1s, as weIl as a recove

ry in the world economy at more or. less given oil

supply leveIs, can produce quite significant oi1

price increases in the short rune But the increas~

ing evidence about relatively high long run price

elasticities in the demand for oil (see for instan

ce Pindyck 1980 and Bohi 1981) suggests that

significant oi1 price increases rnight be counter

productive in the long-run from the,oil producers'

point of view.

Lacking

markets

organized future (in he

or vertically integrated

form of actual

firms) and con-
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tingency2 markets for oil the oil, producers have

great difficulties in finding a supply strategy

which would maximize the value of their oil re

sources. Essentiailyall supp1y decisions have to

be based on expectations about future income

levels in the oil consuming areas, incomp1ete

evidence on short- and long-run price elasticities

of the demand for oil as weIl as about the behavi

or of other oil suppliers. In addition the "uninsu

rable II uncertainty about the outeorne of activities

such as technological change, exploration etc. has

to be taken into account by the decision makers

both on the supply and the demand side.

Under these conditions the futllre development of

oil pricesto a very large extent depends on how

expectations about future oil prices are formed .

Thus, if a drop in oil prices is taken as a sign

of a long-run reduction in the oil price level,

oil producers might want to increase their current

supply in order to benefit from the current, rela

tively high, price level. But if such reactions

are quantitatively significant, they are likely to

produce addi tional drops in the market price of

oil. A similar argument can be made in the case of

an initial increase in the price of oi1; the reac

tians of the producers, and perhaps the consumers,

might induce additional price increases.

In other words, depending on the nature of expecta

tians, a lack of future markets can lead to a very

unstable developrnent of the international oil

market. Horeover , in a short or medium term per

spective, price fluctuations might be a much rrore

important aspect of the international oil market

than a possible tendency towards ever increasing
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price levels. In other words, oil price uncertain

ty is not only uncertainty about how much and when

the price of oil will increase, but uncertainty

about the magnitude and direction of future oil

price changes. Consequently it can be argued that

the main task of national oil policy is to cope

with oil price fluctuations rather than with gradu

ally increasing oil prices. That is the basic

point of departure in this study.

The purpose of the study thus is to explore some

of the economic consequences and policy implica

tions of oil price uncertainty. Although the analy

tical approach is fairly general, it is the conse

quences for the Swedish economy and the implica

tions for Swedish energy policy we have in mind.

Needless to say, our choice of focus does not

imply that oil price uncertainty is the only

factor of relevance for the formation of S~veden' s

energy policy. For the moment being, and in this

particular study, however, our attention is entire

ly focused on the economics of oil price uncer

tainty.

Our analysis of the economics of oil price uncer

tainty is focused on three particular, and interre

lated, aspects of the problem. The first is the

economic impact of unexpected oil price increases.

Here, like in most of the other parts of the

study, the analysis is carried out on a fairly

aggregated level. Huch of the analysis deals with

the relation between aggregated real income measur

es and the oil price level. In particular this

relation is studied under various assumptions

about domestic energy policy strategies, the sub

sti tutabili ty of oil and other factors of produc-
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tion and the flexibility in the economy's resource

allocation mechanism. Most of this analysis is

presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.

The analysis in these chapters to a large extent

is carried out in terms of numerical illustrations

based on model simulations. The results clearly

indicate that oil price level indeed matters for

the domestic real income level. One can say that

the real income level in Sweden exhibits a consid-

erable oil price vulnerability. Once this, not

very surprising, result has been established,

there is reason to look for a strategy which,

given the oil price uncertainty, would lead to the

most desirable development of the economy. The

analysis of this issue, ~lhich involves the intro

duction of the concepts "econoITIic flexibili ty" and

tltechnological flexibility", is presented in Chap-

ter 4.

One of the main findings in Chapter 4 is the

importance of economic flexibility, i.e., the abil

ity of the economy to reallocate resources in

response to changes in the economic environment.

Another important resul t is the need to let indi

vidual decision makers be faced with the real

uncertainty in order to induce them to include

technical possibilities of substitution in their

oil consurning plans.

The analysis in Chapter 4 is, however, based on

the assumption of risk neutral decision rnakers. In

Chapter 5, the opposite case is studied, namely

the case when individual decision makers are risk

averse and have no

flexible. In this

means of designing plants rnore

case, we show that society
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should be more risk neutral than the individuals ,

and in order to induce a more risk neutral behavi

or, some, but less than complete, stabilization of

the oil price level might be an appropriate policy

strategy.

The next step in the analysis is, concerned wi th

the policy implications of oil price uncertainty.

Hore specifically the question is whether or not

an unregulated market economy tends to produce

optimal resource allocation patterns when there is

oil price uncertainty, and, if a need for govern

ment intervention can be established, how an effi

cient energy policy strategy should be designed.

These issues are dealt with in Chapter 5 and

Chapter 6. In Chapter 6 we also draw the conclu

sions of our analysis.

l This result came out from all the 10 medels used
by the Energy r.1odeling Forum (EMF, 1982) for oil
price simulations over the period 1980-2000.

2 I.e. an institutionai arrangement which makes it
possible for the agents to make the specific fea
tures of their agreements contingent on the actual
outcome of uncertain events l such as exploration,
technololgical development and so forth.
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2 REAL IBCOm ARD 'l'IIE OIL PRICS LEVEL

2.1 Introduction

Before approaching the problem of energy policy

under conditions of oil price uncertainty in more

general terms, the results of some numerical compa

rative statics experiments are presented in this

section. The purpose of these experiments is to

indicate the relation beween the real incorne level

in the Swedish economy and the real oil price

level under different energy policy assumptions.

Needless to say, the resul ts presented beloware

just numerical illustrations: the definition of

energy policy strategies as weIl as oil price

scenarios are chosen for illustrative purposes and

thus are not regarded as the nost probable future

outcomes. Both the energy policy strategies and

the oil price scenarios chosen, however, seem to

be weIl within the feasibIe set of future out-

comes.

2. 2 Energy Strategies and oi1 Price Realizations

The analysis is designed in the following way. At

each point in time tl1ere is an (unspecified) proba

bility distribution for the world market price of

oil. The mean value of this distribution, i.e. the

expected price of oil, is assumed to increase by 2

perc'ent per annum in real terms. In our compara

tive statics experiments, we are concerned with

the situation 1991, and we consider two particular
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realizations of the world market price of oil that

particu1ar year. That is, in order to get a first

hand feeling for the relation between oil prices

and domestic real income levels, the numerical

experiments are confined to two points on the

probabi1ity distribution for oil prices. One inves

tigated oil price realization is that the price of

oi1 attains its expected va1ue in 1991, while the

other implies an oil price level 60 percent above

the expected level that year.

~bviously the analysis has to be based on sorne

projections of the state of the Swedish economy in

1991. These projections, as weIl as the compara

tive statics, are generated by means of a multipe

riod, multisectoral numerical general equilibrium

type of model. (This model belongs to a systern of

computable models developed within this project.

The model system is fully described in the appen

dix, as weIl as in Bergman 1982). The projections

are based on three sets of assumptions, differing

on1y with respect to the assumption about national

energy policies. Thus, for convenience we can

refer to the sets of assumptions as lIenergy p:>licy

strategies".

One of these strategies, Strategy O, is taken as

the "reference case" and denoted "passive". That

is, no particular changes in domestic energy poli

cies are assumed . The other two strategies both

represent a particular type of oil conservation

policy, Strategy l being a case where conservation

efforts are IImodest" , while these efforts are livig

orous " in Strategy 2. In view of the specifica

tian of the computation model, the energy policy

strategies can be described in terms of their
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irnplications for the oi).-price expectations held

by the producers in the economy. The reason for

that is as follows.

The. basic assumption about technology in the model

is that it exhibits the so-called putty-clay pro

perty in terms of capital use and energy input

coefficients. Moreover, technical change is assurn

ed to be entirely embodied. This means that deci

sions about investrnent and technical coefficients

in new production units have to be based on the

producers • (and investors • ) expectations about

future input and output prices. Consequently the

sectoral allocation of real capital and the ex

post {fixed} energy input coefficients at a given

point in time reflect the price expectations held

at various previous points in time.

In the reference case, i. e. IIStrategy 0 11
, produ

cers are assumed to have static expectations. That

is, currently observed relative prices are .expect

ed to prevail also in the future. Energ'y policy

is assumed to irnprove the producers· foresight

about future oil prices and thus the design of new

production units. For the moment being we are not

concerned about whether sorne government agency

could, or should try to, accornplish such a task.

To give a flavor of reality to the strategy defi

nitions, however, the lIactive ll policy strategies

could be regarded as a /set of regulations of 'oil

input coefficients in new plants. The prescribed

coefficients are defined as the cost-minimizing

oil input coefficients at a specific oi1 price

level (and current prices of outputs and other

inputs). Throughout it is assumed that the regula

tion of oil input coefficients is efficient, i.e.
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that the oil use restrictions imposed in various

sectors of the economy all reflect the same implic

it oil price leve1. l

As mentioned above Strategy 1 can be regarded as a

"modest" conservation strategy. Hore specifically

this means that the regulations are consistent

wi th an assumption about agradual increase by 2

percent per annum of real oil prices. 2 Strategy 2,

on the other hand, represents a "vigorous II conser

vation effort. Thus, the regulations of oil input

coefficients in new production units reflect an

oil price leve1 which is 300 percent higher than

the one implicitly assumed in Strategy l.

To sum up we have three energy policy strategies

and two oil price realizations in 1991. Thus we

can depict six al ternatives for the state of the

Swedish economy in 1991. There is, however, no

reason to compare these alternatives on a full

scale. Instead we lilnit ourselves to a comparison

of the real income levels attained in the six

cases. Moreover, in order to simplify the exposi-

tion, the real income level attained under Strate

gy O and oil price realization l is taken as the

basis for comparison, i.e., as a reference case.

Real income differences between the cases are ex

pressed in terms of equivalent variations (EV).

That is, each case,· or constellation of energy

policy strategy and oil price rea1ization 1991, is

characterized by the income change which, from the

individuals' I ,lX>int of view, wou1d make the case in

question equivalent to the reference case. The

approach can be described by the f01lowing rnatrix.
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Oil price l 2. Conditionai
realiza- Mathematical Mathematical per unit east
tion, expectation expectation of an oil price

Energy j + 60 percent deviation*
policy (EVi2-EV

i1
)/60

strategy, i

O: Passive EV
Ol - O EV02 EV02 /60

1: Hodest
conservation EV

11 EV12 (EV12-EVl1 )/60

2: Vigorolus
conservation EV

21 EV22 (jEV22-EV21 )/60

a I. e. percentage point upward deviation from the mathernatieal
expectation for the oil price level , given the energy policy
strategy.

The measure "Conditional per uni~ eost per an oil

price deviation ll indicates the seI)sitivity of the

real ineome level with respeet to the ail priee

level, given that a specific energy policy strate

gy is adopted. Clearly this is a measure of the

economy' s vulnerabili ty to oil price chqnges. In

general one should expeet that conservation ef

forts should reduce the absolute va1ue of that

measure. Alsa, one should expeet that the higher

the oil price level is, the lower is the real

income level. Thus, all EVil ~ EVi2 should be nega

tive.

As neither of th~ three s~rategies imp1y a long

run equi1ibrium alloeation of the eeonomy's resour

ces in 1991, however, the signs of EV11 and EV
2l

cannot be determined on a priori grounds. Neverthe

less there is a strong presumption that EV
2l

is

negative. The reason for that is the significant

difference between the actual 1991 oil prices in
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each of the two oil price realizations we investi

gate and the oil prices underlying the choice of

technology in Stragegy 2.

\Jith this approach the projected development of

the economy under IIreference case ll conditions is

not very crucial for the resul ts of the analysis.

Vet a brief description of the reference case is

appropriate.

2. 3 'l'he Referenee case

Essentially the reference case is based on the

same assumptions about aggregate capital forma

tion, labor supply and world market condi tions as

a long-term survey of the Swedish economy recent1y

published by the Hinistry of Economic Affairs.

(See SOD 1982:14). Severa1 alternatives are discus

sed in that survey, but we have chosen to base our

assumptions on the alternative which is described

as allroute towards balance ll • This means that

gaads and factor prices are assumed flexible

enough to clear the corresponding markets, and

that the damestic savings ratio increases enough

to allow for a sirou! taneous increase of the rate

of real capita! formation and a significant im

provement in the current account.

On the basis of the chosen assumptions and the so

called dynamic model (DYN) described in the Appen

dix, the projected development of the Swedish

economy fro'm 1979, the initia! year of the modell s

data base, to 1991 can be summarized in _the fol

lowing way:
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'l'he PEOjected -referenee case- deve1op

JaeIlt of se1ected ..croecono.u.c indica
tors in the SWedish econc.y 1979-91

Annual Late of change (%)

Private eonsumption
Public consumption
Gross investments
Export
Import
GDP
Terms of trade
ail consumption

1.3
0.9
3.0
3.9
1.6
2.3

-1.1
0.9

It should be pointed out that the reference case

gives an overly opti.mistic picture of the Swedish

economy. In view of the actual developrnent 1979

82, a realization of the reference case trends for

the entire 12 year period seems to be a highly

unlikely outcome.

Except for the world· market prices of oil and the

parameters defining the energy policy strategies,

the reference case values of the model' sexogenous

variables are not varied across the cases. For

most of the exogenous variables this is hardly

questionable. In some cases, however, our approach

implies rather strong assumptions.

One such case is that real income levels and rela

tive goods prices in the rest of the world are

kept eonstant aeross oi1 price realizations. Later

on (in ch 5) we will partly relax this assumption,

and in chapter 3 we will, at some length, discuss

the relation between international oil prices, rel

ative prices and traded goods and real income and

spending patterns in the rest of the world. As
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there is no obvious way to take these factors into

account I we have chosen 'to, disregard the problem

at this stage of our analysis.

We have als6 chosen to disregard the relation

between the oi1 price level and the deficit on

Sweden I s current account. In an ·analysis of the

intertemporal allocation of the cost of higher oi1

prices, this is of course a highly unreasonable

assumption. Our ana1ysis, however, primarily is

concerned with the total change of the real income

level resul ting from higher oi1 prices. By assum-

ing a constant current account deficit across oi1

price realizations, that particular issue can rea

sonably well be elucidated within a one-period

framework.

2.4 Jlwaerical'Resu1ts

The results of the model simulations are presented

in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 below. Several observations

can be made on the basis of these results. Perhaps

the most striking result is the quite significant

negative values 'in the second column. These fig

ures indicate that the bil price realization clear

ly matters for the real income level in the Swed

ish economy. Thus i t seems to' -be a worthwhile

task to look for an energy policy strategy which

could help to reduce, the impact of changing oil

prices on the real incorne level in Sweden.

Another observation can be based on the third

column in Table 2.2. As can' be seen from these

resul ts, an energy cons'ervation strategy carried

out over a twelve-year period (1979-1991) signifi~
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eo.puted valnes of equiValent variations 1991

Millions SEK in the 1979 price level

oil price l 2 Conditional
realiza- ~1athematical Mathematical per unit cost
tion, expectation expectation o f an oil price

Energy, j + 60 percent deviation*
policy

i (EVi2 -EVi1 )/60strategy,

O: Passive O -23 470 390

l: Modest
conservation - 520 -20 480 330

2: Vigorous
conservation -10 500 -27 340 280

* I.e. per percentage point upward deviation from the mathemat
ica1 ·expectation for the oil price leve1, given the energy
policy strategy.

Table 2.3 ea.puted valnes of equival.ent variations 1991

Percent of the reference case GNI

Energy
1icy

strategy, i

O: Passive

Oil price
realization,

j
f\1athematical
expectation

O

Mathematical
expectation
+ 60 percent

-3.8

1: "Conservation"

2: "Unexpected II

-0.1

-1.7

-3.4

-4.5
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cantly reduces the sensitivity of the real income

level wi th respect to the oi1" price level. Under

the particular conditions behind these experi

ments, however, it turns out that the strategy

which leads to the lowest vulnerability, i.e.,

Strategy 2, also 1eads to the lowest real income

level. A rough calculation (assuming linearity)

based on the results in Table 2.2 shows that,

compared to Strategy 2, 8trategy O would imply a

higher real income level in 1991 unless the upward

oil price deviation that year is at least 95 per

cent. The corresponding figure in a comparison

between Strategy 1 and Strategy 2 is 197 percent.

Obviously these numbers should not be taken too

seriously. Yet they clearly demonstrate that re

duced oil price vulnerability, for instance

through active oil conservation efforts, is not a

free good, and that the value of reduced oil price

vulnerability critically depends on the cost of

attaining such a reduction as well as on the proba

bility distribution for the oil price level. But

the value of reduced oil price vulnerability also

depends on the attitudes towards risk.

Thus, if households are so called risk avoiders, a

comparison between two feasible, mutua11y exclusi

ve, uncertain income streams with the same expect

ed value, would turn out in favor of the most

"even II income stream. That is, under these condi

tions, households tend to avoid income streams

where there is a possibility that the income level

attains values representing . lI extreme ll deviations

from the trend value. If risk aversion is an impor

tant aspect of reality, the comparison of energy

policy strategies involves a trade-off between, on
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the one hand, the expected va1ue of the real

income level and, on the other hand, the disper

sion of possible annual real income levels.

The results in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 also high

lights another aspect of energy policy under oil

price uncertainty, namely that errors in wideIy

accepted oil price predictions can be quite

costly. Thus, in relation to both oil price reali

zations in our simulations, the oil price predic

tian un"derlying Strategy 2 represents a signifi

cant "overshooting". Each year the actual oil

price 1evel is in the range 100 - 160 percent of

the expected value of the "true" oil price distri

bution, the cost of the Strategy 2 oil price pre

diction is in the range 1.1 - 1.6 percent of GNI

(see Table 2.3). This means that the profitability

of Strategy 2 critically depends on extremely high

oil price realizations, and if the probability of

such realizations has been overestimated, the cost

of that prediction error can be significant.

It is obvious that our simulation experiments

rais es more ques tions than they answer. Yet i t

seems reasonable to conc1ude that the real income

level depends on the oil price level in a quantita

tively important way. Moreover, it seems that weIl

chosen and efficiently designed energy policy

strategies cou1d he1p to reduce the economy I s oil

price vulnerabili ty. In the following exposition

we will investigate, in Inore general terms, the

conditions for efficient adjustment of the economy

to oil price uncertainty, as weIl as the role of

national energy policy in this particular context.
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IIOl'ES

In practice the implementation of such an energy
policy probably would be very costly because of
the quite significant amount of information it
would require. For the moment, however, we disre
gard this point.

Technically this rneans that plants are designed
to be cost-efficient at an oil price level which
is the weighted average of the oil prices \vhich
are assumed to prevailover the life-time of the
plant.

However, the so called Armington export demand
functions incorporated in the computation model
give an upward bias to our estimates of the oil
price sensitivity of the real incorne level.

It might be surprising that Strategy l ilnplies a
lower real income level than Strategy O under Oil
price realization l; after all the design of
plants in 8trategy l is based on the assumption
that the oil price level attains its expected
value. However, it is only the oil prices that are
weIl predicted in Strategy l. Like in Strategy O
the expectations about all other input and output
prices are static in Strategy l. Moreover, our
comparison only refers to one single year. In the
long run Strategy l might be better than Strate
gy o.
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3 A SLIGIft'LY MORE GP..RERAL APPROACH

3.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to carry the analy

sis of the preceding section one step further by

developing a slightly more general analytical

framework. To begin with, a simple diagramrnatic

representation of the relation between oil price

uncertainty and real income uncertainty in a na-

tioal

ters

economy

of this

is presented .

relation are

Then the key parame

discussed, as well as

the role of energy policy. Finally sorne numerical

illustrations are presented.

3.2 A Conceptua1 PraJM!WOrk

The conceptual framework suggested here has two

essential building blocks: A representation of the

international oil market, and a functional rela

tion between the price of imported oil and the

aggregate real income in the oil-importing econo

my. The international oil market is simply repre

sented by adensity function, 8 t (PO)' defining the

probability of various realizations of the world

market price of oil, P
O

' at time t. In general the

density function 8
t

(P
O

) should depend on the rele

vant information about the oil market available in

period t. It is assumed that the world market

price of oi1 is independent of the actions of the

agents of the Swedish economy.

The relation between the real national income at
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time t, Y(t), and the world market price of oil at

that time, PO(t), can be written

Y(t) ( 3.1)

In this expression X( p O(t)) is a vector of world

market prices (other than the price of oil) and

the level of real income in the rest of the world,

expressed as functions of the world market price

of oil. H( t) is another vector, where the compo

nents represent the supply of labor, the availabil

i ty of capital and technology in various sectors

of the economy as weIl as the values given to

various policy parameters. It is assumed that the

last set of variables all are fixed at the begin

ning of period t, and that they remain constant

throughout that period. 1 Thus it is assumed that

H(t) H(t) (3.2)

which means that eq. 3.1 expresses the level of

real national income as a. function of the real

price of oil only.

\'lithin this framework the impact of an oil price

increase on the real national income becomes

dY {
o~ n o~ dX.- + L: J
aPa j=l Xj dP O

dP O :} (3.3)

where the first term in the parenthesis will be

denoted the "direct effect" and the second the

"indirect effect" of an oil price increase.

The direct effect of an oil price increase works
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through the cost of domestically consumed oil.

Under reasonable assumptions, this effect clearly

is negative. Its -magnitude depends positively on

the initial level of oil consumption, and negative

ly on the substitutability of oil and other fac

tors of production.~ That substitutability can be

subdivided into two parts; one representing the

substitutability of oil and other fuels in the

production of secondary energy, and the other the

substitutability of energy and other inputs in

industrial and household production processes.

Moreover, rigidities in the adjustrnent of relative

prices to new equilibrium values after an oil

price increase can cause unemployment o·f resours

es , during the period of adjustment which leads

to additional real income losses.

The indirect effects of an oil price increase work

through the world market prices of other goods

than oil, as weIl as through the real income

levels in the IIhorne ll country' s trading partners.

In the case of a price taking smallopen econorny,

the indirect effects of an oil price increase

solely work through changes in world market prices

(provided these prices imrnediately attain their

new equilibrium values). Whether the changes in

world market prices (other than the price of oil)

tend to improve or deteriorate the IIhorne II coun

try's terms of trade depends, among other factors,

on its pattern of specialization.

In our calculations, however, we have assumed·that

Swedish producers are faced with export demand

functions, i. e. the demand for Swedish exports is

assumed to depend (positively) on the real income
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level in the rest of the world and (negatively) on

the relation between Swedish export prices and the

corresponding world market prices. Thus our ap

proach is not entire1y consistent with the so

called "small econorny" assumptions I but weIl in

line with the position taken in the long term

surveys published by the Hinistry of Econornic Af

fairs. (This is further e1aborated in the Appendix

where the rrodel used in the calculations is pre

sented. ) Under these conditions the sign of the

indirect effect of an oi1 price increase not only

depends on how relative prices of traded goods are

affected. It also to a very large extent depends

on how the oil price increase affects the real

income leve1 in the "horne .. country' s main export

rnarketsi ceteris paribus the "horne" country' s

terms of trade depend positively on the real

income level of the main buyers of its exports. In

the short run the relation between real income

changes and changes in spending patterns perhaps

is an even rnore important factor.

At the beginning of the 70s most of the Swedish

exports were bought by countries which were net

importers of oi1. Thus I most of the "old II buyers

of Swedish exports suffered a real income loss

when the price of oi1 went up in 1973. This effect

was amp1ified by rigidities in the adjustment to

the new oi1 price level as weIl as by policy

reactions in the vvestern countries. Moreover I the

OPEC countries only to a very small extent spent

their real income gains on imports. Consequently

the indirect effect of the 1973 oil price increase

experienced by the Swedish econorny was strongly

negative.
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are affected by oi1

\il ( • ) in the PO' Y-

or concave to the

occur if there are

adjustment to higher

significance of theseoil prices, and the economic

Ten years later, however, the' situation is slight

ly different. Two of Sweden I s main trading part

nerE, Norway and UK, are now net exporters of oil

and would thus experience a real income gain from

an oil price increase. In addition the oi1 export

ing countries, looked upon as a group, might be

more inc lined than the OPEC countries in 1973 to

spend income gains on goods and services. It fo1

lows that the indirect effect of an oil price

increase should be less negative 1983 than it was

1973. Whether or not it is still negative depends

on how the relative prices on international mar

kets for Sweden I s tradables

price increases. The graph of

space can be either convex

origin. The latter case can

rigidities in the economy's

rigidities increases with the 1evel of PO·

In Figure 3.1 below our two building blocks, the

density function 8 t (P
O

) and the function ~(.), are

combined into a complete analytical framework . As

long as the vector H(t) is kept fixed at H(t),

uncertainty about the oi! price level obviously

leads to uncertainty about the real incorne level.

This uncertainty is represented by the density

function ~t(Y). In the figure F
O

denotes the expec

ted value of the oil price level at time t, while

Y(FO(t») is the real income level, which, for the

given H(t), can be realized at the oil price level

Po(t). Clearly y(po(t») does not necessarily coin

cide with the expected value of the real income

level, y(t).

It should be noted that the shape of the function
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Bypothetica1 re1ation betveen inter

nationa1 oi1 prices and the do~stic

rea1 national incoae

T( (Y)
t

y

Y(t)=1}J(P
o

f t ) ,x [po(t)] ,H(t))

~(.) depends on ii(t), i.e. on, arnong other fac

tors, the energy policies carried out in the pre

vious periods. Thus, for each configuration of

capital accumulation, technical change and econom

ic policy in the periods preceding period t, there

is a specific shape of 'f'(e). This means that, in

principle, there is a (possibly not unique) set of

optimum energy policies, i.e. policies which would

lead to a welfare maximizing sequence of density

functions nt(y} for t = l, 2, ... T, where T repre

sents the relevant planning horizon.
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Disregarding distributional considerations and as

surning risk neutrality the social welfare in

period t only depends on y( t). If there is some

degree of risk aversion, however, social welfare

depends on the shape of the entire density func-

tion 1t t (Y) and thus, for any given 0 t (PO)' on the

shape of 1'(.). Under the specific assumption that

the wel fare, function is quadratic (and concave) ,

there is a trade-off between the mean and the

variance of 1t t (y) in the case of risk aversion.

Thus, if households in general are risk avoiders,

they are willing to accept a somewhat lower level

of expected real income provided that would make

their future real income levels less sensitive to

the uncertain oil price level. In any case social

welfare crucially depends on the location (in the

PO' Y-space) and shape of the function 1'(.).

Ideally we would like to estimate the functions

1'(.) and 0
t

(P
O

)· However, lacking ernpirical eviden

ce on the indirect effect of an oil price increa

se, as well as of the density function 0t (PO}' the

analysis has to be confined to the properties of

~.(.) at given values of all the components of the

vectors X(PO(t») and H(t).

simulations, where estimated

(In Chapter 5 some

indirect effects are

taken into account, are presented .) The resulting

relation between oil prices and the real national

income then reflects direct effects only. It will

be denoted ~ (P
O
). In the next subsection the pro

perties of ~t(PO) is explored.

3.3 Rea1 Incc.e and the Price of Oi1

On the basis of the discussion above, it is rea-

sonable to expect the derivative. of ':Y(P
O

) to be
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non-positive over the entire range of positive P
O

.

In general the graph of 'f t (Po) is steeper in the

p O' Y-space the lower the consurnption of oii per

unit of income is. If there is no possibility to

substitute away from oil, i.e. the 011 consumption

level is fixed, the graph of 'f(PO) is a straight

line. That is, an oil price increase of a gi ven

absolute magnitude leads to the same absolute

income loss at all oil price levels. In normal

cases, however, there is some substitutability be

tween oil and other inputs in the production of

final goods and services. This means that oil

price increa.ses, ceteris paribus , induce substi

tution away from oil. Consequently, assuming risk

neutrality and that all goods and factor markets

immediately clear after an oil price increase, the

absolute real incom.e loss due to an oil price

increase of a given magnitude is a decreasing

function of the oil price level. This means that

the graph of ~(Po) is strictly convex to the

origin, and the "degree of convexity" depends on

the substitutability of oil and other inputs.

Changes in economic variables, however, often are

expressed in relative terms. Thus, it might be

natural to analyze the percentage change of the

real national income, resul ting from a given per-

centage change in the price of oil. In this subsec

tion, therefore, we will be concerned with the

elasticity of the real national income with re

spect to the price of oil, i.e. \llith the elastici-

ty of ~t(PO). The objective is to derive some

quantitative estimates of that elasticity under

various assumptions about the flexibility of the

technology in terms of the substitutability of oil

and other inputs.
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However, in doing this i t is important to nate,

that the flexibility of the technology is not the

only factor that matters. If goods and factor

markets do not clea'r, the real income loss due to

an oil price increase also depends on how much,

and which, resources that will be left idle. An

obviously. important empirical issue then is to

estimate the relative importance of technology

flexibility and the flexibility of the econornic

systern. To explore this issue, a few model calcula

tions have been carried out. (Here the one-period

versions of the model described in Appendix are

used.) They are designed on the following way.

Three cases, differing in terms of the assumptions

about "econornic" and "technological" flexibility,

are defined. These cases are:

I Flexible technology (unita+y elasticity of

substitution between oil. and electricity as

well as between energy and other inpQts) and

prices which clear all markets. (Calcula

tians based on the LRS version with fixed

capital stocks.)

II Rigid technology (zero elasticity of substi

tution between oil and electricityas weIl

as. between energy and other inputs) and

prices which clear all rnarkets. (Calcula

tions based on the SRS version with flexible

real wage rate.)

III Rigid technology and rigid prices (i.e. the

real'wage rate is cornpletely rigid downwards

but flexible upwards, and all other prices

are flexible). (Calculations based on the

SRS version with fixed real wage rate.)
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For each one of these cas·e.~., the real national

income level is computed fo~·' ~ number of oil price

levels . Using the resul ts .. 'o,f:' these computations,

the elasticity of the real' .n:ational income, with

respect to the price of· ~'il ...·in various oil price

intervals, is computed. B·ef.f):I:~ presenting the re

sults, a few remarks sh.ould be made about the

nature of the computed '~q~ilibria, as weIl as
.." ,';

about the appropriate chqic~·. of real income mea-

sure.

The computed equilibria '~l'l' are of a short-run

nature, i. e. the sector~i:~': capital stOCKS are

fixed. By the design of~:' t:l~~ data-base (see the

description of the data-ba's'es in the Appendix),

however, the fixed capital. ',stocks and the fixed

energy input coefficients· ('i:n Case II and Case

III) would coincide with: th:~' eorresponding long

run values, provided the', 'lqhg-run (or ex ante)

technology is of the Cobb-P9uglas type (that is,

the elasticity of substitUtion between oil and

electrieity as weIl as b~~ween energy and other

inputs is unity) , and th.e··' p·rice of oil is unity

(in terms of the units used: in the model ealcula

tions). Thus, by definition'· the real income level
"

does not di ffer aeross th~:, eases when PO = l. O.

Moreover , the cornputed i~pa~:t:' of oil price devia

tions can be regarded as. ,real income deviations

from the long run equilibr~'~m (as is clear from

the Appendix, however, this;' statement is subject

to some qualifications).. The:: "referenee case" of

the numerical experiments presented in Chapter 2

was a short-run equilibri~m.::with, for instance,

significant di fferences ap:r~~,~ sectors in terms of

the rates of return on reai ~apital.
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As in the computatio~~'presented in Chapter 2, the

current account defiqit is taken to be exogenously

determined and indep~nd~nt of the oil price level.

Due to the specific,~tion of the rrodel (see the

discussion in subsection 3.1 and the description

of the rrodelin the: ,Appendix), this means that an

oil price increase {~~u~es a further deterioration

of the terms of trade. That is,' the terms of trade

deteriorate partly a1~, ,a result of the import price

increase, part ly as' aresul t of the export price

decrease which is necessary in order to increase

the export volume ~n,ough to maintain the current

account deficit, at the exogenouslygiven level.

It turns out that cha'ng,es in the oil price level

have quite strong e,ffects on the terms of trade

under the conditions' implieo by the specification

of the model. (In" ',Bergman 1982 an alternative

speci fication of the '~,del, without this property ,

is presented .) This' means that the magni tude of

the real income effec~~ quite strongly depends on

the compositian of the :numeraire good in which the

real value of the to't~l factor incomes is evalua

ted. Thus, if the humeraire good is a basket of

imports, the real lint~ome deviations due to oil

price deviations ten·d tö be relatively' strong. If,

on the other hand, ~the numeraire good is a basket

of domestically prod~u.ced goods, the relation be

tween the real lnC;Ome level and the oil price

level tend to be much'$~~ller.

From the theoretical 'point of view, the natural

way to proceed is t.o. define real national income

on the basis of the. ,p6~tulated utili ty function of

the modell s aggrega~,ed: household sector. As can be

seen in the rrodel ~l~scription (in the Appendix),
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however, neither savings nor consurnption of public

services are included in the utility function of

the household sector. The ·same applies to the

"disuti1:ity " of unernployrnent, which can occur in

Case III. Thus, there is no theoretically obvious

way to define real national incorne in the computa

tion nodel. In view of this, we have defined "real

national incorne" in three.alternativeways.

According

income is

to the

defined

first measure, real national

as the value of total factor

incomes in terms of an aggregate of household

consurnption goods (around 50 percent ), public. ser

vices (around 25 percent) and investment goods

(around 25 percent). In other words, real national

income is defined in terms of an aggregate of

goods and services· actually used for dornestic con

surnption and investment purposes. This is our main

alternative in terms of the specification of real

national income.

The second measure defines real national income in

terms of imported manufactures (which happens to

be the numeraire good of the computation model).

\li th this defini tion, real national income should

be relatively sensitive to terms of trade 'changes .

That, however is not the case for the third mea

sure. According to this definition, real national

incorne narnely is defined in terms of domestically

produced public services. The resul ts of the com

putations are presented in ·Tables 3.1-3.3 below.

First of all it should' be noted' that the results

are derived from assumed oil price variations

around the 1975 oil price level. Since the current

real oil price level is roughly twice as high, the
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-.rhe estUIated elasticity of real national

inco-e* with respect 1:0 the price of oil

Hain alternative

O~l priee** Computed elastieity*** of real national income

interval Case la Case Ila Case Illa

0.2 - 0.6 -0.018 -0.015 -0.015
0.6 - 1.0 -0.026 -0.026 -0.026
1.0 - 1.4 -0.037 -0.040 -0.083
1.4 - 1.8 -0.039 -0.053 -0.109
1.8 - 2.2 -0.041 -0.067 -0.134
2.2 - 2.6 -0.043 -0.090 -0.162
2.6 - 3.0 -0.045 -0.083 -0.194

~le 3.2 !ftle estUIated elasticity of real natioua1

inco-e* with respect 1:0 the price of oil

Seeona alternative

Oil priee** Computed elastieity*** of real national ineome

interva1 Case la Case Ila Case Illa

0.2 - 0.6 -0.031 -0.019 -0.019
0.6 - 1.0 -0.038 -0.036 -0.036
1.0 - 1.4 -0.044 -0.055 -0.080
1.4 - 1.8 -0.046 -0.074 -0.104
1.8 ,- 2.2 -0.047 -0.094 -0.128
2.2 - 2.6 -0.049 -0.107 -0.148
2.6 - 3.0 -0.053 -0.116 -0.176

*

**

***
a

Total domestie faetor in terms of importerl manufaetu
res.

The oil priee level 1.00 is equal to the aetual real
oil priee level in 1975.

Are elasticities in various oil priee intervals.

See p. 51 ff.
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'l1le est~ted e1asticity of rea1 nationa1

inco.e* with respect to the price of oil

Third alternative

Oil priee** Cornputed elastieity*** of real national ineome

interval Case ra Case rIa Case Illa

0.2 - 0.6 -0.008 -0.004 -0.004
0.6 - 1.0 -0.012 -0.008 -0.008
1.0 - 1.4 -0.015 -0.012 -0.086
1.4 - 1.8 -0.016 -0.016 -0.109
1.8 - 2.2 -0.016 -0.017 -0.134
2.2 - 2.6 -0.017 -0.018 -0.155
2.6 - 3.0 -0.018 -0.022 -0.186

*

**

a

Total domestie faetor ineomes in terms of public
services.

The oil priee 1evel 1.00 ~s equal to the actua1 real
oil priee level in 1975.

Are elastieities in various oil priee intervals.

See p. 51 ff.

resu1ts in Tables 3.1 - 3.3 multiplied by a faetor

e10se to two shou1d give an approximate estimate

of the current values of the eomputed e1astiei

ties.

Several observations can be made on the basis of

the above presented results. One is that the

nature of the eeonomy' s foreign trade functions,

in eonjunction with the assumed effects of the oil

priee .ehanges on real il1eomes and spending pat

terns in the rest of the world, elearly matters

for the relation between the real ineome level and

the oil priee level. This is shown by the quite

significant terms of trade effeets whieh show up

in the differenees between our three measures of

real national ineome.
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Another observation is that the difference between

Case I and Case II generally seems to be much

smaller than the difference between Case II and

Case III. This suggests that "economie flexibi.l

i ty" relaxes the domestic real income level from

the international oil price level much more effi

ciently than "technological flexibili ty" does.

This is an interesting result, but it is subject

of qualifications. First, "eeonornie flexibility"

and "technological flexibili ty" are by no means

well-defined eoncepts. Thus, another specification

of economic flexibility could have lead to signifi

eantly different results. Second, there is no

trade-off between tteeonomie flexibility" and "tech

nologieal flexibili ty" ~ to achieve an increase in

the first type of flexibility, one does not neees

sarily have to reduee the other. type of flexibil

ity.

A third observation is, however, that the degree

"teehnological flexibility" definitely matters,

especially when the unexpected oil price deviation

is very large. Thus, provided a"flexible technolo-

gy" does not eost rnore than less flexible feasible

alternatives, such a technology should always be

chosen. This argument can be demonstrated by means

of Figure 3.2.

We assume that all goods and factor markets immed

iately clear after a change in some exogenous

variable. In accordance with the discussion above,

this means that 'l't (PO) is convex to the origin in

the PO' Y-space . vve consider two technologies, l

and 2, leading to 'Yl (p ) and ~ 2 ( PO) respectively.
t O t

By assumption Technology l is characterized by

fixed coefficients, while Technology 2 exhibits a
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higher degree of technological flexibili ty.' Also

by assumptian it halds that

Pigure 3.2

II~(Y)

y ...-+-----+---;-------....,....-;.-----,...----,--....'

y 4--~~--..,..---..;:a"....-~....--_Ir--r_---.'--__---.,.~__....,.._.. PO

PO(t)
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where PO(t) is the mathematical expectation for

the oil price level, i.e.

(3.5)

In othe"r words, when the price of oil attains i ts

expected value, the two technologies generate the

same real income level. It is in this sense that

the flexible technology does not cost rrore than

the less flexible one.

However, as can be seen in Figure 3.2, it also

holds that

2· - l .
Var LY(t) J < Var l Y(t) J

(3.6)

(3.7)

That is, the rnore flexible technology generates a

higher value of the expected real income level. In

addition, Technology 2 implies a lower variance of

the real income level. On the basis of these re

sul ts, we conclude that if two technologies are

equally costly, the more flexible alternative

should be chosen.

Horeover , it might very well be the case that the

technology which generates the highest expected

value of the real income level is inferior to same

other, less flexible, technology at the specific

oil,price level PO(t). In the next ch~pter we will

develop the nation of technology flexibility and

show, that a technology which is designed to be

optimal in view of the entire probability distribu

tion for the oil price, is rrore flexible than a

technology which is designed to be optimal at a
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specific oil price level. But a technology, which

is designed to be optimal at the specific oil

price level iS
O
(t), turns out to be more efficient

than a technology, which is optimal with respect

to the entire oil price distribution at that par-

ticular oil price level. Thus, there is a trade

off between efficiency and flexibility.
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4 OIL PRICE UlICBRrAIRrY ABD BarIORS

OF FLEXIBILIlft'

4.1 -rechDological P1el[ibility

Our approach starts from the notion that the pro

perties of teehnology at the el[ aate stage differ

from the properties el[ post, and in particular ,

that there is a trade-off between static el[ ante

effieieney and el[ post flexibility. The basie idea

is that plants designed for a single input price

eonstellation can be made more effieient than

those designed for a spectrum of input priee eon

stellatians.

Another way of describing the situation we are

studying is the following. By designing a plant

with a given eapaeity from a given static efficien

ey point of view, the average east curve will show

the least east for produeing different quantities

(given the eapacity). The average eost curve is in

general assumed to be U-shaped, which means that

deviations from the "optimal" produetion volume

inerease the average eost. However, by designing

the plant somewhat differently, it may be possible

to aehieve an average eost eurve, whieh is flatter

but with a higher minimum average eost than the

former.

In Figure 4.1 the eost eurves are drawn. It is

elear that if the entrepreneur is completely eer

tain that the produetion volume will be X, it is

optimal to choose the design eorresponding to the

curve AC
1 . If, on the other hand, he is uneertain

about the future produetion volumes he may prefer
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Figure 4.1

AC

x x x

the ineffieient design· eorresponding to AC2 . In

partieular, if he believes xl with probability 1/2

and x 2 with the same probability, the expeeted

produetion volume is X, but it is obvious that the

design eorresponding to AC 2 is the optimal ehoiee.

(In Figure 4.1 we have looked at eost as a fune-

tion of output. In our later analysis we will,

however, eonsider eost· as a function of 'faetor

prices and accordingly look into the flexibility

with respeet to variations in faetor prices.)

This idea of ineluding flexibility into the design

of new plants is not new. As earlyas in Stigler

(1939) this form of flexibility was diseussed (by

using an identical diagram to that in Figure 4.1).

In Baumol (1959) the same type of diagram is used.

A neat summary of this and related ideas is given

in Tisdell (1968). In spite of these important

eontributions, the idea of flexibili ty does not

seen to have hooked on to the main stream of

microeeonomic ideas. One exception is MeFadden and

Fuss (1979) where eeonometric rnethods to estimate
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this trade off are developed.

The analysis of flexibility and oilprice uncertain

ty to be presented here follows quite c10sely Berg

man and Mäler (1981).

4-.2 The Theoretica1 Argu-.ent

Al though the quanti tative resul ts presented later

are derived from simulations with a computable

general ·equilibrium model, we will in our theoreti

cal analysis restrict the discussion to a one

plant model. In order not to overburden the presen

tation we will also assume that there is only one

energy input E with uncertain price Q. In addition

to E, labor L, is the only variable input with

price W, assumed to be knO\lffi with certainty. The

third input is capital, K, where the user cost is

equal to the real interest rate, R (thus, for

simplicity, we disregard depreciation and the pos

sibility of capital goods prices differing from

tl1e price of output in the sector under study),

a1so assumed to be known with certainty. lle assume

that the amount of capital cannot be changed after

the plant has been bui1t. K should be interpreted

as an aggregate of different capital goods; there

are in general severa1 different ways of combining

these goods to yield the same K. A design vari

able, D, is assumed to reflect this diversity of

K. It is assumed that D has to be determined prior

to the actua1 construction of the plant. The

output from the plant is denoted x.

The plant is completely characterized by the

vector Y = (X,Z,D), where Z = (L,E,K) is the input
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vector. In order to be technically feasible, Y

must belong to the feasibility set T, that is

y C T. It is assumed that T is a convex, 'closed

cone, i.e. in the long run there are constant

returns to scale.

The long-run production function is given by

F(L,E,K) SUP{Xi3D, such that (X,L,E,K,D)€T} (4.1)

As T is a cone, it follows that F is linearly

hornogenous in Z. Since T is closed,' the supremum

will Qe attained. The set of D that maximizes

(4.1) is denoted D( Z). We can now define the pro

duction set T as the technically efficient set

T = {(X,L,E,K)i(X,L,E,K,D(Z»)f~} (4.2)

~fuen complete adjustment is possible, the cost

function is given by

TC(X,~~,Q,R) = inf{l'lL+QE+RKi (X,L,E,K,D)E:T} (4.3)

As T is closed, the infimum is attained. Since T

is a cone, it follows that Te is linear in x, so

that the unit cost can be defined as

(l/X)TC(X,W,Q,R) = K(W,Q,R),

which is independent of X.

(4.4)

Let us now consider the case where neither K nor D

can be changed after the plant has been completed.

The short-run total cost is defined by

se (x , \~ , Q , K, D) inf{VvL+QEiYET} , (4.5)
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where onee again the infimum is aetually a mini-

mum.

It is easily shown that SC is coneave in (W,Q) and

eonvex i (X,K,D). The following relations are also

easy to prove:

ase/ow = L(X,W,Q,K,D), ase/aQ E(X,W,Q,K,D), (4.6)

where L ( • ) and E ( • ) are the short-run demand func-

tions for labor and energy, respectively. More-

over, the short-run supply of production is given

by

ase/ax P, (4.7)

where P is the output priee. The relation between

the short-run and long-run eost funetions is given

by

inf (se(X,W,Q,K,D)+RK)
K,D

TC(X,W,Q,R). (4.8)

Let us now introduee uneertainty by assuming that

Q is a random variable. As Q changes, so will the

unit and marginal costs and therefore also the

price of the output (unless demand is eompletely

elastie). But as the price of output changes, so

will the output itself. Thus X should also be

treated as a random variable. Of course, X and Q

are not independent ly distributed, so let their

joint. probability measure be lJ.(X,Q). The expecta

tions of the two variables are denoted by X and A,
respectively.

The problem of designing the plant can now be

formula ted as finding
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infJSC(X,\v,Q,K,D)d~(X,Q)+RK, (4.9)

where it is implicitly assumed that the -plant

manager is risk neutral. The solution to this

problem yields the following planning functions

(for simplicity we assume they are single valued):

K

D

KU (~l, R) (4.10)

(4.11)

These planning functions give the optimal capital

stock and its optimal design as functions of the

wage rate and the cost of capital, when energy

cost and output volume are random variables.

A very common rule of thumb when dealing with

uncertainty is to replace uncertain variables with

their expected values. The problem of risk then

becomes deterministic. Such a replacement in this

particular problem vlould imply that the - design of

the plant could be determined by

inf SC(X,W,Q,K,D)+RK. (4.12)

The solution to this deterministic problem is

given by

K

D DC(x,w,ä,R) •

oTC (X, \-l , ä, R) / oR (4.13)

(4.14)

It is clear that (4.13) and (4.14) will provide a

technically efficient plant design in the sense

that the corresponding vector (X,L,E,Kc ,Dc) will

belong to T. This is also the procedure 'Ile follovl

when using the simulation model.
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However , it is by no means certain that the design

corresponding to (4.10) and (4.l1) will be techni

cally efficient. All technically efficient points,

i.e. all elements in T, can be generated by para

metric variation of (X,\'l,Q,R) in . (4.13) and

(4.l4). However I unIess se is linear in X and Q,

(4.l0) and (4.11) cannot be generated from (4.13)

and (4.l4), i.e. the solution to the uncertainty

problem will not in general be technically effici

ent. The intuitive reason is obvious. By ehoosing

an inefficient design, it is usually possible to

obtain increase flexibility and elasticity with

respect to changes in energy prices.

By definition then:

and

JSC ( X , v~ , Q , Ke , De )d Il ( X, Q ) + PKc >

J, u e uSC(X,W/Q,K ,D }d~(X,Q} + RK .

(4.15)

(4.16)

Figure 4.2 Figure 4.3

x x Q Q
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As se is concave in Q and convex in x, it follows

that unless the distribution of (X,Q) is quite

odd, the relation between the solution to the

certainty and risk problems may be described as

shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. These two figures

indicate that for small deviations from the expec

ted values of Q and X, the choices of K and D in

the certainty case will yield smaller total expec

ted costs than the optimal strategy for the uncer

tainty case, while large deviations will improve

the optimal solution for the uncertainty case rrore

el[ post than the corresponding solutions for the

certainty case. As the demand for energy will fall

along with increases in its price, it follows that

the solution to the uncertainty case will yield a

more elastic demand for energy and a more elastic

supply of output than the corresponding solutions

for the certainty case.

One major conclusion that follows is that given

the assumption about risk neutrality, it is always

better to design the plant with regard to the

whole probability distribution of future prices

than to design the plant for any fixed price.

This conclusion has important consequences for

energy policy formulations. No matter how good a

point estimate of the future price we have, there

is always a positive probability the realization

will be different and the design of the plant

should take that into account.

In particular, it means that stabilization of the

domestic price will be inefficient. This is be

cause entrepreneurs will have no incentives to

design their plants flexible enough to accomodate
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future price variations. Moreover, as we have seen

in previous chapters, if the domestic price level

turns out to be badly choosen \'lith respect to the

actual distribution of world market prices, the

domestic cost of such a policy may be substantial.

However, the existence of risk aversion may change

these conclusions. Therefore we will come back to

the problem of risk aversion in the next chapter.

4.3 The SiaD1atioD Ezperblent

Thus the initial choice of capital stock and its

design may be important in influencing the social

cost of changes in energy prices. If the capital

stock of society is designed as cost minimizing

for a particular set of prices, the cost devia

tions in prices from this set may be much higher

than if the stock was designed to accomodate price

uncertainty. The primary purpose with the follow

ing discussion is to give same numerical indica

tians of the importance of these possibilities.

For this we use the long-run static (LRS) version

(with fixed capital stocks) of the simulation

model. The model version used is thus very similar

to one used in the previous sections except that

it contains only one time period and thus no vin

tage capital. Al though the complete model is de

scribed in Appendix, a brief discussion of the

model's production function is warranted here.

The production in each sector j is specified by a

nested Cobb-Douglas-CES production function

X.
J

A. [a.
J J

p. P.]l/p. A.
F.J+b.H.J Je)

J J J
(4.17)
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(4.18)

(4.19)

where X
J
. is output, K. is the capital stock, L.

J J
labor input and X.. ( i=l, 2) energy input in tlle

J.J
j I th sector. This production structure has three

design parameters, i . e. the substitution parame-

ters p. and y. and the efficiency parameter A .. We
J J ' J

now assume that ex ante there is 'a trade-off be-

tween these parameters. This trade-off can be re

presented by

A. =(~.(p., y.)
J J J J

(4.20)

Thus ex ante there is a trade-off between flexibil

ity and efficiency; higher flexibility (i.e. lower

absolute values of p. and y.) can be achieved at
J - J

the expense of lower efficiency (i.e. lower Aj).

If we had a way of estimating the tp-function it

would have been possible to carry out cost-benefit

analysis of designing the production structures

for different probability distributions of the

oil price. Due to lack of data, however, this has

not been possible to achieve. Therefore, we are

forced to acc.ept a much less ambitious goal for

the analysis. We will thus concentrate on the

benefits from increases in substitution elastici

ties (i.e. decreases in the substitution parame

ters) .

The situation can most easily be explained by

Figure 4.4, where for simplicity only fuels are
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Figure 4.4

se

n Q

considered . The figure eontains three east curves

tangent to each other at the price ä. The curve se
corresponds to the case where the production struc

ture is completely rigid ex post, i.e. where input

eoeffieients are fixed (i.e. substitution elastiei

ties equal to zero). seo , on the other hand, corre

sponds to the case where the ex post substitutabil

ity corresponds to a Cobb-Douglas production func

tion (i.e. substitution elasticities equal to

unity) . This is the most Ilflexible" case we consi

der. The efficieney parameter would in genernl

vary among these different sets of substitution

parameters aeeording to the function (D. As it has

not been possible to estimate this function, we

have chosen f.... so that each east curve is tangent
J

to the ex ante cost curve at the expected price ä·
(~hat is, we have made the same type of assumption

as in the construction of Figure 3.2.)

In order to get a first hand feeling of the impor

tance of flexibility we will postpone the calcula

tians of the expecled gain from having a rrore
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flexible technology and instead look at the gains

from a specific outeorne. Thus we consider a case

where the price of oil deviates by 80 percen't from

its exp~cted value. This simply means that we

calculated the vertical differences between the

various curves in Figure 4.4 for a price 80 per

cent higher than the expected.

As was mentioned above, this part of the study was

made with a version of the so called long run

static model presented in the Appendix. Throughout

in the ca1cu1ations, sectoral capital stocks were

fixed. The main data source was an input-output

table for 1975. The actual energy resource price

in 1975 were taken to be equal to expected energy

resource prices. For given va1ues of the efficien

cy parameters A.., the sectoral el[ ante production
J

functions, the expected values of energy resource

prices and the actual 1975 values of other exogen-

ous variables, a full equi1ibrium was computed.

In accordance with the discussion at .the end of

the preceding section we assume, in effect, that

all the el[ post production functions considered

exhibi t the same effic iency when energy resources

prices attain their expected va1ues. Thus, regard

less of the design of the el[ post technology, the

II s hort-run" equi1ibria consistent with each of the

ex post technologies coincide at these energy re

source prices. The uti1i ty 1eve1 (approximated by

the consumption vector) attained at this equi1ibri

um is taken as the standard of comparison.

Four different el[ post technology designs are con

sidered. None of them contain any differentiation

between sectors in terms of the substitution para-
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The ex post designs

h

1

2

3

4

( l-p (h) ) -1

""o
0.6

0.2

""1.0

""o
0.2

0.6

""l. O

meters p. and y .• Accordingly, the sector indices
J J

on these parameters can be dropped, and each de-

sign D(h) is characterized fully by p (h), Y(h) .

The characteristics of the four ex post designs in

terms of the implied elasticities of substitution

are surnmarized in Table 4.1.

Thus, D(l) implies an ex post techno10gy which is

rigid in terms of energy use per unit of output in

each sector. D(4), on the other hand, implies

unitary substitutability between energy and other

factors of production, as weIl as between energy

and other factors of production, as weIl as be

tween fuels and electricity. Design D(2) is relati

vely flexible in terms of aggregate energy use,

although less so D(4), and relatively rigid in

terms of the compositian of aggregated energy, but

less so than D( l). As cornpared to D( 2), design

D(3) has the opposite properties.

Under the assumption that the four designs are

equally efficient when energy resource prices

attain their expected values, D( l) is clearly an

inferior design, while D(4) is superior to the

others. Obviously D(l) represents an extremely

rigid technology. \'lhether D( 4) is unrealistically

flexible is an ernpirical question which cannot be

settled on a priori grounds.
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Designs D(2) and D(3) represent cases where uncer

tainty about future prices leads to a choice of

design which allows for some flexibility ez' post.

However, in order to represent an optimum choice

of ez post technology, these two designs reflect

different expectations about future energy prices.

Thus, D(2) reflects expectations about rather uni

form future energy price changes, while D( 3) re

flects expectations about changes in the price

relations between fuels and electricity. The rank-

ing of D(2) and D(3) obviously depends on the

actual developrnent of energy prices.

The analysis was focused on a case where the world

market price of crude oil, i.e. the variable Ql in

the simulation rrodel, attains alevei which is 80

percent higher than the expected level. All prices

are assumed to attain their new equilibrium values

If'able 4.2 EstiJBted valnes of equivalent varia

tions (EV) at a 80 percent deviation

of the crude oil price level f~ its

expectecl valne.

Full short-run adjustment

h EV(h)a (EV(h)/EV(l»)lOO EV(h)-EV(l)b

l -7 590 100 O

2 -7 020 92.5 570

3 -6 920 91.2 670

4 -5 260 80.7 2 330

a Expressed in 106 SEK at the 1975 price level. In
order to make these numbers comparable to those in
Table 2.2, they should be multiplied by 1.45.

b This is a measure of the benefit of higher flex
ibility (in h=l, ... ,4).
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instantaneously and aggregate demand in the "rest

of the world II is assumed to be kept at the full

employment level. Estimates of the corresponding

equivalent variations (EV) are presented in Table

4.2.

Clearly, the real income deviation of the magnitu

de is significant, even when the technology is as

flexible as in D( 4) and a new equilibrium is in

stantaneously attained. However, the degree of

flexibili ty certainly matters i as compared to the

rigid design D( l) , flexible ex post technologies

such as D(2) or D(3) reduce the real income devia

tion by about 8 percent. Accordingly, society bene

fits from flexible technology if the price of oil

attains an unexpectedly high value.

4.4 Expected Gains

Up till now, we have looked at the gains from

increased ex post flexibility given that the "unex

pected" oil price increase was 80 percent. By

doing the same calculations for a spectrum of oil

price changes it is possible to get a better pic

ture of the irnportance of ex post flexibility. In

order to simplify the presentation we have limited

oursel ves to a comparison between uni tary substi-

tution elasticities ex post and zero elasticities

ex post, i.e. between a case with the same ex ante

and ex post substitution possibilities and a case

with completely rigid technology ex post.

The result is given in Figure 4.5. The curve RIG

corresponds to the curve seo in Figure 4.4 and

thus corresponds to the case with fixed production
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Figure 4.5

Cost (PC-PC)

20.000
RIG

15.000

10.000

5.000

o

-5.000

-10.000

C-D

0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4

Q
1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0 Q=Oil price

coefficients ex post. The curve C-D corresponds to

the curve SC and stands for the case wi th a Cobb

Douglas ex post technology.

By using the results illustrated in the figure

below it is possible to give some indications of

the expected gains from going from a situation

with completely rigid ex post technology to a

situation with a Cobb-Douglas technology, given

the probability distribution of the future oil

price. Of course, it is impossible to estimate any

objective probability distribution. Consequently

we have arbitrarily assumed three different distri

butions in order to illustrate the discussion.
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Probabi1ity distribution over future
oi1 pricesa and est~ted gains of
techno1ogica1 f1exibi1ity
106 SEK in the 1975 price levelb

Q 'Jt Case A Case B Case C
(gains)

0.2 1338 .16 .05 .05
0.6 35 .32 .32 .20
1.0 O .22 .37 .50
1.4 663 .13 .15 .20
1.8 1681 .07 .07 .05
2.2 2828 .05 .03 O
2.6 4278 .03 .01 O
3.0 5623 .02 .00 O

Sum l l l
0'2 (Q) .448 .221 .128
E(1t) 810 420 220

a Mathematical expectations for the oil price
level is 1.0.

b By multiplying the estimates by 1.45, comparable
va1ues in the 1979 price 1evel are obtained.

The distributions we have assumed are given in

Table 4.3 together wi th the gains from having the

flexible technology ex post (i.e. the vertical

differenees between the two curves in Figure 4.5).

The gain's are measured in 106 SEK (price leve!

1975).

One's intuition is eonfirrned in Table 4.3. The

expeeted gains from a flexible ex post technology

inerease rough1y in proportion to the variance of

the distribution of future oil priees. Unfortunate

ly, we do not know the eost of obtaining sueh an

increase in flexibility or whether this increase

is feasib1e. However, the estimated gains are of

such a magnitude that the topic merits further

studies.
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4.5 Boo~c P1exibi1ity

vve have so far assumed perfeet markets on' which

factors of production are immediately reallocated

in response to price changes (we have of cours e .

assumed that invested capital in buildings and

machinery do not have any rnobility). In view of

the development of the Swedish econorny in the 70s

this is hardly a tenable assumption. In the gene

ral debate on Sweden's economic problems there

seems to be a consensus that one major difficul ty

is the lack of mobili ty in the labor market. We

will therefore try to study the quantitative impor

tance of labor market mobility by introducing some

quite extreme assumptions on the functioning of

the labor market.

We will assume that the real wage rate is sticky

downwards. An increase in the oil price will thus

not reduce the real wage rate. Instead it will

cause unernployment and a fall in aggregate real

consumption. Moreover , we assume that it is not

possible to increase employment instantaneously in

any sector. The impact of these assurnptions will

first be studied in a model with a Cobb-Douglas

production technology and then in a model with

fixed input-output coefficients.

The results from the simulations are given in

Table 4.4. It is clear from the results that onels

intuition is weIl founded: the ItOst advantageous

case is when we have flexible wages and technologi

cal flexibility while the worst case is when we

have a fixed wage and rigid technology. This last

case is strictly dominated by the others and the
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Private constDlption (pc)ab and une-p1oyment at

various oi1 price 1eve1s and different assu.p

tians on the adjust:aent of the rea1 vage (v)

Q Rigida techno1ogy Cobb-Doug1as techno1ogy
Fix w F1ex w Fix w F1ex w

PC Unernploy- PC PC Unemploy- PC
ment rate ment rate

% %

0.2 161.4 O 161.4 162.8 O 162.8

0.6 157.1 O 157.1 157.1 O 157.1

1.0 152.9 O 152.9 152.9 O 152.9

1.4 144.1 3.1 149.0 145.7 2.4 149.6

1.8 135.9 5.9 145.3 140.0 4.3 146.8

2.2 128.5 8.5 141.7 135.4 5.8 144.6

2.6 121.7 10.9 138.1 131.5 7.0 142.3

3.0 115.2 13.2 134.8 127.9 8.2 140.4

Expected
private
consumption

Case Ad 153.2 152.0

Case Bd 153.1 152.0

Case Cd 153.0 152.2

a In 106 SEK in the 1975 price leve!.
b Due to the specification of the nodel,
grivate consumption is a good approximation
d 8ectoral energy input coefficients fixed.

See Table 4. 3

154.0

153.5

153.3

changes in
of EV.

real

first case dominates all other cases, though not

strictly for oi1 price deviations downwards.

It is interesting to note, however, that for

upward price deviations, the case with flexible

technology and rigid wage rate is dominated by the

case wi th rigid technology and flexible wage rate,
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although we have not included any costs for achiev

ing increased technological flexibility. Assuming

the same probabili ty distributions over the oil

price as in the previous section, the expected

values of private consumption are also shown in

the table.

The quite drastic falls in private consumption

because of higher oil prices is associated with

very high unemployment rates. It should be noted,

though, that the underlying assumptions are rather

extreme. The rea! wage rate does not adjust at all

to the changes in the terms of total demand.

Anyhow, the conclusion is obvious. Sticky real

wages and low rnobili ty on the labor market are

very important factors behind bad economic perfor

mance in conjunction with oil price shocks. In

this sense, the energy problem is not a problem of

oil or other carriers of energy, but rather the

lack of flexibility in the economic system. lvith

perfect adjustments, the drop in private consump-

tion due to a tripling of the oil price leve! is 8

percent and with a completely sticky real wage the

same loss is 16 percent.

Possibly the conclusion to be drawn from this is

that, instead of investing in energy conservation,

oil substitution, dornestic fuels etc, it would be

much better to undertake measures which would in-

crease the price flexibili ty on

thereby increasing the mobility

and between sectors.

factor

between

rnarkets,

regions
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5 RISK SBARDIG AR» OIL PRICE Sl'ABILIZA'l'IOII

5.1 IntrodoctioD 't

We have so far not introduced the nation of risk

aversion forrnally in our analysis. Yet one could

argue that this is perhaps the most irnportant

notion in a discussion of uncertainty and energy

policy. In particular, the degree of risk aversion

has a direct bearing on the question about the

desirability of oil priee stabilization.

By risk aversion is rneant the behavio~'of an 'indi

vidual who, when faced with a choice between a

certain outcome to an uncertain wi th the same"

expected value, prefers the certain outcome., Most

of our discussion in this chapter aims at demon-

strating some good reasons why society can be

expected to be less risk averse than' the individu

als. The main reason for this assertation' is that,

in g~neral, it is possible to spread a given risk

over agreater number of individuals , thereby not

only reducing the eost of risk to each individual

but also the total eost of risk.

5.2 ftle 'l'heoretica1 Arg1DIent

Let us start by analyzing a simplified model of a

national economy. Consider a plan to build a plant

producing a good which can be sold at a fixed

price, p. The production will take place according

to the following', linearly homogenous production

function
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(5.1 )

where x is output, L input of labor, E input of

imported oil and K the capi tal stock. Once the

plant is built it is assumed that production is

carried out at fixed factor proportions, i. e. we

assume a putty-clay structure. Define ,production

coefficients

L
X

E
X o;

K
K
X ( 5.2)

As f is linearly homogenous it follows that

l (5.3)

Let the prices of output, labor and oil be p, w

and PE' respectively, and let the capital rental

be r.

The profit n is then

(5.4)

Let us now assume that the price PE
of oil is a

random variable with distribution (()( PE) • The

profit then is also a random variable and we

assume that the entrepreneur maximizes expected

utility profit, i.e.

(5.5)

where U is a stric.tly concave utility function.

It. could be argued that the assumption, that only
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the price of oil is a randorn variable, is inconsis

tent with general equilibrium theory. This is be

cause changes in the price of oil eventually will

affect the product price, as weIl as other factor

prices. Later on we will consfder the very impor

tant case where the world rnarket product price is

highly correlated with the oil price.

Assume that the entrepreneur has determined the

production coefficients and the size of the capi

tal stock. If the oil price is such that the

revenues cover the operåting costs,· i. e. wages and

expenditures on oil, it is obviously profitable to

produce at full capacity. In that case the produc

tion is given by

x = K

If, however, the price of oil is so high that the

variable costs are greater than the revenue, it is

profitable to let the plant be idle, i.e.

x = O

The critical value of the oil price is thus

pi
E

p - a w. L (5.6)

The expected utili ty maximi.zation problem can then

be written

max
P~

J U {( p - a w - a p)!S- - rK} d fP +
O . L E E aK PE
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pi

E

u(- rK) dq:>
PE
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s.t.

pi
E

Maximization over K yields,

p'
E (p-aLw-a EPEJ U

I

- r) dtp +
O

' aK PE

+ J U' (- r) d (f) O
p' PE

E

Multiplication by K yields

p'
E
J U'(n) { (p-aLw-aEPE ) x - rK} d' +tPp
O E

+ J
pi

E

U· (n ) (- rK) d<c
PE

O or

O (5.7)

The profit n is a non-increasing function of PE

and U' is decreasing in 1t. Let· n be the expected
,.

profit. As ~/f, is monoton there exists a PE such

that n = n(P
E

) and we' can rewrite the equation

above as

O
00

U· (1t)(1t-~) d(p, + J
PE ,.

PE
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PE
+ n f u· (n) d(!) < U· (i) J (n-i) dq> +

O PE O PE

+ U' (~ ) J ( n-i r d(!) + n J U' (n) d(!)
PE o PE

P E

= 1t J U'(1t)d~ and
O p ~.

1t > O (5.8)

Thus the expected profit is strict1y positive.

This is in contras·t to the c1assical case with the

1inearly homogenous production technology and com

plete certainty where the profit is zero. A super

ficiaI glance at ~he derivation shows that it is

not uncertainty per se but the existence of risk

aversion that is behind a positive expected

profit. ~'lith risk neutrality, expected profit

would be zero.

Let us now maximize over the production coeffici

ents. The first order necessary conditions are

ap'
- U(- rK). ~ + AfL

O~L
o ( 5 .9)

p'
E

- f
o

O (5.10)
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CP;;
- U(- rK) --- + AfEca K

o (5.11)

where A is a Lagrange multiplier associated with

the constraint

As ~(p~) = -rK it follows that the conditions

above can be written

p'
(XK E

K A fL w J U' dCJ)

O PE

pi
uK E

K A fE J U' PE dpp
O E

PE
= J

O

The following notations will prove to be useful:

p' dtp
E PEU' J U' ( 1t )

O ~

pi
E

~ J d tt)

O PE

(5.12)

(5.13 )

(5.14)
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from which it follows that O < ~ < l and that ~
PE

is the conditionai probability density function

for PE given that

\le will also use '

Define the conditional expectation

and the unconditional

f'J

Obviously PE > PE .

~-lith these notations, the first condition can be

written

(S.IS)

The second condition can be written
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pi
E

+ J
O

(5.16)

Expanding UI(~(PE») around PE yields

P U I

E

(5.17)

where R
u

is the Arrow-Pratt measure of absolute

risk aversion (see f.e. Varian, 1978), i.e.

Ru
l U"

- 2 ur·

Without making assumptions on the third order deri

vative of the utility function, it is impossible

to campare UI and U'(n(PE»).

If the third derivative is zero, they are equal,

if it is negative (for all relevant prices) tJI is

greater than UI(n(~E») and vice versa. We will

assume for simplicity that they are approximately

equal.
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Let us finally analyze the last condition

p'
E

J
O

Then

p'
1 E
- J U'~d~ + rUt
K O PE

According to (5.7) we then have

r J U'd~ + rUI > rUt.
~ p' PE

E

t-1oreover,

(5.18)

pi
l E

rUt + K J UI(~)~ d~
O PE

(due to (5.7))

rU I + l .!. J U I (-rK) (-rK)dtP '
~ K PEI PE

=r "'U I + ~r ~
U I (-rK) (5.19)

\ile then have two second order approximations
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• R • Xa '0 2
u E PE

or

Ulr + r ~ • UI(-rK)
~

w

r(l +~ UI(-rK))
~ UI

(5.20)

(5.21 )

The interpretation of these conditions for a max

imum of expected utility are straig~tforward.

The first condition simply equates the marginal

productivity of labor and the real wage rate.

The second is more interesting. It says that the

energy coefficient should' be chosen so that the

marginal productivity of oil equates the conditio

nai expectation of the oil price, given that this

price is low enough' to . keep the plant' in opera-

tion, plus a risk premium.

The risk premium is equal to

2 U
I en) • l R ~2

E u n
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If we assume that U· (~) is approximately equal to

Ö· the risk premium can be interpreted as follows.

'ö
2

is the variance of the profit, given that the
n ~

operating costs are covered. R (J is the amount
u 1t

the decision maker is willing to pay for exchang-

ing the uncertainty in the oil price with its

conditional expectation. This amount divided wi th

amount of oil demanded, then is' the risk premium

per unit of oil, which is added to the conditionaI

expectation of the oil price.

If the decision maker is risk neutral so that

Ru = 0, the marginal productivity of oil equals

the conditionaI expected oil price. Note that this

price is lower than the unconditional expected oil

price.

If there would have been ex post substitution

possibilities so that the operating costs could be

covered, irrespective of the oil price, the condi

tionaI expectation and uncondi tional expectations

would coincide. Horeover, with positive risk aver

sion, the firm would adjust to an oil price great

er than the· 'expected. This gives one way of inter

preting the simulations we presented in chapter 2.

The last conditian determines the choice of capi

tal coefficient. That caefficient should be choo

sen so as to equate marginal productivity of capi

tal and an adjusted interest rate. The adjustment

consists of the multiplicative faktor

l + 1:.::.f?--. U'(-rK)
~ D·

This factor depends solely on the fact that there

is a positive probability (l-~) that the plant
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will not be used. The term (l-~)/~ reflects the

ratio between the probabilities of not using the

plant and using it. As U l is the mean value of the

marginal utility of income for the conditional

distribution, it follows that (U'(-rK»)/U ' is both

a measure of risk aversion and the conditional

average profit related to the loss incurred if the

plant it not operated. Even wih risk neutrality

(which means that (U I ( -rK) ) lu I = l) the marginal

productivity of capital should exceed the interest

rate because of the risk that the plant will be

idle.

Thus our three conditions reduce to the classical

ones if

i) decision makers are risk neutral, and

ii) the probability of closing the plant is zero.

5.3 Pxofit Sharing

Let us now assume that there are m firms producing

the same commodity with the same inputs. Are there

in this situation any reasons for establishing a

systern of sharing the risks? The risk is solely

due to the stochastic nature of the oil price and

a high oil price will affect all firms in the same

direction. The risk is thus a collective risk not

an individual risk. It is therefore not possible

to rely on some law on large numbers to rrotivate

the introduction of an insurance systern. If all

firms have the same technologies and all entrepre

neurs have the same utility function differences

in risk aversion do not either seem to support an

insurance systern. In spite of these remarks let

us consider a complete pooling of the di fferent
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enterprises to see what differences there will be

conlpared wi th the case where there is no risk

sharing.

If 1t j denotes the profit of the firm j, the total

profit in the society from this group of firms,

denoted by ~ is given by

m
1t = l:

j=l
1t.

J
(5.22)

Assume now that this total profit is distributed

to the n taxpayers so tha t no i receives Si. A

Pareto optimal allocation can then be characteriz

ed by the solution to the following maximization

problem for a suitable choice of weights ~.

n
max J 1: ~ . U. (S. ) dqil

O i=l
1. 1. 1. PE

n m
st E S. l: 1t.

i=l
1. i=l J

1t. (p - aj "vI - aj PE) x
j

rK
j

J L E

l f(a2,
j a j)a
E

,
K

x j aj Kj
K

(5.23)

j 1,2, •.• ,n

j 1,2, •.. ,n

As discussed above, let us assume that all entre

preneurs have the same technology available. Be

cause of the symmetry it follows that the produc

tian coefficients will be the same for all plants

and we will have, as an equivalent maximization

problem, the following
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<Xl n
max J ~~. u. (S.) d~

O i=l 1 1 1 PE

n
s t ~ S.

i=l 1

~ X. ( L ~K.
. J a K · J
J J

(5.24)

r~K. = 11;

j J

It is apparent that, except from the objective

function, this is an identical problem to the

problem of maximizing the exp,ected profit in a

single firm. The objective function can, however,

be transformed so the new problem is completely

identical to the previous one. Assume that produc

tian coefficients, capital stocks and production

volumes in the different plants have been decided

upon. The resul ting total profit 1t shall then be

distributed among the taxpayers in such away that

ex> n
max J ~ ~. U. (S. ) d tf

O l 1 1 1 PE

n
~ S. = 11;

i=l 1

(5.25)

The necessary conditions for this maximization pro

blem is

where A is Lagrange multiplier. (Remember that 11;

is a random variable so these necessary conditions

must hold for every feasible value on 11;.) This

means in particular that the solution must solve
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the 'foll'owing problem

n
max 1: ~. U . (S. )

i=l 1. 1. 1.

n
s t L: s. = 'Jt

i=l 1.

for every 'Jt. Here V(n) is the social utility func

tion.

The objective function to the problem above can

now be written

max f V(n) dr.p
O PE

and the constraints are

(5.26)

toward risk, implied

tion compared to the

note that

V· (1t) A-

V" (']t) dA
dn

This is obviously almost identical to the problem

we discussed in conjunction with the single firm.

\'le have seen that the optimal solution to a large

degree depends on the Arrow-Pratt measure of abso-

lute risk aversion. llhat is the implicit attitude

by the social utility func-

individual risk aversion? ,"le
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Differentiation of the necessary conditions yields

U~I

1.

n l
}:-

i=l~i

(5.27)

The Arrow-Pratt absolute measure of risk-aversion

R~ of the individual utility function is defined

as

U",l i
- 2" UT

1.

(5.28)

and the corresponding measure for the aggregated

utility function V is given by

l V" l
U I

•
I

l\,
1.- 2"VT" - 2" n l

~ . }:

Pi
. U~

1. i=l
1.

Let l U I min l
U~1fk k

i -r 1.
1.

Then
U I

k

Choose i k

U" Rk
l k u

R-_ ( - - --v 2 nUk n

We have thus reached the important conclusion that

the- aggregated utility function will exhibit srnal

ler absolute risk aversion than the individual

utili ty function. Moreover , if the number of tax

payers goes to infinity, the absolute risk aver

sion will tend to zero.
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We have here assumed that the profit is shared

among the individuals

is maximized. Exactly

in such away that wel fare

the same conclusions can

however be reached if we assume that the individu

als own shares in the total profit. In both cases

will the aggregate utility funetion exhibit a smal

ler degree of risk aversion. This result is, of

course, an equivalent formulation of the cele

brated Arrow-Lind theorem (Arrow-Lind, 1970) by

which the total eost of bearing risk goes to zero

if it is shared by a great nurnber of individuals.

ro
As 1t = L: 1t j it follows that

j=l

ro
0 2 l: 0 2 + 2 l: L: eov( 1t i' 1t • )

1t j=l 1t.
i*j J

J

If the individual profits have the same distribu

tion and are perfectly correlated

In this case, the cost of risk, in the sense of

equivalent variation, when individual entrepre

neurs carry their own risk, is given by

ro
l:

j=l

If all entrepreneurs have the same risk aversion

Ru it follows that
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If instead we let all n taxpayers share the risk

the cost is

Thus, if n > m, risk sharing has reduced the cost

of the risk connected with oil prices. However, if

n = m, a not unreasonable case, C1 = C2 and no

reduction in the cost of risk is obtained.

The case we have considered is, of course, an

extreme case. Due to technological differences be

tween different plants the _individual profits will

not be perfectly correlated and we would have

ro
0 2 E 0 2 + 2 EL: eov (,t . , 1t .) <

Tt j=l Tt.
i*j

l- JJ

ro ro ro
< 1: 0 2 + 2 1:1: o a 1: 1: a a

j=l n j i*j ni Tt. i=l j=l ni n.
J J

Thus with risk sharing the eost would be

l l m2 ro
C2 < RU E L: o o ( 2" RU L: 0 2 ~ C

n i j Tt· n j n i=l Tti n 2
l-

and risk sharing would again reduce the eost of

risk.

In the extreme case when n»rn, Rv is elose to zero

and a glance at equation (5.21) shows that the

second condition beeomes

if the social attitude to risk is applied.
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oil price to PE·
equal to zero and

if they are risk

is smaller than
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accomplished by stabilizing the

That will make t1
2

in eq (5.21)
1t

the entrepreneurs will behave as

neutral. Note, however, that P
E

the expected oil price and we

should thus try to stabilize the oil· price at a

lower level than the expected oil price.

Moreover, .even with risk neutrality, the last con

dition in (5.21) shows that the capital coeffici

ent should be chosen so that marginal productivity

of capital exceeds the rate of interest. With

stable oil prices ~ would be equal to one for the

individual entrepreneur while for society it still

would be desirable to have the capital coefficient

determined by a rnodified interest rate. This can

be accomplished by tax on capital use.

Thus, risk sharing seems to reduce the eost of

risk from oil prices. This can be accomplished by

stabilizing the oil price at alevei lower than

i ts expected value and by taxing the use ~ of capi

tal.

Now, these conclusion is based on the implicit

assumptions that there is an objective probability

distribution over future oil priees which is

accepted by everyone and that all decision makers

have the same attitude toward risk. If these as

surnptions are not valid, not only the risk premi

ums will differ between firms but also the expect

ed future oil price. We will therefore have a

distribution of oil price certainty equivalents,

over firms and consequently also a distribution of

technologies over firms. In this sense, as long as

there is no reason to believe that somebody has

better information about future oil prices then
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anyone else, there will automatically be a spread

ing of risk. With oil prices stabilized, every

plant will be optim~zed at the same oil price and

there will be no spreading of risk. Stated in

another way, with domestic oil price stabilization

we are putting all eggs in one basket instead of

spreading it out into several.

We have not, so far, incorporated this possibility

of having flexibility in the aggregate production

function into our analysis. It is, however, clear

that this risk spreading argument is an argument

against oil price stabilization schemes.
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6 POLICY IMPLICATIORS

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4, we came to the conclusion that in

order to induce individual decision makers to

choose flexible designs of their plants and thus

not optimizing them for a given oil price, they

should be faced with the full uncertainty about

future oil prices. In Chapter 5, we found that

there are good reasons for society to be rrore risk

neutral than individual entrepreneurs and that

this calls for stabilization of the oil price.

These two opposite views will be further discussed

and an attempt to evaluate the importance of the

view will be made in this chapter.

In order to reconcile the two views, two additio

nal factors are included in the analysis. The

first is the existence of rroral hazard problems

when oil prices are stabilized. The second con

cerns the possibility that the covariances between

output prices and oil prices are different from

zero.

6. 2 Moral Bazard

The model used in the previous chapter was extreme

ly simple in same respects. One particular feature

was the absence of technological flexibility op

tions, i.e., the feature we stressed in Chapter 4.

~le know from the previous chapter that the total
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cost

more

of risk bearing

individuals share

can be .reduced by. letting

the risk. As soon as we

introduce possibilities of avoiding some

consequ~nces from fluctuating oil prices,

tuation will be different.

bf

the

the

si-

Assume that each entrepreneur has the possibility

of designing his plant with different degrees of

technological flexibili tyat the cost of reduciI?-g

static efficiency. If the entrepreneur is guaran

teed a fixed oil price, all incentiv~s to design

the plant so as to be flexible are effectively

destroyed. We have here a clear case of what has

been called moral hazard in the insura~~e litera

ture.

Home insurance gives one example of a moral hazard

problem. Consider a case where the homeowner can

influence the probability of a fire. With comple~e

insurance coverage he has no incentives to be·

careful with fire, and no insurance company .would

offer complete coverage. In home insurance, the

problem of rroral hazard is in .genera~. handled by

co-insurance, i. e. the insured party has to pay a

fra~tion of any loss, or by deductions.wh~re insur

ance is only paid on the excess of loss over same

fixed surn. This may work quite well when the in

sured party has only a few alternatives to select

among (be careful or not, having fire fighting

equiprnent or not), but if the number of a.lterna:

ti ves is large, the problem is harder to solve.

Anyhow, it seems that whenever a moral hazard

problem exists, complete insurance is not war

ranted.

Designing plants to be more flexible is a way of
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changing the probabi1i ty distribution over profit

rea1izations, and any attempt to comp1etely stabi

lize oil prices will meet with Irora1 hazard pro

blems.

It is hard to think of a system of stabi1izing

domestic oi1 prices combined with deductions. That

wou1d require that each firm wou1d have to bear

the increased cost due to oil price increases, or

to benefit from oi1 price drops, within certain

bounds, but all profit variations in excess of

that wou1d be covered by insurance. In order to

implement such a system we wou1d need a simple and

effective method of calculating objectively the

losses or gains that are due to oil price varia

tions. Even if we cou1d disregard the administra

tive costs, this possibi1ity of reducing moral

hazard the problem can be dismissed straight away.

It is easier to conceive of a system of coinsur

ance by which the firrn and the society share in

the losses and gains that occur from fluctuating

oil prices. The simp1est system would consist of a

partiai stabilization of the domestic oi1 price.

One could think of a taxation scheme which would

reduce the variance of the domesti~ oil price

subtsantia1ly but not to zero. This will give the

entrepreneurs incentives to bui1d in some flexi

bility, but not to the same degree as would have

been the case if no stabi1izing attempts would

ha ve been made.

With no stabi1ization at all, private entrepre

neurs are direct1y exposed to the uncertainty in

oi1 prices. They will therefore have incentives to

design their plants f1exibly. The discussion in
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Chapter 4 was based on the assumptions of risk

neutral behavior. With risk aversion, it is elear

that more flexibility will be built inta the

plants .. Aeeording to our findings in Chapter 5,

society should be more risk neutral than the indi-

viduals. Thus, we may have the situation in whieh

we will have too mueh flexibility if the oil priee

is not stabilized.

~ve have also seen that eomplete stabilizations of

the oil price is not warranted. Instead we have to

make a trade-off between the eost of having parti

al stabilization and the eost eonneeted with the

moral hazard problems.

6.3 Uor1d Market Re1ative Prices

So far we have assumed that only one priee has

been uncertain, namely the world market priee of

oil. In reality, variations in this priee will

lead to variations in other world market priees.

Thus, the eovariances of Swedish output priees and

the oil priee are not equal to zero. If Sweden

would 'stabilize the domestic oil price we would

still be exposed to the seeondary effeets of varia

tions in the world market priee of oil through the

indueed variations in those other prices. Thus we

would have ereated a wedge betvleen the domestic

east of produetion (as determined by the domestic

oil priee) and the prices·on our export eommoditi-

es (whieh are determined by he 'Ylorld market priee

for oil). It is weIl known that the tax on the

domestic oil eonsumption will have distortive ef

feets and reduee national ineome eompared to what

it otherwise would have been during the period
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when the tax is positive. An advoeate of domestic

oil price stabilization could, however, argue that

when the world rnarket price of oil increases,

Sweden will be better prepared, and that the gains

made at that time outweigh the eost of distortion.

Obviously, this eonclusion must depend on how long

we have to wai t for the increase in the world oil

price. If that happens far away in the future, i t

is clear that the discounted benefits cannot out

weigh the east of having this wedge. On the other

hand, if it is expected that the next oil price

increase is just around the corner, the probabili

ty of benefits outweighing the costs increases.

This discussion has, ho\vever, not taken into ac

count the fact that the wedge between domestic

production costs and world market prices 'caused by

the oil taxes will have effects on the industrial

structure. A higher domestic oil price than the

world rnarket price for oil, hut with unchanged

prices on other goods and services traded on the

world market, means that those Swedish plants

which are heavy users of oil will have difficul-

ties in covering their costs and may have to stop

producing. Other activities, which are not oil

intensive, will thereby get room for expansion.

Thus, the domestic oi1 tax may change the domestic

industrial struc·ture in away that would not have

occurred if the world market prices, which would

rise in case of a world market oil price increase,

had increased correspondingly. That is, with world

rnarket prices. on all traded gaods and services

adjusted to the new oil price level, the Swedish

industrial structure would not have to change very

much.
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Moreover, with a dornestic oil tax, the Swedish

industrial structure may not be weIl adapted to

the situation on the world markets if the world

market price on oil increases and induces a furth

er change in relative prices on traded goods.

Stabilization of the domestic oil price may there

fore irnply greater instability in individual prof

i ts . That is, i t is not the oi l prices but the

whole range of relative prices that should be

stabilized. But this is nei ther possible nor de

sired, bearing in mind all the rigidities such a

policy would imply.

Thus, it is by no means certain that a high domes

tic stable oil price level will improve our future

adjustment to world market oil price increases.

One can argue that it may reduce our possibilities

of meeting such a price increase with as small

disturbances as possible. In order to evaluate the

empirical importance of these arguments, same nu

merical simulations have been carried out. These

will be presented in Section 6.5. Before that the

principles involved are briefly discussed.

6.4 ~e Oosts and Benefits of Oi1 Price Stabi1i

zation

We rnaintain the hypothesis that there is an objec

tive probability distribution of future oil

prices, in the sense that all individuals and

firms as weIl as the government agree on that

distribution. Assurning that the expected oil price

will increase according to Hotelling's rule, i.e.,

at a rate equal to the intere8t rate, the situa

tion is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
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Pigure 6.1

Time

However as we have seen, it is not expected oil

prices that matters for- the choice of technology,

but rather the expected oil price, adjusted with

the variance of the distribution and the atti tude

towards risk, i.e. eq (5.21)

U I (~)
p + ----- • a x~_o2

E UI E -u PE

Assuming the variance to be constant over time,

the adjusted expected price will also increase at

the same rate (approximately) over time. 'The ad-

justment is, of course, for the individual risk

aversion.

In order to simplify the discussion and focus on

the stochastic nature of oil prices, let us ab

stract from the trend in prices and consider

Figure 6.2.

An oil price stabilization scheme aims at guaran-
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Figure 6.2

Oi1 price

P
E

(2)

PE
P

E
(1)

p.
E

--------------------x

---------- x
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o l 2 Time

~E Adjusted expected oi1. price

PE Expected oil price

teeing a price equal to P
E

( assuming the number of

individuals being so large that society is

neutral). If the initial oil price is PE(O),

scheme would demand an oil tax increasing

price to PE and then keeping that price forever.

risk

the

the

In time period l the price increases to PE (l) ,

greater than P
E

but smaller than the individually

adjusted oil price, i.e. P
E

• The scheme would then

require a subsidy in order to reduce the price to

PE . In period 2, the price happens to be PE(2),

greater than the individually adjusted expecten

oil price.

The gains to society from the price stahilization

scheme is in this case the di fference between the

individually adjusted expected oil price., P
E

, and

the expected price, P
E

. This difference reflects

the better allocation or risk bearing that can be

obtained through the government. Thus the product

of this difference and the quantity of oil dernand-
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ed can be thought of as a measure of the total

gain to society.

However, in deriving eq (5.21), we assumed that

the output price was given and uncorrelated with

the oil price. If this is not the case, stabiliza-

tion of the oil price is, as we saw in the previ-

ous sections, connected with costs. These costs

arise because of a biased development of the indu

strial structure. The stabilization scheme is in

this case a wedge between domestic production

costs and world market prices. The situation is

illustrated in Figure 6.3 below.

Pigore 6.3

....

... F
E -

G - H--
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~ .. C -

I
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-- K
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-...

p~ (O)

Time

If the initial price is PE{·O), a stabilization

scheme implies that the economy is following the

path A, B, C. In the absence of such scheme, the

path would be A, D, E, F. If, however, the output

price is correlated with the oi! price, the price

of oil relative to the output price will follow a

di fferent path. In the absence of a stabilization

scheme, the path would be A, D, G, H. The price
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rise on the world market in period l is thus

moderated by the simultaneous inerease in the

output priee. With a stabilization seheme, the

path would be A, B, I, J, K. Thus there would be

relative priee decrease in period l.

The eost to society is then represented by the

adjustment to too high oil priees in the first

period. l'fuether this is a net eost depends, how

ever, on the length of the time period and t,he

size of the oil price inerease. As we will see in

the next section, the net eost is. substantial if

the "waiting time" is twelve years and the oil

price increase 60 percent.

It follows from this diseqssion that if we want a

stabilization scheme, all relative prices should

be stabilized. But that would require rrore infor

mation than is available and would also be irnpos-

sible from a practical point of view.

In addition, there is the cost of moral hazard. A

complete stabilization of oil prices would effec

tively kill all incentives to build in flexibility

into the plants. It seems that these costs also

may be substantial. Finally, we' should add that

instead of price stabilization schemes, it has

been suggested that the oil price should be kept

on permanent high level, in order to guarantee

continued conservation efforts. It is hard to find

any arguments at all for such a suggestion.

6.5 A SiaIl1atioD Experillent

Obviously an oil price increase does not only

affect the Swedish economy. Depending on a number
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of factors such as the oil exporters' propensity

to spend, the level of net oil imports and the oil

int'ensity of various productions processes , the

real income levels, spending patterns and relative

prices in essentially all countries are affected

by major oil price increases. Thus an oil price

increase affects the Swedish economy directly as

well as indirectly, i.e. through its impacts on

other economies. The analytical problems in connec

tion with these indirect effects were discussed at

some length in Chapter 3. One conclusion was that

it is very difficult to get a reliable ernpirical

estimate of the indirect effects associated with a

given (unexpected) oil price increase.

Nevertheless it seems quite reasonable to expect

that such an event tends to raise the relative

price of oil-intensive goods. Horeover, if these

effects on relative prices on internationally

traded goods are neglected, the IIhorne ll country' s

real income loss due to an unexpected oil price

increase tends to be overestimated . In order to

somewhat elucidate this issue, allRevised refer-

ence case" has been constructed. Except for the

assumptions about world market prices, this case

is based on the same assumptions as the IIReference

case" pr'esented in Chapter 2. These prices are

assumed to adjust to changing oil prices and other

exogenous factors as if the structure of the econo-

my of the rest of the world was the same as the

structure of the Swedish econorny. Moreover, fac-

tors such as technological change , capital forma

tion,' change of the labor supply in the rest of

the world are assumed to be' the same as in the

Swedish economy.

Clearly these assumptions are quite heroic. Yet
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the "revised reference case" is realistic in the

sense that an oil price increase tends to increase

the world market relative prices of oil intensive

goods, whereas that was not the case in the origi-

nal reference case. The resul ts are also rather

interesting . In the original reference case a 60

percent oil price deviation lead to a 23,470 mil

lions SEK real income deviation (computed as an

equivalent variation). (See Table 2.2). The corre

sponding figure in the revised reference case is

23,100 millions SEK. Thus, when the effect on

international relative prices is taken into ac

count, the computed domestic real income deviation

is smaller than in the case where such indirect

effects were disregarded. However, the di fference

is not very significant.

The purpose of the simulations presented here is

to analyze the costs and benefits of a dornestic

oil price stabilization scheme. In practice such a

scherne would, at l.east during some periods, irnply

a tax on domestic oil consumption. If the produc

ers in the tradables producing sectors essential

ly are price-takers on international goods mar

kets, the oil tax will induce a premature change

in the economy· s specializa.tion pattern. The cost

of the oil tax is thus due to the less than

complete exploitation of the economy·s current corn

parative advantages. The benefit of such a policy

is paid out the day an unexpected oil price in

crease actually occurs, since then the economy

will be relatively weIl adjusted to the pattern of

comparative advantages established after the oil

price increase. Again the' question is whether the

benefit exceeds the cost.

In order to illustrate this issue, another simula-
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tion experiment was carried out. Like in Chapter 2

only two oil price realizations, "Mathematical ex

pectation" and "Mathematical expectation + 60 per

centII, were considered. The lIpassive" energy

policy strategy under "Revised reference case" con

ditions was taken as the basis for comparison. The

policy strategy we want to analyze is one where

the domestic oil tax is adjusted continuously in

order to keep the domestic market price of oil at

a constant level. That level happens to be the

level actually attained in 1991 under oil price

realization IIHathematical expectation + 60 per-

centII. In terms of oil tax rates, this strategy

means that the tax rate is around 100 percent in

1980, whi1e it is 60 percent in 1991 under Dil

price realization l and O percent under oil price

realization 2. The results of the simulations are

presented in Table 6.1.

~1e 6.1 eo.puted va1ues of equiva1ent variations 1991

Millions SEK in the 1979 price level

Oil price l 2 Conditionai

realiza- r.1athematical Mathematical per unit cost

tion, expectation expectation of an oil price

Energy, j + 60 percent deviation*

policy

strategy, i (EVi2-EVil)/60

O: Passive O -23 100 385

Activea -15 400 -34 000 310

a Continuous adjustment of domestic oil taxation in order to
stabilize domestic oil prices at a level corresponding to 210
percent of the actual 1979 level.
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In spi te of the fact that the government manages

to predict the 1991 oil price level, the studied

energy policy strategy is not very successful. The

cost of the premature changes in the economy' s

specialization patterns is quite significant,

while the benefit in terms of reduced real income

loss when the "crisis" occurs is relatively small.

In other words, the "Passive" strategy appears to

dominate the other "Active" strategy.

6.6 CODc1usioDs

The starting point of this essay has been the

assumption, well founded in empirical evidence,

that the main energy policy problem faced by

Sweden tOday is not the level of oil prices or the

high dependence of foreign energy sources, but the

variability of oil prices. Although we have car

ried out our discussion in terms of oil prices, it

is evident that the same kind of analysis is also

relevant for variations in prices of other energy

carriers. Thus, we would like to focus the energy

policy discussions on the stochastic nature of

energy prices.

Obviously, there are other reasons for energy

policy than uncertainty of future energy prices ~

There are environmental and similar concerns which

should be reflected in energy policy. There are

indivisibilities in supply of certain forms of

energy (f. e. district heating) which require col

lective action in order to achieve cast minimiza

tion. There are uncertainty abaut future delive

ries of oil or other energy commodities (in con

trast to uncertainty about future prices) which
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calls for energy emergency planning. However, in

this essay we have chosen to disregard all these

and other valid reasons for energy policy in order

to enable a more thorough discussion of oil price

uncertainty. We do not think that this abstraction

in any way reduces the generality of the conclu

sions we can draw from our discussion.

As these conclusions are spread out over the pre

vious chapters, and not always are as transparent

as would be desirable, we have collected the, in

our view, most important conclusions in this chap-

ter.

i) Al though we have not discussed it separate

ly, it is quite clear that if the problem is

stochastic oil prices, energy policy should

not be formulated . in terms of quantitative

targets, for di fferent energy forms. Such tar

gets tend to reduce the flexibili ty of the

system because the optimal combinat·ion of

different energy forms depends of cburse on

the relative prices. By fixing quantitative

targets one is therefore excluding the possi

bilities of adjusting to relative price

changes. Instead the concept of energy

policy 'strategy, meaning same kind of con

tingency planning, becornes important.

ii) Such an energy policy strategy should aim at

'increasing the' flexibility of the Swedish

economy in order to reduce the impact from

sudden changes in world market conditians.

There are two kinds of flexibility. First

there is what we have called technological

flexibili ty. By that we mean such a design
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of a plant or any other technical structure

so that the operating costs do not increase

rapidly with deviations in prices from those

expected. In particular this means that the

price elasticity of demand for oil (or any

other energy commodity) is high. In order to

obtain such increased technological flexibi

litY one has in general to give up static

efficiency, i.e. to accept higher average

costs than otherwise would have been possi-

ble to obtain. Some of our simulations indi

cate that the gains from increased techno

logical flexibility are not negligible.

However economic' flexibility seems to be

more important, i.e. the ability of the eco

nomic system to reallocate factors of produe

tian between different uses in response to

changing environments. Our simulations indi-

. cate that inertia in lahor rrobility between

different sectors may be the most important

obstacle to a desired adjustment to changes

in oil prices. Thus, energy policy should in

part be viewed as a part of general economic

policy, almlng at increasing "'lage flexibili

ty and labor rrobility. In general, however,

this is not an energy policy problem but a

problem of making the, Swedish economy rrore

flexible in order to make adjustments to

changes in the 'WOrld market conditions rrore

rapid and more thorough. This need for in

creased economic flexibility does not

reduce, however, the need for technological

flexibility.
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iii) Most individual entrepreneurs· are risk

averse i they will in the face of uncertain

oil prices add a risk premium to the expect

ed oil price when deciding on technology

and the size of the plant. However, i t is

shown in Chapter 5 of this essay that under

some very reasonable assumptions, it is pos

sible .to improve the allocatian of risk by

letting more individuals share the· risk.

Thus there is a market failure in the alloca

tion of risk and some kind of policy inter

vention is warranted. This market failure

has the interesting implication that without

any intervention, the individual entrepre

neurs tend to conserve more energy and build

in more flexibility than seems optimal from

a risk neutral society's point of view.

One example of an intervention aimed at cor

recting for the market failure would be an

oil price stabilization scherne. It presup-

poses, however, that there is an objective

probability distribution over future oil

prices in the sense that all concerned agree

on the distribution. If that is the case, a

stable domestic oil price equal to the ex

pected oil price, achieved by government tax

ation and subsidization, would imply a

better sharing of risk and thereby a higher

welfare.

Three quite strong objections against such a

scheme can be raised, however. The first has

to do with the existence of· moral hazard.
/"

Entrepreneurs in general can avoid some of

the costs of fluctuating oi l prices by de-
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signing flexible plants. With a guaranteed

price level they will not have any incen

tives to include such flexibility when de

signing their plants. Thus, Q scheme aiming

at complete stabilization of oi1 prices will

in general not ,be a first best solution.

The second argument has, to do with ,the fact

that in reality there does not exist an

objective probability distribution, nor is

the attitude toward risk the same for all

individuals. With no intervention we will

therefore have a natural risk spreading over

firms which are optimized for different pro

bability distributions and risk attitudes.

\-1ith the domestic oi1 price guaranteed at a

certain level, this riskspreading will not

take place and we vlould in fact "put all our

eggs in one basket only".

The thi rd ob j ection is perhaps the strong

est . It has, to do wi th the fact that changes

in world market prices of oil will lead to

consequent changes in other, prices. If

Sweden then ehooses ·an oil price level which

differs from the one faced by our main trade

partners, we will adjust our industrial

structure to a different oil price level but

to the same prices on other tradables. If

and when a ch,ange in the oil ,price occurs,

the Swedish structure will be badly adapted

to the new set of relative prices then being

established. Our simulations showed, that

the cost of such a stabilization scherne, may

be quite substantial and even for such a

large price increase as 60 percent, a more
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passive approach would dominate the stabili

zation scheme. A complete stabilization

scheme does thus not seem warranted.

iv) lie have assumed above that there exists an

objective probability distribution over

future oil prices. This is obviously a very

doubtful hypothesis and it could forcefully

be argued that the government so far has

been very bad in forecasting future oi1

prices (at least compared with some individu

al observers). In view of this any stabi1iza

tion scheme or similar appröaches seem more

doubtful.

v) We have in this essay primari1y analyzed the

direct effects from oi1 price variations.

The on1y indirect effects 'vIe have studied

are the consequent changes in the prices of

traded commodities. It may be that the Irost

important indirect effect is through the con-

sequent change in world real income and ef

fective demand. As we have not analyzed that

effect at all we can not draw any conclu-

sions. vIe would like, though, to point out

the possibility that oil conservation mea-

sures in Sweden may counteract economic

policy measures necessitated by the fall in

effective demand.

vi) Finally, we have focused on the problem of

uncertain future oi1 prices. That uncertain

ty is exogenous to Sweden. .-ve have not many

possibilities to reduce that uncertainty

(except by partaking in international coope-

ration and perhaps trade on future markets).
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The energy field is, however, full of other

kinds of uncertainties which very often are

created by energy policy measures. The whole

di.scussion on nuclear power is one exarnple.

Other examples are easy to find. But this

kind of uncertainty can be reduced by estab

lishing stable rules. The conclusion can

then be phrased as follows: Exogenous uncer

tainty should be perrnitted to influence all

decision makers - consurners, managers, civil

servants while endogenous uncertainty

should be reduced by establishing stable

~ules in terms of domestic energy policy

parameters.
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APPEllDIX

A.1 Introduction

The calculations presented in the preceding chap

ters were carried out by means of various so

called computable general equilibriurn (CGE)

models, all being parts of a systern of CGE-models.

In this appendix the main features of this systern

of models are presented • The exposition is to a

large extent based on Bergman (1982), and Bergman

Ysander (1983).

A.2 801M! eo..,n Features of the Mode1s

The models presented here were especia11y designed

for analysis of problems related to national

energy policies in a small -open economy, i.e., an

economy with a relatively large trade-exposed

sector, but with limited influence in its terms of

trade. The model-set consists of a static nodel

for projections of "long-run" equilibria, and a

dynamie rrodel for projection of' certain aspects of

the econorny's evolution from a "short-run" equili

brium in the direction of a "long-run II equilibri

um. In addition, there are a number of variants of

the dynamic model \rlhich, in turn, can be regarded

as a variant of the static model.

All of the rrodels are "real" I i. e., tnere are no

financial assets and the exchange rate, being the

numeraire of the price system, is given exogenous

ly. This also applies to world market conditions,
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domestic technology and preferences and real pub

lic consumption. Horeover , the gross savings ratio

is determined outside the models . In all mOdels ,

labor supply is given exogenously and in the sta

tic model this also applies to the supply of capi

tal.

In the solution to each of the models, a system of

equilibrium relative prices of goods Ci;nd the real

wage rate are determined, as weIl as a specific

pattern of production, consumption, foreig~ trade,

and employrnent. The static model determines the

sectoral use of capital, whil~ all variants of the

dynamic model determine the sectoral allocation of

gross investments.

All product and factor markets· are treated as if

they were competitive, and relative product and

factor prices are generally assumed to b~ flexible

enough to clear all markets. In some variants of

the dynamie model, however, ·the real wage is deter

mined exogenously in allor sprne periods and conse

quently the labor market is not necessa~ily clear

ed.

In the rnodels a distinction is made between the ex

ante production function an the ex post production

function. The ex ante production function is, in

principle, a planning concepti it represents the

technological constraints which apply in the plan

ning stage when new production units are designed.

The ex post production function, on the other

hand, represents the technological. constraints on

the operation of existing production units.

The ex ante technology is assumed to exhibit con-
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stant returns to scale, and in each sector capi

tal, labor, fuels and electricity are assumed to

be substitutable factors of production. The use of

manufactured non-energy inputs, however, is taken

to be proportional to the output of the sector in

which the inputs are used.

The ex post functions may be derived from the ex

ante production functions if two assumptions are

made. The first is that once capital has been

invested in a given sector it cannot be reallo

cated to some other sector. The second assumption

is that once the design (in terms of the use of

fuels and electricity per unit of output) of a new

production unit has been determined, the energy

input coefficients are fixed. Thus, ex post the

use of energy and of nonenergy produced inputs are

determined in the same way. It should be noted

that production uni ts designed in period t can be

put into operation in period t+l.

From the derivation of the ex post production

functions it is clear that they exhibit decreasing

returns to scale. However, because the ex ante

production function is assumed to shift over time

due to technical progress, production units of

different "vintages .. must be distinguished in each

sector. Consequently, there will be a number of ex

post production functions in each sector.

As it is assumed throughout tl1at the produceras

aim is to maximize profits, a dual representation

of technology is more convenient than the tradi

tionai representation in terms of production func

tions. Thus, ex ante technology with constant re-

turns to scale can be represented by an ex ante
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unit eost funetion for eaeh seetor , and the ex

post teehnology can be represented by an ex post

profit funetion for produetion units of each vin

tage in eaeh sector. In aeeordanee with Shephard's

lemma, the ex ante faetor proportions that mini

mize the eost are given by the partial derivatives

o f the ex ante uni t eost funetions, while Hotel

ling's lemma (see Varian, 1978) suggests that pro

duet supply and labor demand that maxirnize the

profit in existing produetion units are given by

the partial derivatives of the profit funetions.

In a model dealing wi th large aggregates of goods

rather than individual produets, similar "goods"

with di fferent eountries of origin can be regarded

as less than perfeet substitutes. This observation

provides a rationale for ineorporating the so-

ealled Armington assumption in a CGE-model of a

smallopen eeonomy. Aecording to Arlnington (1969)

similar goods with different eountries of origin

are less than perfeet substitutes, and domestie

users of commodities with a given statistical clas

sifieation aetually use a mixture (eomposite) of

imported and domestically produeed goods with that

elassifieation.

The Armington assumption, whieh is ineorporated in

most CGE-models of open eeonomies, implies that

the priee indices of domestieally consumed eompos

ite goods are given by the unit eost funetions

eorresponding to the "produetion II funetions defin

ing the eomposite goods. By Shephard's lemma, the

II input" of domestieally produeed and imported

goods, respectively, per uni t of eomposi te goods

is given by the partiaI derivatives of the unit

east function for composite goods, with respeet to
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the price of goods from the two sources of supply.

Thus, the import functions are given by the prod

uct of the domestic demand for composite goods

and the "input" of imports per unit of composite

goods.

The goods exported from the small country are, of

course, the goods imported by the rest of the

world. Therefore, by applying the Armington assump

tion to the rest of the world, it is possible to

obtain relative-price dependent export functions

for the small country. From the assumption that

the economy modelled has a very limited influence

on export prices, it follows that the absolute

values of the export price elasticities implied by

the Armington export functions should be high. The

models presented here all contain import and

export function based on the Armington assumption.

Each model describes an economy \llith n+3 produc

tion sectors producing n+3 goods of which n are

tradables. There is no joint production, and each

good is produced in one sector only. Thus there is

no real distinction between dornestically produced

goods and domestic production sectors. In the fol

lowing exposition, goods and sectors will be de

noted interchangeably by i and j. The production

sectors are numbered from O to n+3, O being the

sector producting fuels and l the electricity-

generating sector, while n+l is a private sector

producting nontradeable goods, and n+2 is the

public sector. There is also a "bookkeeping"

sector, n+3 in which different goods are aggre-

gated into one single capital good. On the demand

side all households are represented by an aggre-

gated household sector.
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A.. 3 The Long-RaD Static Modell

This model is intended to be a tool for analysis

of long-run resouree alloeation problems. Here,

IIlong-run" simply means that the time horizon is

extended far enough to make i t reasonable to let

the ez ante unit eost funetion represent the tech

nologieal eonstraints. The equilibrium eondition

for producers is then that the priees of domesti-

eally produeed goods should be equal to the uni t

produetion eosts of these goods.

As a eonsequence of the assumptions about the

teehnology, the ex ante unit eost funetion can be

di vided into two parts. The first represents the

minimum eost of fuels, eleetricity, capital, and

labor per uni t of output, while the second repre

sents the eorresponding eost of nonsubstitutable

inputs. In the following, the first part is called

11thenet unit eost funetion". The produeer's equi

librium condition can now be written.

P.
J

p?a .. + Q.b .7
1. 1) ) J

(A.l)

j=O, 1, ••• ,n+2

where K ~ ( .) is the ez ante net east function 7 P.
) J

is the priee of output j: P~ the priee of eompos-
1

i te good i; Oj the price of complernentary imports

used as inputs in sector j; ~lj the wage rate in

sector j7 Rj the user eost of capital in sector ji

and t an exogenous shift parameter. The constants

a.. represent the input of composite good i per
1J

unit of output in seetor j, and b j is the corre-
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sponding parameter for input of eornplementary im

ports in sector j.2

The heterogeneity of labor is roughly accounted

for by an exogenous wage strueture, i.e.,

lJ .
J

w .\l;
J

j=O,l, ..• ,n+2, (A. 2)

where v'l is a general wage index and the' w. I S are
J

constants. The user east of capital is defined by

R.
J

j=O, l, ••• ,n+2 (A. 3)

'v/here P
n

+
3

is the price of the aggregated capital

good; ö. the rate of depreciation in sector j and
J

R the real rate ;of interest . The price index of

capital goods is defined by

n D .
E P. a. +3;

i=l 1, 1,n
(A.4)

where the coefficients a i ,n+3 sum to unity. The

equilibrium prices of eomposite goods are given by

the unit east funetions of the eomposites, i.e.,

by

p~
1.

H
4>. (P. ,P.);
111

i=O,l, .•. ,n (A. 5)

where 4>. ( .) is the uni t eost funetion eorrespond
J

ing to the "produetion fl function defining compos-

ite good i, and p~.1 is the exogenously given world
1

market priee, in domestic eurreney, of goods with

classification i.

Having no\'1 defined all priees and unit east func-
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tions, the derivation of the static model is quite

straightforward. As the ex ante technology exhib

its constant returns to scale, the sectorål pro

duction levels are determined from the demand

side, where three types of demand should be dis

tinguished. There are two types of demand for

composite goodsi intermediate demand and final

demand by the household sector. The third type of

demand is export demand for the production sector

outputs.

By Shephard's lemma and the assurnptions about tech

no1ogy, the intermediate demand is given by

X ..
1J

OK~{·)

J X ., when i=O, l
. op!? J

1 j=O,1, ••• ,n+2

when i=2 , 3, ... ,n

(A. 6)

where X.. is the use of composite good i in sector
1J

j, and X
j

is the gross output in sector j. House-

hold demand is given by a function of the follow

ing type:

C.
].

D D D
C. (Po· · ·P. • • •p , P +1' E) j]. ]. n n

i= O,l, ••. ,n+l

(A. 7)

where C. is household demand for good i, E is
].

total household consumption expenditure I and the

functions . c. ( .) are derived from the assumption
].

that the household sector will maximize uti1ity

subject to a budget constraint.

By Shephard I s lemma, the demand for competitive

imports is given by
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i=O, l, •.. , n (A.8 )

i.e., import demand is a function of the prices P.
M 1.

and Pi' and the dornestic demand for composite

goods. Applying the same assumptions for Uthe rest

of the world II thus means that export demand is

given by functions of the type

~'l
Z. = Z. (P.P. it);

1. 1. 1. 1.
i=l,2, ••• ,n (A. 9)

where Zi is export demand for domestically pro

duced goods \'1ith the classification i and P~ is

the world market price for such goods produced

elsewhere . The distinction between P~ is due to

the fact that p't! is norrnally a f.o.b. price while1. .

Pt:1 is norrnally a c. i. f. price. .As the horne economy
.l.

is assumed to be small, the use of composite gaods

in the rest of the world is approximately equal to

the production in the rest of the world. Thus the

size of the world market can be represented by the

exogenous shift parameter t.

Given the different demand equations, the equili

brium condition for the markets for dornestically

produced goods are given by

o4>i(e) {n+3X. l: X.. + c. } +z.: i=O,l, ... ,n (A.lO)
1. oP. j=O 1.) 1. .l.

1.

X. C. i i=n+I,n+2 (A.II)
1. 1.

n+2 oK ~ ( e )
X I + I: Ö. J Xji (A.12)n+3 j=O J oR.

J
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where C 2 is the exogenously given public consump
n+

tion and I is total net investments.

At equilibrium, household consumption expenditure,

E, must be equal to the factor incomes of the

household sector less net taxes and household sav

ings. Instead of specifying such an inequality

explicitly, it is determined implicitly by a cur

rent account constraint. Thus, at equilibrium, the

following expression holds:

n
E

i=l
P. Z.
~ ~

n
E

i=O
Pt:'!H. +
~ ~

l
E

j=O
Q.M. + Di

J J
(A.13 )

where H. is the demand for complementary imports
J

and D is an exogenous variable representing net

foreign transfers and net interest payments on

foreign debt, expressed in domestic currency.

Finally, as capital and labor are supplies inelas

tically, the equilibrium conditions for the factor

markets become

n+2 oK ~ ( • )

K l: J
Xji

j=O oR j

n+2 oK ~ ( • )

L E J
Xji

j=O 0\'1 .
J

(A .14)

(A.IS)

Xo· · .xn +3 , Ca· • • Cn +1 ,

D D D
Po·· .Pn +3 i Po·· .Po·· .Pni

where K is total capital supply and L is total

labor supply. Altogether these expressions, after

appropriate' substitutions, yield 6n+15 equations

in the 6n+15 unknowns:

E i \'l i and R.
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In an alternative version of model, sectoral capi

tal stocks are fixed, i.e., the model is converted

into a short run static model. This means that the

equilibrium condition A.14 is delated, and the

variable R is delated. Moreover, the Iluser east of

capital" variable Rj are replaced by a set of

sectoral quasi-rents', n.' defined as the differ-
J

ence between gross receipts and variable costs.

A.4 'lhe DyDaIIic Mode1

In the dynamic model there is, at some point in

time, a IIhistory" of technology and investment

decisions in the form of production units of dif

ferent lIvintages" in each sector. In each produc

tion uni t the technological constraints are given

by the ex post production function derived from

the ez ante production function that existed at

the time of investment. The profit function of

production units of a particular vintage,in each

sector, represents the relevant technological con

straints as weIl as the behavior of producers .

Thus, gross profits in production units of vintage

u in sector J can be written

II .(t)
vJ

il . (p* . (t ), W. ( t) ; t )
uJ vJ J

u=O,l, ••• ,t; (A.16)
j=O,l, ••• ,n+2

where il . ( .) is the profit function of production
uJ

units of vintage u in sector j, and where 3

p* . ( t ) = P. ( t) -
uJ J

l
E

i=O
p~(t)a .. -

J. uJ.J

n
1:

i=2
P~(t)a .. -J. ]. J

- Q. (t)b . ;
J J

u=O I l, ••• , t; j=O, 1, ••• , n+2 (A.17)
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Except for the dating, the symbols have the same

meaning as in the preceding section. Observe that

the profit functions shift over time as a 'result

of exogenously determined depreciation of the ini

tially invested capital. However, not all deprecia

tion is determined exogenolIslYi employment reduc

tions in excess of those corresponding to the

exogenously determined depreciation of old vin

tages can be interpreted as endogenously deter

mined scrapping of inefficient production units.

By Hotelling I s lemma the profit-maximizing

of domestically produced goods in period

sector j is given by

supply

t and

x .(t)
J

t
E

u=O

on . ( • )
u1.

op* ·
uJ

j=O, 1, ••• , n+2 (A .18)

and by the same lemma the profit-maximizing demand

for labor in period t and sector j can be written

L . (t)
J

t
E 

u=O

oll . ( • )
u1.

0\-1· •
J

(A.19 )

Looking at the allocation of resources at a given

point in time, these are the only essential differ

ences betw,een the static and the dynamie model.

Observe that the specification of the dynamic

model implies that the number of vintages in

creases over time. In the initial period there is

only one vintage in each sector, but then a new

vintage is .introduced in each period. In the case

where t is set equal to zero, the dynamic model

simply becomes another IIsnapshotll model, differing

from the static model by the fixed sectoral capi

tal stocks and energy input coefficients. In the
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following, this version of the dynamie model will

be called the "Short-Run Static Model II. Table A.l

gives a sumrnary description of the three basic

variants of the resource allocation model for a

single period, say t. \lhere the models differ, the

specification which applies to the J.Dng-Run Static

Model is indicated by LRS, while SRS and DYN indi

cate the speci fication adopted in the Short-Run

Static H~del and the Dynamie Hodel, respectively.

Tab1e A.I Three alternative DOdel. of resource

allocatiOD in period ta .

Output supply

D D n D
K*J'{P O' PI' \'1., R.it)+ E P.all+Q,b.

J J i=2 1 1J J J:

j:;o, l, ••• ,n+2SRSb X.
J

DYN X.
J

LRS
c P.

J

oIl.{·)
] .

eP"! I

J

t en .(.)
E e~~.

v=O uJ

t
L X .:

u=O uJ
j=O,l, ••• ,n+2

j=O, 1, •.• ,n+2

Input demand

(a) Intermediate inputs

SRS x. t

1J
a ..X o i i=O, I, ... ,n i

1J J
j=O,l, ••• ,n+3

a ..X oj
1J J

i=2, 3, ... ,n

DYN x..
1J

t
E

u=O
a ..X ,;

u1J V J
i=O,l

j=O,1, ..• ,n+3
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oK ~ ( • )

J X.; i=O,1
OP~ J

1.LRS X ..
1.J

a ..X.
1.J J

j=O,l, .•. ,n+3
i=2, 3 ••• n

(b) Labor

SRS L.
J

oII.(·)
J •

oW. I

J
j=o, 1, ••• ,n+2

DYN L.
J

t
L:

u=O

oll .(.)
uJ
W.

J

t
L:

u=o
L .

uJ; j=O, I, ... ,n+2

LRS L.
J

oK ~ ( • )
J XoW . j;

J

j=o, 1, ... ,n+2

Household demand for composite goods

i=O,I, ... ,n+l

Export demandd

\'J
Z. = Z.(P.,P.;t);

1. 1. 1. 1.

Gross investments

i=I,2, ... ,n+l

SRS

DYN

LRS

r G exogenous

sY G
D= Pn + 3 1 +

r G
n+2 OK • ( • )

I + L: J X.
j=O oR. JJ

Definitions

P*.
uJ

t D n D
P.- L P.a .. - L P.a .. -Q.b.; j=O,I, ••• ,n+2

J i=O 1. v1.J i=2 . 1. 1.J J J

pl?
1.

i=O,l, •.. ,n
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'l'ab1e A. 1. cont.

R.
J

j=O,l, ... ,n+2

l'l .
J

w .\v;
J

j=O,l ... n+2

a As all variables apply for period t, the time
indices have been left out. The models are SRS=The
Short-Run Static Model, DYN=The Dynamie Hodel, and
LRS=The Long-Run Static Model.

b As SRS is defined for the initial period only,
production units can have only one vintage and
consequently the vintage index is left out.

c Note that b j * O for j=O,l only

d Note that Zo O.

Definition of sYJllx>ls used in Table A.I

A. Endogenous variables:

Xj gross output in sector j = 0,1, ,n+3;

X.· use of composite good i=O,l, ,.n in sector
1J

j=O,l, ... ,n+3;

L· use of labor in sector j=O,l, ... ,n+2:
J

r G total gross investments;

C i household consumption of composite good i=

0,1, ... ,.0 or the domestical1y produced good

i= n+1;

E total household consumption expenditures;

Zi export of domestically produced good

i=1,2, ... ,n;

Mi competing imports of good i=O,l, ... ,n;

M. complementary imports to sector j=O,l;
J
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Pi price of domestically produced good

i= 0,1, .•. ,n+3;

P* . value added per unit of output in vintage
uJ

u70,l, ... ,t in sector j=O,l, ..• ,n+2;

P~ price of composite good i=O,l, •.. ,n;
1

Wj wage rate in sector j=O,l, ... ,n+2;

\v index of the level of wages in the economy

as a whole;

R. user cost of capital in sector
J

j = O I l, ••• , n+2;

R real rate of return on capital;

y gross national income.

B. Exogenous variables

supply of labori

supply of capital;

net investments in the economy as a whole;

public consumption;

L

K

I

Cn +2
-H pV!Pi' 1.

world market price in the domestic curren

cy unit, c.i.f. and f.o.b., respectively,

of good i=O,l .. . ni

Q . world market price, in the domestic currency
J

unit, of cornplementary imports to sector

j=O,l;

D sum of net foreign trans fers and net inte

rest payments on foreign debt.

c. Parameters

a· .(a .. input of composite good i = O,l ... n per1J u1.J
unit of output (production units of vin-

tage u=O,l ... t) in sector j=O,l ... n+3;



b.
J

w·
J

6

s
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input of complementary imports per uni t of

output in sector j=O,l •.• n+3;

wage rate in sector j=O,l ... n+2 deflated by

the index of the general wage level;

annual rate of depreciation of capital in

sector j=O,I ... n+2;

the gross savings ratio in the economy as a

whole.

By Ietting the real wage rate (W(t») be exogenous

ly determined, and thus the labor market equili

brium condition corresponding to A.IS become an

accounting relation additional variants of SRS and

DYl~ are obtained. In LRS, net investrnents (I)in

the economy as a whole are determined exogenously,

whereas this applies to gross investrnents (IG) in

SRS. In DYN, however, the level of gross invest

ments is determined by an exogenously given gross

savings ratio, s(t), in accordance with the equa

tion

s(t)Y(t) (A.20)

where Y(t) is the gross national income at current

(relative) prices.

The creation of new vintages, however, is an impor

tant part of the dynamic model. The approach adopt

ed in this part represents a quite significant

sirnpIication of what one might consider a lirealis

tic" approach. It is assumed that producers have

expectations about future prices and that all pro

ducers have the same expectations. Thus, denoting

expected prices by a tilde (~), the following

expressions hold:
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Pj(t) P.(P.(t),
A
Pj{t»)i j=O,1, ... ,n+2 (A.2l)

] ]

P~(t)
~D D AD

i=O,~, ... ,n (A.22)P. (P. (t) ,P. (t») i
1. 1. 1. 1.

Q . (t) Q.(Q.(t), a.(t»)i j=O,1 (A. 23)
J ] ] ]

W. (t) = W. (W . (t) , Wj(t)); j=O, 1, ... ,n+2 (A.24)
] ] ]

where the cares (A) denotes exogenous variables.

These are the price expectations held during

period t, and will influence the design of produc

tion units put into operations in period t+l. If

the exogenous variables do not affect the expected

prices, expectations are said to be statici an

assumption about rational expectations can be mod

eled by a suitable choice of exogenous variables.

Producers are likely to invest only if the expect

ed uni t eost does not exceed the expected uni t

price of the output. This rule is incorporated in

the model in two stages . In the first step, a set

of sectoral interest rates,

the investment rule in each

r l (t),

sector

which satisfy

is determined

by means of the ex ante unit cast function and the

expected prices. Thus, the r. (t) I s are determined
]

by the following equations:

+

°
where

n
l:

i=2

~D
P. (t)a .. + Q.b.;

1. J.] ]]
j=o, 1, ... ,n+2 (A. 25)

R. (t)
J

(A. 26)
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By Shephard I s lemma, the ex ante coefficients for

labor, capital , fuels, and electricity are given

by the partial derivatives of the ex ante cost

functions evaluated at the expected prices. Thus,

the energy input coefficients in production units

designed in period t and put inta operation in

period t+l are determined by

oK ~ ( • )
J

op!?
].

at+l,ij; i=O,l; j=O,1 •.• n+2 (A. 27)

The desired capital-output ratios are determined

in a similar way, i.e., by the partial derivative

of Kj with respect to Rj , evaluated at the expect

ed prices.

The second stage is to allocate total investment

over

tl1an

those sectors for which r j (t)

the market rate of interest,

is not lower

r(t). This is

done by means of the equation

={
(} K ~ ( • )

J

oR.
O J

ö .X . (t)
J J

<Vj

if r .(t»)r(t)
J

if r .(t)<r(t)
J

j=O, l, ••• , n

(A. 28)

where I.(t) is the total investment in sector j in
J

period t. Public investments, I n+2 (t), however,

are determined exogenously. Observe that when

r.(t) = r(t), the existing capacity is maintained
J

by replacement of depreciated capacity by new pro-

duction units, and if r.(t) > r(t), the capacity
J

in sector j is increased. The market rate 9f inte-
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rest is determined in such away that the market

for investable funds are cleared. Thus, the follow

ing expression holds:

I{t}
n+2

l:
j=O

I.{t}.
J

(A. 29)

vfuere tl1is, the description of the models is com

plete.

A.S 1mpleJ1e1l'tation and Paraaeter EstiJlat::ion

In order to implement these modeis, it is necessa-

ry to specify the functions K~(.), 4> i ( • ) , Ci ( • )
J

and Z · ( • ) • Moreover a large number of parameters
1-

has to be estimated.

A.S.I Sect:ors, Goods and Data Sources

The sector classification adopten can be seen in

Table A.2. It reflects an attempt to keep the

number of sectors at a minimum, given the desire

to elucidate the main effects on· the industrial

structure of changes in oil prices in the extreme

ly trade-dependent Swedish economy.

There are several reasons for keeping the number

of sectors at the smallest possible level which is

compatible with ameaningful analysis of the issu

es under study. One is that the costs for solving

and storing the model are quite sensitive to its

size. Another is that input-output relations,

which represent a significant share of the modells

data bases, tend to be more stable over time if
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Prodaction sect:or definitions

Sector

O Fossil fuels production

l Electricity production

2 Mainly important

competing industries

3 Mainly exporting energy

intensive industries

4 Other mainly exporting

industries

5 Sheltered industries

and service production

6 The public sector

7 The capital goods sector

(book-keeping sector)

SNI

353, 354

4

Il, 13, 31, 32, 33, 3412,

3419, 342, 355, 361, 362

12, 2, 3411, 351, 37101

37102

352, 356, 3699, 37103, 372,

38, 39

3691, 3692, S, 6, 7, 8, 9

(priv)

the modell s production sectors are large aggre

gates of sectors rather than individual industri-

es. A third reason is that the possibilities of

getting good estimates of exogenous variables

(such as \'lorld market prices, technical changes

etc) for a large number of sectors from published

data sources are quite limited.

For the type of models presented here, the main

data source is input-output data. In fact, the

models can be regarded as elaborated input-output

modeis. As input-output data generally is not

available in the form of time-series, most of the

parameters in the models are estimated on the

basis of one single input-output table.

The latest complete input-output table for Sweden

is estimated on data from 1975. There is also a

1979 input-output table, but except for the energy
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input coefficients, that table is constructed on

the assumption that the 1975 input-output coeffici

ents were valid in 1979 as weIl. There is, how

ever, another important difference between the

1975 and 1979 input-output tab1es. In the latter

some important revisions of the national accounts

have been taken into account, while that has not

been done in the 1975 table. Thus, the 1979 table

gives a better representation of the actual state

of the economy. For this reason it was chosen as

the point of departure for the projections of the

future development of the Swedish economy discus

sed in Chapters 2 and 5. Tables A.3-A.5 give a

brief account of some relations derived from the

1979 input-output table.

For the comparative statics presented in Chapters

3 and 4, however, another data-base was construct

ed. The basic aim in that work was to construct a

data-base which reasonably weIl represented an

equilibrium allocation of resources in the Swedish

economy. The starting point was the 1975 input

output table. However, as on1y one year had elaps

ed since the 1973/74 oil price increases, it is

quite likely that the energy input coefficients in

this table do not represent equilibrium values.

Moreover, the table alsa revealed significant in

tersectoral profit differentials.

To get around these problems, a nevl input-output

table was generated 'by means of the long run

static model (LRS) and the following assumptions:

l) The pre-1973/74 oil input coefficients

represented equilibriurn values.
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Table A.3 Base year sect:oral e.ployaent, energy

ase and value added shares

L.
~ ~

Y.
J --J

Sector L XO+MO X1+H 1
y

O 0.0009 0.0251 0.0025 0.0223

l 0.0095 0.0814 0.0249 0.0255

2 0.1226 0.0595 0.0620 0.1721

3 0.0472 0.1006 0.1557 0.0612

4 0.1303 0.0470 0.0862 0.1562

5 0.4258 0.4213 0.5346 0.3514

6 0.2637 0.0309 0.1138 0.2113

7

L: 1.0000 0.7658a 0.9795a 1.0000

a The difference between this va1ue and unity is
made up of the shares of househo1d consumption and
exports.

Table A.4 Base year input coefficients for capi-

tal, labor, fuels and electricity

Sector K ./x. L ./X. Xo ./X. Xl ./X.
J J J J J J J J

O 0.2174 0.0003 0.0512 0.0023

l 6.3451 0.0031 0.1850 0.0255

2 0.7361 0.0047 0.0159 0.0075

3 1.5517 0.0044 0.0649 0.0452

4 0.6229 0.0052 0.0132 0.0109

5 2.6974 0.0093 0.0639 0.0366

6 1.5461 0.0118 0.0096 0.0159

7
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2) No change in oi1 input coefficients had

occurred between 1973/74 and 1975. Thus

the sectora1 oi1 expendi tures per unit

of output was equal to the "old" oil

input coefficient and the "new" oi1

price level.

3) The increased oi1 costs had lead to

lower operating surp1uses in the produc

tion sectors.

vli th revision, corresponding to these assumptions,

of the input-output table a set of revised inter

sectoral profit differentials were generated. Thus

eq. (A.3) became

R. = p +3(0. + ~.R);
J n J J

j=O, 1, ••• ,n+2

where the parameters ~. reflected the revised in-
J

tersectoral profit differentials. Using the re-

vised input-output table for estimation of the

model I s parameters, and solving LRS under the as-

sumption ~i=l for all i, generated a quasi-equili

brium allocation of resources in the Swedish econo-

my 1975. Since the observed "intersectora1 wage

differentials (see eq (A. 2») were not revised, it

was not allfull" equi1ibrium. On the basis of the

thus generated input-output table for 1975, a

data-base to the medels was constructed.

A. 5.2 FunctioDa1 Ponis and Paraaeter Va1ues

Clearly the knowledge about ex ante production

functions is very limited. This would suggest that

a flexible functiona1 form such as the translog
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production function or a generalized Leontief eost

function should be used for the representation of

the eI ante technology. However, in view of the

di fficulties to obtain relevant price-data for the

estimation of these funetions, they were not too

attractive. Instead it seemed reasonable to choose

a functional form wi th a small nurnber of parame

ters, and in which each one of the parameters has

a simple economic interpretation. In other words,'"

i f one is forced to use a lot of IIguessi timates .. ,

the nurnber of guesses should be kept at a minimum

and concern economically meaningful magnitudes.

On the basis of these considerations, the follow

ing nested CES-Cobb-Douglas structure was chosen

for the representation of the ex ante technology.

l/p. t-...

[ P · p.] Je J

X. A. a.F .J + b .H. J
J J J J J J

a. l-a.
F. K. J L. J

J J J

[ej y. l/y.

Y 'J J
H

h
J + d. X 23X1j J

X.. a .. X. ; i=2,3, ... ,n
1J 1J J

V.
J

V.
J

V.
J

'l.
J

where thus Kj is capital input, Lj labor input,

Xij input of produced intermediate goods and Xj is

output. The ex post production functions were then

derived by assuming fixed capital stocks and fixed

energy input (i.e. i=O,l) coefficients.

The distribution parameters (aj) in the Cobb-Doug-
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las part of the function ~lere estimate? by means

of income distribution data for the base-year,

i. e., for 1979, and the input-output coefficients

(a .. ) are estimated by means of the ratios of
1.J

intersectoral flows (X .. ) and gross output (X
J
. )

1.J
that year. The ex ante elasticity of substi tution

between the capital-labor composite and the fuels

electricity cornposite was set equal to 0.75 in all

sectors presented in Pindyck (1980)4, but of

course subject to significant uncertainty. Lacking

better information, final1y, the same values were

assumed for the elasticity of substitution between

fuels and electricity. A selection of the adopted

parameter values are displayed in Table A.6.

For the representation of household demand, a

linear expendi ture system was chosen . This choice

was motivated by the fact that such systems have

been estimated on Swedish data. The linear expendi-

Table A.S Base year sharea of export and iIIpOrt,

and export and bIport shares in indi

vidual prodoction sect:ors

Sector Z·/z Mi/H z·/x. H. Ix. +M. )
1. 1. 1 111

O O 0.1946 O 0.6060

l 0.0030 0.0059 0.0210 0.0494

2 0.1530 0.2454 0.1277 0.2024

3 0.2283 0.1056 0.4597 0.2086

4 0.4963 0.3745 0.4342 0.2888

5 0.1194 0.0740 0.0566 0.0417

6

~ 1.000 1.000

Note: All import measures inclusive of complementary

imports.
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ture system used here is estimated by Dargay &

Lundin (1981 ). It di ffers from other systems in

that it treats fuels as a separate household con

sumption good (see Table A.S), which is an advan

tage in the types of studies the present model

will be used. However, as all linear expenditure

systems it .does not take substitution effects into

account, which clearly is a disadvantage.

The "production functions -.- defining the composite

goods consumed in the home country and the compos

ite goo.ds consumed in the rest of the world were

all specified as CES-functions. The CES-specifica

tion is convenient since it 'leads to import and

export functions which are relatively easy to esti

mate. However, the assumption that the same "pro

duction function" applies to all domestic users of

good. i is·< generally not plausible. If goods pro

duced in different countries actually are quali ta

tively different, the substitutability between im

ported and domestically produced goods of the same

"type" should, in general, differ between' domestic

users. In particular, for industrial users the

substitutability should reflect the properties of

technology, while it should reflect the properties

of preferences for users in the household sector. 5

However, whereas the model would remain fundamen

tally the same if different composite goods were

defined for different domestic users, the estima

tion problems would increase significantly. In

view of these problems the simplest possible speci

fication was chosen. Thus, all domestic users of a

-given c6mposite good, say i, are assumed to use

the same type of composite good, i.e. use the same

"production function II to define the composite

good.
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The numerical values of the parameters of the

import and export functions have been chosen

partly on the basis of econometric evidence,

partly on the basis of theoretieal considerations.

Thus, one source of information is Hamilton

(1980). However, this source, or other possible

sources, uses a sector classification which can be

aggregated into the one used in this study. More

over, many of the estimated export price elastici

ties have absolute values which are so low that

they are hard to accept on theoretical or even

common sense grounds. Consequently a eonsiderable

amount of judgement and IIfingerspitzgefUhl ll has

gone into the estimates of E. and ~. displayed in
1. 1.

Table A. 6.

lJ.'ab1e A.6 EstiJlated va1aes of ao.e key para-eters

-1
(l-y

-1Sector a· ( l-p) . ) . Ej ~.
J J J J

O 0.8362 0.25 0.25 0.0 0.5

l 0.7555 0.25 0.25 -1.0 0.5

2 0.3770 0.75 0.75 -2.0 4.0

3 0.3076 0.75 0.75 -5.0 0.5

4 0.2053 0.75 0.75 -4.0 2.0

5 0.3600 0.75 0.75 -2.0 0.5

6 0.0436 0.75 0.75

It should be noted that the export functions and

the current aecount constraint are specified in

such away that the IIhome countryll has sorne autono-

my in the pricing of its exports. ~fuether or not a

significant deviation between domestic production

eost, i.e. the variable Pi(t), and the eorre

sponding world market price, i.e. the variable
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\IE ( ) ..... dPi t, would eX1st 1n equ111br1um depen s on the

absolute values of e:. as well as on the properti-
l.

es of the supply functions. It turned out that

when the weighted average of the Ei-parameters (in

absolute value) was below 2, forms of trade gains

of the "optimum tariff typen resulted from domes

tic energy taxation. For the e:i -values actually

used, that problem was negligible.
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l As the static model describes the situation in
one single period, the variables are written with
out a time-index . However , when the exact speci fi
cations of a function depend on which particular
period is to be analyzed, a time-dependent shift
parameter is included •..

2 Complementary imports are only used in the
energy sector, i.e., when j=O,l.

3 I f eq (A.l 7) leads to P*. <O for some vintage ,
uJ

that equation is replaced by P* =0 for the vintage
uJ

in question.

'+ On the basis of pooled time-series data frorn ten
countries, Pindyck estimated, among other things,
the elasticity of substitution between capital and
labor ( 0KL)' between capital and energy (oRE) and
between labor and energy (oLE) for the industrial
sector • His resul ts should be regarded as esti
mates of the long run elasticities of substitution-
, and can thus be used to characterize the proper
ties of the el[ ante technology. W'ith our assump
tions included in parenthesis, Pindyck's results·
were the following:

0KL: 0.77-0.82 (1.00),
oLE: 0.93-0.97 (0.75).

O~q: 0.61-0.86 (0.75),

5 Available economic evidence does not support the
hypothesis that the same tlproductionfunction tl can
be used to define the composite good i for all
sectors. See Frenger (1980).
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Oil Prices and Economic Stability - Simulation

Experiments with a Macroeconomic Model

by Tomas Nordström and Bengt-Christer Ysander

THE PROBLEM OF ENERGY POLICY

The need for a national energy policy, for government interfering

with the supply and demand of energy, is - at least in the case

of Sweden - mainly due to the instability of the oil prices. A pri

mary task of economic analysis is therefore to trace the impact

of changing oil prices on the national economy. The major chal

lenge of national energy policy is to devise ways of reducing or

accomodating this instability and uncertainty of oil prices.

These are bold, and undoubtedly oversimplified statements. Let us

try to develop and clarify the reasoning behind them, introduclng

at the same time the aim and methodological approach of the

present study.1

The Instability of OH Prices

The real price of oil declined steadily from the end of the war

up to 1970. At the same time the advances in nuclear technology

opened up prospects of an inexhaustable source of cheap electr ici

ty. Aside from partnering and monitorlng the ventures in nuclear

technology - and controlling the exploitation of natural energy re

sources - the national governments had little cause for interven

lng In the energy rnarkets.

All this changed In the early 70s. The oil price hike in 1973 

compounded by rising costs and safety concerns for nuclear

power - brought home the lesson that cheap energy and stable

energy pr ices could no longer be taken for granted. Since then
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real oil prices have been fluctuating widely with a new all time

record in 79-80 and a slump in 1983. Fig. 1.1 shows the dramatic

change that took place both in regard to level and stability in

the pr ices confronting Swedish oil importers. The detailed story

of what happened in '73, how the initial price rise on the Rotter

dam spot market, due mainly to the Suez ernbargo, was translated

into a huge permanent rise of contract prices, still remains

controversial. We do not know for sure the relative importance

of the raw' material boom, of the OPEC-cartel and the seven sis

ters, of strategies aiming at transferring money and of policies

for strategic control.

What we do know is that conditions in the international oil mar

ket have changed radically with respect to price stability. To a

large extent it seems to be a case of uncertainty breeding on un

certainty. A tendency towards a shortening of contract times, a

convergence of contract prices, an increased sensitivity for chang

es in spot prices and a growing propensity to inventory specula

tion, all contr ibute to this impression. This inherent market insta

bility is accentuated by the political instabilities of some oil-pro

ducing countries creating risks of major supply disturbances. It is

further boosted by the tendency of cartel prices to "overshoot",

setting off cyclical changes in world economic activity and energy

demand.

The volurne of existing forward oil markets in London and New

York is still far too small to contr ibute in any substantial way to

a stabilization of oil prices. The buying and selling of future con

tracts could not be expected anyhow to cope with the price in

stabilities ar ising from major supply disruptions. Nor has the oil

saving efforts of the industrialized countries necessarily made

these countr ies less vulnerable to supply disruptions, less insensi

tive to price in precarious situations.

There are thus many reasons to assume that the international oil

market will remain instable also during the cOlning decade. In

the long run, extending the horizon to the turn of the century,
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Figure 1.1 The price of oil and coal 1970-1982

(Source: The National Central Bureau of Statistics, Monthly Bulletin: Energy Price~
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real oil prices will be deterrnined by the marginal costs of pro

ducing oil from secondary deposits, and will therefore undoubtedly

tend to rise. In the meantime we may however reasonably expect

wide and sometimes abrupt fluctuations. As a representative, al

though somewhat extreme example of these possible price chang

es, we have in the following simulation study chosen to focus at

tention on an abrupt 60 percent oil price hike, occurring in 1991

after several years of relatively stable price developments. We

can thus be said to project into the future a renewal of the '73

exper ience.

We have not found it necessary to look as closely at the possibili

ty of a major sharp price decline. There are very obvious asym

metr ies between the case of a price hike and that of a correspond

ingly large price decline. The impact on the international mar

kets of a price decline will primarHy be connected with the liquid

ity and solvency problems of some less developed oH producing

countries and by certain general "withdrawal symptoms" in the in

ternational monetary system. We have little of empirical evidence

from which to make concrete projections for this case, but

the little we have seems to indicate that - assuming a responsi

ble monetary management - the expansion of the "winners" would

tend to outweigh the contraction of the loosers in regard to

world trade.

The asymmetry becomes even more pronounced when we turn to

the direct impact on the Swedish econorny. In as far as a domi

nant part of the policy issues raised by an oH price hike is con

cerned with containing and controlling the inflation and the defi

cit problems, there are simply no corresponding problems in the

case with a price decline. The major task of the governrnent in

such a case would be to try to stop individual investors frorn mis

interpreting the ternporary low prices and from going on an energy

spending spree.
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Tracing the Impaet of an OH Price Hike

In analyzing the impact of an oil price hike we have worked with

several alternative assumptions as to the world economic environ

ment. As for oil price development, apart from the possible price

hike, we have used both rising real price trends and a stagnating

one.

Figure 1.2 Simulated rea1* oH price developments 1980-2000.
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* The prices for imported oil have been deflated with the world

market price for finished goods (SEK) as used in the reference

case.
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Fig. 1.2 illustrates the alternative oil price assumptions used in

the simulations. In the reference case we have assumed a slowly

rising real oil price - alternative l in the Figure. The reference

case is used as the main standard for measuring the impact of

an oil price hike - alternative 2. We also made simulations with

a stagnating and a fast rising oil price - alternatives 3 and 4 

for the purpose of evaluating the importance of long-term price

trends and of the time profile of price change respectively. When

studying the effects of imposing a cumulative oil tax during the

80s, two alternative policies were used in the 90s for the case

where no oil price hike occured. Either the accumulated tax

level is kept unchanged - alternative I - or successively reduced

down to zero level at the turn of the century - alternative II.

In modeling the repercussions of the price hike on the interna

tional markets, we have drawn both on the experience of the 70s

and on experiments performed with the LINK model (Sarma, 1983).

A shortlived boom in raw material is supposed to be followed by

several years of slowed-up growth in world trade. By measuring

the impact on the Swedish economy with and without internation

al repercussions we can at least exemplify the possible relative

importance of the world market disturbances - the indirect ef

fects.

When it comes to analyzing the direct effects of oH price chang

es, there is one major question which confronts you right from

the start. Is it the new high level of oil price which is the main

perceived threat or is it the abrupt and unexpected way it jumps

up? The general exper ience of the two price hikes in the 70s

seems to point to the latter .2 In particular much of Sweden 's pre

sent difficulties, manifested by a mounting deficit both in public

budgets and in external exchange and by a shr inking and underuti

lized export industry, can be viewed as ar ising out of a failure

to cope with the stabilization problems caused by the oil price

hikes (Eliasson, Sharefkin, Ysander, 1983). As we shall see later

this intuition is confirmed by compar ing, in the simulations the
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impact of a sudden oil price hike with that of a gradual and anti

cipated increase of oil prices over the entire 80s.

If macroeconomic stabilization is the main worry, then the stabili

zation policies pursued - or not pursued - will obviously be of de

cisive importance for the final outcotne.3 In the simulation we

have worked with three different policy instruments: Wage, tax

and public consumption policies. We have not included an active

exchange policy among our policy instruments since it appears in

the model to be a substitute rather than a complement to wage

policy.

What we then first do is to model and measure two "extreme" al

ternative outcomes. In the one case no policy changes are made

after the "oH crises", which means that inflation will slowly be

forced down by unemployment, while the foreign debt continues

to cumulate. The welfare implications of this "worst case" is

then compared with a "best case", where an optimal employment

of available policy instruments contains the crises and restores

balance in external payments and in the labor market within

three years.4

The impact problem is thus narrowed down to a question about

how probable it is that we will in fact be able to cope adequate

ly with the stabilization problems.

In the following simulations we have tr ied to use as "substitute

measures" for this probability - or rather for its inverse - the de

velopment of real wage, employment and public consumption re

quired by the stabilization program and interpretable as symptoms

of the concomitant political strains.

The chances of coping will be diminished if further restr ictions 

due e.g. to binding promises to various voter groups - are placed

on the available policy instruments. If the central governrnent

has its hands tied by political comrnitments to groups of consum

ers and wage earners, this will in general increase the amplitude
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of the policy changes needed and with that the "political strains",

or the improbability of coping effectively with the crises. In

the simulations we have in this fashion successively climbed down

a ladder of political feasibility, placing restr ictions on wage poli

cy, on public consumption and finally on tax policy. The relative

outcome of these exper iments demonstrates how limited flexibili

ty in fiscal and budgeting policy may affect and inflate the im

pact problem.

In thus modeling the impact of an oH price hike we are however

exemplifying only some special cases. We only treat one major

price upheaval, not the prospect of general price instability. More

over the model does not take into explicit account the ways in

which anticipated future instability modifies current behavior.

The investors in the model e.g. are assumed to have simple adap

tive price expectations, which means that the risk and uncertain

ty surrounding future oil prices are not to any substantiai extent

foreshadowed in their current investment plans. Our exper iments

really deal only with the rather special case where a period of

stable prices have effectively lulled all anxieties so that the oil

price hike takes everybody with complete surprise.

Policies to Counter Instability

If instability of oil prices is the major problem, it then follows

that the main thrust of energy policy must be directed towards

countering the effects of that instability - always assuming that

a small country like Sweden cannot hope alone to modify the be

havior of the international oH market. Such an energy policy can

aim at reducing the total risk involved as well as pooling the

risk for individual risk-bearers.

These aims are of course already reflected in today's energy poli

cy in Sweden. By taxing energy and by subsidizing oil-saving in

vestrnents and development costs we both encourage total oil sav

ing and redistribute some risks - mainly the risk of cheap future
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oH - among the taxpayers. Both the consistency and the efficien

cy of these policies may however be questioned. The level of

energy taxes often seems more determined by fiscal cQnsiderations

than by long-term aims of energy price stabilization. Investment

subsidies may be an unprofitable way of hedging against possible

oH price slumps and moreover often requires decisions on choice

of technique and fuel, that should rather be left to decentralized

decision-makers in the market.

The question might reasonably be raised, why central government

should interfere at all with the market and its agents by way of

energy policy. Leaving aside those arguments for state support of

technological development and infra-structure investments which

are not specific for energy investments, a first line of approach

stresses asymmetries in information. Putting it crudely - the cen

tral government may know better, may have more foresight, have

longer horizon and may be more expertly staffed than the indi

vidual agents in the economy. The "track record" of central gov

ernment forecasting and action in the energy field may not be

particularly convincing compared with that of big companies, but

it could still be the case that e.g. households and local govern

ments tend to be even more biased or myopic. The Swedish expe

rience over the last decade seems indeed to indicate that local

governrnents sometimes need central guidelines to venture into

new areas of energy opportunities.

Even if we leave out informational asymmetries there are some

rather solid reasons for central government to aid in stabilizing

energy prices. Let us just mention two. The first is a simple risk

pooling argument. The oH price risks are now very unevenly dis

tributed in the economy. Some investors e.g. in oH substitutes

stand to loose considerably in the event of an oi! price slump 

which may contribute to dwindling investments - while the oppo

site is true of heavy oi! users and their customers etc. Given a

certain common degree of relative risk-aversion the economy as

a whole stands to gain by having some kind of r isk-pooling instal

led.5 The second kind of argument is one that will be underlined
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by our results in the following. If oil saving not only pays for

the individual, but also helps the total economy byeasing the sta

bilization strains, then these "external effects" of the saving ef

forts should somehow be signalled by the government.

In the present Swedish context this latter line of reasoning could

be further pursued. A "tar if f" on imported oil implies - at least

in the short run - a certain terms-of-trade gain, which will be

larger the more price sensitive Swedish oil consumers are and

the less price sensitive our foreign custorners are. In as far as

we must adhere to a very hard-fisted domestic demand policy

over the next few years in order to support an export-offensive,

a "forced" oil saving may help in easing this adjustment.

One way for central governlnent to counter the adverse effects

of oil price instability and uncertainty would be to guarantee a

certain domestic oi! price development - within suitable margins

over the next decade, and adjust oil taxes - or subsidies as the

case may be - accordingly. The guaranteed price path could e.g.

be such, that the expected value of the guarantee was equal to

ni! and the guaranteed price at the turn of the century - or the

pro jected extension of the guarantee to that year - equalled the

expected international market price. There are several possible

time profiles of guaranteed price that could meet with these re

quirements. If we expect the 80s to becorne the lean years for

domestic consumption, but hope to be able to raise living stand

ards during the 90s, \ve could utilize the terrns-of-trade gains

from a rising oil tax during the present decade, \vhile allowing

tax levels to go down - if no oil cr ises occurs - in the 90s.

Since such a "price ulnbrella" would automatically shelter the de

velopment and use of oil substitutes and of oil-saving devices

there should be room for considerable cuts in current energy sub

sidy schemes.

One way of looking at the price guarantee is as an offer to do

mestic custolners of favorable forward contracts - hedging price

hike risks. At the same time there would be a hedge against the
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risk of price slumps, since the forward contracting is, as it were,

obligatory and spot operations are made unprofitable. The govern

ment may to a certain extent reinsure itself by operations on the

international forward markets and by long-term contraeting.6

The exact terms of the guarantee could be phrased in several ways.

They could e.g. be limited to maximizing the· annual percentage

change in real pr ices, be confined' by the amount of tax in the

domestic price and/or be such as to leave domestic oil prices

free to fluctuate within a-ID percent of a preset price path.

The experiments we have performed with the model are necessari

ly simplified and stylized compared with such flexible schemes.

Just as we confine our study to one singular price hike in '91 we

also focus our interest on· a rather special form of tax scheme.

We add a cumulative oil tax during the eighties, so that by '91 

if the oil crises occurs - we can just off-set the price hike by

lifting off all tax. If there is no price hike we can alternatively

keep the tax level unchanged or reduce it successively so as to

stabilize or lower oil prices in the 90s.7 This kind of exper iment

certainly cannot tell us the whole story. What it does is to pro

vide an insight into the costs and benefits of a price guarantee

in a specific but still representative case.

Our model exper iments labor under another, and perhaps more se

rious handicap, when it comes to illustrate the 'possibilities of

stabilizing domestic oH prices. Since, as we underlined above,

pr ice expectations in the model are formed in a simple adaptive

way we do not catch the probably very important expansive ef

fects of limiting price uncertainty for the economic agents. On

the other hand we probably tend for the same reason to overesti

mate the amount of misdirected choices of technique and invest

ments that unstable price trends and market signals would call

forth. We may therefore end up by slightly overestimating both

costs and benefits of the price stabilization schemes.Although we

have no firm evidence to quote in support, we tend to think that

in the final balance this model handicap will mean that our re

sults understates the case for oil price stabilization.
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NOTES

For a short resume of study results cf., Ysander, 1983.

2 Comparisons made between the effects of gradual vs abrupt oil
pr ice increases in e.g. Jacobson and Thurman, 1981, also lend sup
port to this interpretation.

3 The theoretical analysis by i.a. Svenson, 1981, and the simula
tion experiments by J.D. Sachs reported in Bhandari and Putnarn,
1982, exemplify studies that instead focus on intertemporal wel
fare and balance-of-payment effects.

4 The optimal choice of instruments in this case turns out to be
wage policy and tax policy, which are rather complementary in
respect to the two targets. With two targets and with two instru
ments changed in a linear fashion, the policy solution moreover
turns out to be unique or nearly so. We thus avoid the choice be
tween alternative stabilization policies (cf. Gramlich, 1979 for a
discussion of the dimensions and issues of that choice).

5 For a thorough development of this argument within the con
text of Neumann - Morgenstern utility theory cf. Hey 1981 and
Borch 1968. The general conclusion could also be der ived from
alternative approaches to decision under uncertainty (cf. e.g.
Kahneman - Tversky 1979, Simon 1978, Schackle 1979.)

6 The hedging argument could also be couched in terms of trans
action costs. To insure against all kinds of price risks involved
for substitutes and complement commodities would require a
quite extensive network of future markets. Even if such a "free
market alternative" was available it could be profitable to save
transaction costs by a cornmon oil price guarantee.

7 The crises scenario we have chosen to treat could be regarded
as a "maximal perceived threat". Particularly we assume that no
retrenchment of real oil pr ices from the high leve1 attained in
1991 has yet occurred by the year 2000. Any downward adjust
ment towards a slowly rising long term equilibrium price is thus
postponed till after the turn of the century. This does in fact
tally reasonably weIl with our overall exper ience for the 9 years
1973-82, but also means that the impact ,measured includes effects
of araised price level during the 90s, as well as consequences
of unexpected fluctuations.
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2 THE MACROECONOMIC FRAMEWORK

To evaluate the economic effects of different oH price develop

ments and oil tax policies we have used a fairly disaggregated

growth model for the Swedish economy.l The ISAC-model, which

will be briefly described in the next section, was originally built

for medium and long term analysis. For the simulations discussed

in this report, however, some short run dynarnics - primarily relat

ed to wage and pr ice formation - was added to account for the

immediate impact of sudden external price hikes.

Also a submodei for energy supply and demand, was added to

ISAC. However, in order to keep down total model size, only

those parts of the energy systern essentiai to our main interest 

primarily industrial demand of energy - were treated extensively.

Thus energy demand for house heating as well as for transport

was dealt with in an aggregate and simplified way. On the supply

side, production of primaryas well as secondary (refined) energy

is again rather crudely Jnodeled.

Finally, to account quantitatively for the impact of world events

and the effects of different policy measures, one needs also a

"zero point" or reference simulation as a measuring rod. Levels

of future economic variables are undoubtedly more uncertain than

differences between leveis. This does not imply, however, that ab

solute levels are unimportant and that a reference case eould be

chosen at random. One irnportant example of this in the simula

tions reported here, is the restr iction on future nuclear power

capacity in Sweden. In a slow growing econorny this may be of

little importance, while a fast growing energy demand will eaU

for compensating energy sources. A reasonably designed reference

point for the simulations rnay also convey important information

by itself.
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The Macro Model

The model used for the simulation experiments is fairly ·large. A

compreheI)sive account of the model is given in Jansson, Nord

ström, Ysander, (1982). The purpose of this section is to describe

its main structure and dynamic properties.

Figure 2.1 is an attempt to illustrate the overall structure of

ISAC. The figure shows the main variables and subrnodels and

their inter-relations. The block diagram is built around a multisec

toral balance for the economy which assures that supply equals

demand. The exogenous determinants of the developments of the

model economy can be divided into two sets. The first set of va

riables are external to the economy in the sense that nei ther the

development of the economy nor political decision-making exerts

any influence on them. These variables, marked by single-squares

in the figure, are world markets (prices and trade volumes), dis

embodied technical change, labor supply and, finally, a rate of in

terest that is assumed to be imposed on the economy from

abroad.

The other set of exogenous variables is made up of policy instru

ments, indicated by rhombs. They are the exchange rate, central

government consumption and various kinds of fiscal parameters af

fecting the household sector through taxes and transfers and also

acting on the local government sector through i.a. the grant sys

tem.

Finally there is a policy instrument influencing the long run wage

rate although not controlling short run fluctuations.

Given these two sets of exogenous variables every item of the

sector balance will be determined. The demand for intermediary

goods in industry (INS) is given by current production (X) and the

matr ix of input-output coefficients. The model allows for substi

tution between energy, capital and labor in production processes.

The rest of the i/o-matrix is constant over time.
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Investments in industry (pI) are determined by profit expectations

as weIl as by current capacity utilization. Real capi tal is describ

ed by vintages with different technical properties. Through the

vintage rnechanism the volume of investment will affect average

capital- and labor-productivity. Productivity growth also depends

on the rate of scrapping of old vintages which is assumed propor

tional to the quasi-rents earned in each vintage. So far the vin

tage approach has only been implemented for branches in the manu

facturing sector while capital in other branches is treated as ho

mogenous in each branch. In the same way investment functions

are specified and estimated only for manufacturing branches but

elsewhere determined either as an exogenous trend or as related

to production in some simple manner •

Private consumption (pe) is determined by a rather detailed spec

ification of income and expenditure in the household sector. The

main source of gross income is wages and salaries from industry,

thus providing the multiplier link shown in Figure 2.2 between

the activi ty level in the economy and private consumption expen

ditures. An exogenous change in fiscal parameters (FP), e.g. a re

duced income tax rate, will increase household income. Since the

savings ratio is exogenous, most of the tax reduction will be

translated into consumption expenditure, thus increasing demand

for commodities. Some of these will be imported, but domestic

production and employment will increase, creating more wage in

come and so on.

The size of the multiplier can also be affected by the wage in

flation resulting from a higher activity level in the economy.

This mechanism, which is not shown in Figure 2.2, will on the

one hand, positively affect total wage income through higher

wage rates. On the other hand, it will also limit the real multi

plier effect by deflating nominal income through higher infla

tion, and still further through increased imports and reduced ex

ports following the rise in the domestic price level. The net

real effect of these secondary mechanisms af ter 2-3 years may

be positive or negative depending i.a. on the price elasticities in
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Figure 2.2 The production-consumption loop
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foreign trade and on the sensitivity of wages to increased pres

sure in the labor market. Other important sources of household

income are wages, salaries and transfers from the public sector.

After deduction of various taxes households are left with dispos

able income. Real consumption expenditure is distr ibuted between

fourteen consumption categories by a linear expenditure system.

The feed-back mechanism between the production system and con

sumption demand through the household sector explains much of

the model' s short ter m response to an exogenous disturbance,

whether in the for m of e.g. a change in world rnarket growth or

through a change in some fiscal measure towards the household

sector.
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Figure 2.3 The local consumption - labor market loop
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Public sector demand for intermediary and investment goods OG,
01) is partIy a policy variable (central governrnent), partIy endo

genous (1ocal government). The local government model, as it is

presently implemented, tends to produce fairly strong oscilla

tions in the economy through - its interactions with the labor mar

ket on the one hand and the household sector (via the endogenous

local tax rate) on the other. These links are shown in Figure

2.3.

Suppose central government increases the categorical grants to

local governments, in the figure indicated by a change in fiscal

parameters (FP). The immediate impact will be to decrease local

governments' net costs of production and hence induce them to

step up real expendi tures. The grants will also improve their fi-
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nancial situation making tax increases unnecessary. Since no

other fiscal measures are assumed, Le. the original grants increase

is not financed by increased taxes from central government,

the activity level in the economy will go up and so will employ

ment. The resulting wage inflation will partly "finance'-' the local

government expenditure increase by eroding household income and

by worsening the external balance. But the wage increase will

also lead to increased net costs .of production for local govern

ments and slow down their expansion. However, because of the

two year lag in the disbursement of centrally collected local tax

income, the financial situation of local governments will tend to

improve again later when wages are moderate as a consequence

of weak demand. Thus, with a two year lag, the inflated house

hold income will feed back to local governments, acting as a stim

ulus to increased expenditures.

Some explorative experiments have been carried out with this sub

model (Nordström-Ysander, 1981). The simulations in this study

still work, however, with the assumption of exogenous local gov

ernments.

Changes in stocks ( S) are modeled in a very simple fashion with

total stocks in the economy being set in proportion to production

in some "stockholding" branches. Mostly, however, the model is

run with exogenous stock investments.

Finally the sector balance for industry includes imports and ex

ports (M, EX). These are, of course, of great importance consider

ing the large export- and import-shares, especially for manufac

turing branches, in the Swedish economy. We assume that price

differentials between imported and domestically produced goods

can persist over long periods, and also that Swedish exporters are

not necessarily price-takers on the world market.2 One implica

tion of these assumptions is that imports and exports will depend

on relative prices and that domestic producers can price them

selves out of domestic as weIl as foreign markets - as indeed they

did in the middle of the 70s.
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Used together with the wage equation, the foreign trade func

tions introduce a mechanism, indicated in Figure 2.4, that tends

to dampen the effects of world market disturbances. The immedi

ate impact of a general world market price increase, for examp

le, will be higher domestic inflation through imports and a pressu

re on the labor market due to improved relative pr ices and to an

indueed increase of net demand from abroad. This will, however,

create both inflation expectations and wage drift in the labor

market, then pushing up wages. The higher wages will not only re

move pressures on the labor market, but will also reduce the ini

tial surplus on foreign aecount.

Prices and Wages

Obviously price and wage formation playan important role for

the solution of the model. Prices are based on average rather

than marginal eosts. Unit cost is taken to include "norll1al" pro

fits, i.e., the. mark-up over average operating costs is equal to

average capital eost share. Theoretically this kind of prlclng can

be underpinned by assuming market imperfeetions and adjustment

costs. It also seems to be weIl in accordance with observed beha

vior.

For a small country, however, with large export shares one wouId

not expect produeers to just pass on their costs to the world Inar

ket without regard to competitors' prices. The price equations in

ISAC aIso allow for an influence from price cornpetition being

specified as a geornetrie average of unit eost and world Inarket

price (in Swedish curreney):

a • c + (1-a) • PW

where dotted variables are growth rates.. The size of the para

meter a is of crucial importance. a equal to unity implies pure

rnark-up pricing with strong effects on foreign market shares from
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Figure 2.4 The foreign trade-labor market loop

Model for
prices

domestie eost inflation. With equal to zero, produeers are, on

the other hand, assumed to follow world market priees. In this

ease exports will always grow with world trade while domestie

wage inflation will eut down profitshares.

In the diseussion above, eosts were treated as unaffeeted by the

world priee inerease. But priee inereases abroadwill of eourse

influenee domestie inflation. One way this will be done is through

imported goods. Another is through priee inereases by domestie

produeers, taking the opportunity to raise their profit margins.
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The model economy, however, also includes an internai source of

inflation with a kind of expectations augmented Phillip's curve.

The overall wage rate growth is explained by last year's consum

er price growth, current rate of unemployment, profi t levels

and finally productivity growth.

Phi11ip' s curves can be specified, and justified, in a great many

ways. Two features of this particular specification should be

noted, since they are important to the model behavior. The first

one is the rather unsofisticated formation of expectations that is

assumed. The one year lagged consumer price var iable could also

be thought of as a compensatory mechanism for past inflation,

especially since the estimated parameter did not differ signifi

cantly from unity. The second noteworthy characteristic of the

chosen wage equation is the absence of lags in the unemployment

variable.3 These two properties both contr ibute to make wages

sensitive to inflationary pressures. They thus confer a certain sta

bility to the economy, making e.g. the domestic repercussions of

external inflationary shocks fade away in a rather short period.

NOTES

l The ISAC-model, IndustriaI Structure and Capita! Growth, has
been developed at the Industriä1 Institute for -Economic and Soci
al Research by the authors together with Leif Jansson. ISAC has
been used in the Institute's medium term surveys and will partIy
be integrated into the system of models for medium and long
term analysis used at the Ministry of Economics. The model is
described in Jansson, L. - Nordstr öm, T. - Ysander, B.-C. (1982).

2 The rationale for these assumptions are discussed in
Jansson, L. - Nordström, T. - Ysander, B.-C., (1982).

3 Various lags were tried when estimating the equation, cf.
Jansson, L: "The Wage Equation in the ISAC Model", Mimeo, IUI,
1981.
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3 THE ENERGY SYSTEM 1980-2000

The ISAC model was originally not designed for energy analysis.

In order to carry out the simulations described in this report,

energy flows was built into its i/o-structure. Efforts was also

made to estimate energy demand functions mainly in the manu

facturing and household sectors. As already noted above the sup

pIy side and demand from other sectors were dealt with in a

more aggregate and simplified way. No vintage strueture has

been implemented for energy sensitive consumption capital like

houses or cars. In some instances we eould only "estimate" the re

quired energy demand function by calibration i.e. by compar ison

with other projections. We do believe, however, that the struc

ture of the energy submodei gives a fair representation of the

basic mechanisms and problems in Sweden's energy situation and

that the estimated relations are robust enough to reflect accura

tely, if not exactly, our energy policy options.

Energy Supply and Energy Prices

Primary fuels frOIll domestic (wood, peat) and foreign (oH, coal)

sources are assumed to be supplied in any quantity at given

prices. The assumed price developJllent for primary fuels in the

reference case are given in Table 3.1. Oil prices are assumed to

increase by 8 percent per year throughout the simulation per iod.

This implies, that the real price of oi! is assumed to grow by 1.5

percent per year dur lng the 80s and some half percentage point

faster during the 90s relative to the world market price for fin

ished goods. Throughout the study we assume that oil prices on the

domestic market grow at the same rate as import prices given

the current rates of oi! taxation. This simplification over looks

the fact that taxes may be related to quantities rather than val

ues and that domestic refining and transport services are part of

the consumer price. Coal prices are assurned to be proportional

or follow oi! prices. The dlfference in rate of price increase

dur ing the 80s shown in the table simply reflects how the eoal
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Table 3.1. Prices of primary fuels in the reference simulation

(Growth rate in per cent)

1980/90 1990/2000

OH 8.0 8.0

Coal 8.9 8.0

Domestic fuels 6.0 5.0

CPI 6.2 6.5

GDP-deflator 6.7 7.2

World market price

for finished goods 6.4 6.0

price with a certain time lag "catches up" with the oi! price hike

in 1978/80. This "catching up" is assumed to take place during

the first years of the 80s. Prices for domestic primary fuels

grow with costs in the forestry branch. Some allowance is made

for improvements in the extraction technology, assuming a slight

increase in productivity growth during the 90s. The price of do

mestic fuels relative to oi! is therefore decreasing at an accelera

ting rate - from minus 2 percent per year during the first half

of the per iod to minus 3 percent per year during the second half.

It should be noted, however, that these prices only hold for pri

mary fuels. Substitution between them is also affected by "con

version" costs, which may differ considerably. Turning coal or do

mestic fuels into useful energy requires more inputs (labor and

capita!) than if oi! is used. Generally, this will make coal energy

prices develop more favorably than shown in the table and ener

gy produced from domestic fuels develop less favorably in rela

tion to oi! based energy.

Turning to the supply of electr icity and distant heating the politi

cal restr ictions imposed on the use of nuclear and hydra power is

accounted for in the model. Total gross production of nuclear

and hydra power (i.e., including internal use in the power sta

tions) is assumed to increase by almost 4 TWh per year during
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the 80s and then to decline at approximately the same rate from

1995 due to the gradual closing of nuclear power stations. Adding

further exogenous assumptions on industr ial production of back

pressure power, wind power development, possible combined pro

duction of electr icity and distant heating, etc. the production sys

tem shown in Figures 3.1-2 emerges. Although ~he assumptions

made and the resulting supply structure may well be disputed, it

seems necessary to account for the rather strong shifts imposed

on the electricity - distant heating production system during the

simulation per iod by political decisions. This will have strong im

plications i.a. on the use of fuels - domestic and imported.

As shown in Figure 3.1 production of electr ici ty is assumed to

increase fast during the 80s with the nuclear power still building

up. Although direct use of electr icity for heating purposes will

also increase, there will still be capacity left to replace fuels in

the distant heating system. However, when' demand for electr icity

catches up with the stagnating prodution in the 90s, the use of

electr ic power to boH water for distant heating will have to end.

The assumed decrease of fuel input in the distant heating systetn

in the 80s may very weIl be reversed in the 90s. The -same holds

for the fuel input in electr ic power production. Part of the gradu

ally reduced nuclear capacity may have to be replaced by condensed

steam or combined power plants using domestic or imported

fuels. The reference case development of fuel use in electr ic

power/distant heating production is summed up in Figure 3.2. With

the asssumptions made, the figures showa very fast increase in

fuel input and even a slight increase in the use of oi! towards

the end of the 90s. This explains an important part of the rising

demand for fuels during the 90s, which will be further discussed

in the 'next section. Increased use of imported fuels with rising

relative prices, will make the real price of electricity and dis

tant heating r ise in the 90s. This will slow down demand growth

but - according to the model - not enough to prevent large in

creases in the use of fossil fuels in power plants.
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Figure 3.1 Production of e1ectricity and distant heating

(Reference case)
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Figure 3.2 Use of iuel in the electric power/

distant heating production system

(Reference case)
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Some thirty sectors are distinguished in the determination of

final energy consumption. For each of these sectors total energy

demand is usually separated into five categories i.e. electricity,

distant heating, oH, coal and domestic fuels (wood and peat). For

producing sectors energy demand is mostly projected as energy

use per unit output (the energy coefficient) times production vol

ume, while households' consumption of energy is formulated slight

ly dif ferently.
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The description of energy demand will fol1ow the main sector

groupings in the macromodel. Although this may not be the most

suitable way to analyze energy use these groupings have been

maintained for practical reasons. The main energy consumer sectors

thus are the follow ing:

Manufactur ing sector (14 branches)

Rest of industry (9 branches)

Household sector (3 purposes)

Public sector (2 purposes)

This grouping i.a. implies that the heating of buildings is split up

between all four sectors. Heating of homes will e.g. take place

partly within the "rest of industry" (apartments for rent) and

partly within "household sector" (owner-occupied houses).

The most elaborate part of the energy demand sub-model relates

to the manufacturing sector. The total energy coefficients for

each branch is determined by three mechanisms - the vintage ef

fect, ex ante substitution between (aggregated) inputs, and finally

ex post substitution between fuels.

The ISAC model utilizes avintage description of production ca

pacity and technology for manufacturing branches. Although the

empir ical implementation in the present version of the model is

incomplete in some respects it nevertheless takes account of im

portant parts of the substitution effects. New choices of technolo

gy in investJnents due to a shift in relative input prices will be

successively realized as new capacity is installed and old scrap

ped. Substitution between inputs thus continues many years af ter

a change in the input price structure. A price shif t occurring at

the beginning of the simulation per iod - usually 20 years - will

have effects throughout the period, since real capital turnover

time is more than 20 years. This also means that part of the ini

tial capacity - between one fourth and one half - will still be

used af ter 20 years. One obvious reason for this rather sluggish

rate of substitution is the treatment of machinery and buildings
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as an aggregated real capital stock. A good deal of technlcal

change is, of course, due to investments in new machinery and

equipment within existing factory buildings. With aggregated real

capital it is, however, not possible to increase the speed of sub

stitution by investing more in machinery and equipment in response

to price shifts. The model therefore tends to underestimate the

medium term (5-10 years) substitution possibilities in the economy.

Another deficiency in the implementation of the vintage mecha

nism is the lack of initial capacity distr ibutions. A rectangular

initial distribution is assumed, i.e., input coefficients are set

equal between all vintages. This holds except for labor input

where the marginal coefficient is assumed .to be 0.6 times the

average coefficient in all branches. For energy this is a very cau

tious "estimate" of marginal input coefficients since pr ice deve

lopments dur ing the recent decade may very well lead to reduced

energy use in today's optimal production technique. The assump

tions about initial average and marginal input coefficients will

have a decisive influence on the development of aggregated ener

gy coefficients and thus on the full employment energy demand

levels in the economy. This is illu.strated in Figure 3.3, which

shows the effect on the total energy coefficient for the manufac

turing sector of different assumptions regarding the marginal co

efficient in the initial distribution. In case B the initial marginal

coefficient is set at 60 percent of case A value. \Vith new ca

pacity being added through investments, this will result in a faster

decrease of the energy coefficient although the development of

relative prlces is identical in the two cases. Thus, different as

sumptions on marginal versus average coefficients for the initial

simulation year will affect future levels of energy consumption.

As stated before, however, rnost of the simulations reported in

the following and the conclusions drawn, do not really depend on

absolute levels of future energy use, but rather on differences be

tween projected levels under alternative assumptions.
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Flgure 3.3 Aggregated energy coefficients with

different initial marginal coefficients

in the manufacturing sector
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Note: The curves show total energy use in physical
units per unit output in fixed (1975 year's) prices
wi th 1980 valu,e equal to index 100. A is the refer
ence case discussed below. B shows the effects on
the energy coefficient in the rnanufacturing sector
if the marginal coefficient in the initial distribu
tion is assurned to be only 60 percent of the refer
ence case value.

The second substitution mechanism is the choice of technique in

new vintages. In each branch, input coefficients for electr ici ty,

fuels, capital and labor are computed from (last years) relative

prices using constant elastic functions estimated from historical

data (cf. Dargay, 1982, 1983). The results of this econometric ap

proach to the ex ante substitution possibilities should be interpre

ted with caution for two reasons. The first reason is that, due to

lack of data on technological choice in new plants, our esti

mates relate to average technology in a branch. Substitution pos

sibilities, however, are undoubtedly far greater on the margin

than what they seem to be when measured intermarginally on the

whole capital stock. We have tried to correct for this by scaling

up substitution elasticities. 1
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The second reason for caution is that estimates have been made

for a period (1950-75) when real energy prices were steadily fal

Ung. This means we cannot know whether substitution possibilities

are symmetric or not. We still use the results for a period when

real prices of energy - or at least of fuels - are steadily in

creasing. The alternative would be to use engineer ing data on pos

sible future production techniques which, however, suffers from

uncertainties related to technical and commercial full scale imple

mentation. Of course, the two methods should be used together

and checked off against each other.2 This has generally not been

possible to do within the work presented in this report. Some at

tempts to compare the two approaches have, however, been made with

in the Energy and Economic Structure project (ef. Ysander, 1983).

The eoeffieients for eleetricity and fuels in the manufacturing

sector in the referenee ease are shown in Figure 3.4. Although

the coefficients are subject to aggregation effects due to chang

ing industrial structure, the general pattern is clear. The use of

energy per unit output will fall and the fuels eoefficient will de

crease faster than the electr icity coefficient.

Having determined the aggregated input coefficient for fuels the

next step must be to distinguish between dif ferent kinds of fuels.

To separate the choice of other input coefficients from the choice

of fuel type, means we assume that a decision to use, e.g., coal

instead of oU will not affect labor and capital eoeffieients. This

is not strictly true in most cases. The rationale behind the chosen

procedure is that estimates of substitution elasticities for dif

ferent energy types on a disaggregated branch level were not

available when the model was imnplemented. Substitution between

fuels within a branch is furthermore assumed to be possible across

all existing plants, e.g., the type of fuel used in a boUer can be

switched without much change in the technique used in the rest of

the production process. This is a sufficiently accurate description

of the use of fuels in the manufacturing sector except for those

branches, such as iron and steel, where a particular fuel is also

an integrated part of the production process itself.
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Figure 3.4 Energy coefficients for e1ectricity

and fue1s in the manufacturing sector.
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For convenience we measure substitution between fuels in terms

of physical energy units which makes it easier to calibrate the re

ference projection against other projections.3

White the use of fuels per unit output in the manufacturing sec-·

tor falls, the share of oH will also decrease due to the unfavor

able relative price development as shown in Figure 3.5. Coal and

domestic fuels will each increase their share with some ten per

centage points during the simulation per iod.4

Energy substitution in the eight industrial branches outside the

manufacturing sector is treated in a more convent iona1 way. Ex

post substitution possibilities betwe.en inputs (e1ectr icity, fuels,

labor and capita!) are given by cpnstant elastic functions in rela

tive prices. The procedure to determ ine the share of dif ferent

types of fuels - given the input coefficients - is the same as be

fore. Estimates of elasticities are, however, based on "calibra

tion" and "informed judgement" to agreater extent than for the

manufacturing sector.
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Use of oil , coal and domestic fuels

in the rnanufacturing sector
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Energy use per unit output in the public

sector and "other 'industry". Reference case.

(Total energy use per unit output in

1980 = 100)
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The same -hoids for energy use in the public sector. Energy use

in the reference case for these two sectors is shown in Figure

3.6. The total energy coefficient is falling - although slowly - dur

ing the simulation period. The share of oi! consumption per unit

output will fall from two thirds to one half. The sluggish decrease

of energy and oil demand is i.a. explained by the fact that

transports are included in this sector making it more difficult to

substitute oi! for other energy. Also saving - and substitution 

possibilities in the heating of buildings, which is responsible for a

great part of the sector's total energy use, have been judged cau

tiuosly in the model.
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The last energy consurning sector is the household sector. The

basis for the energy projection in this sector is a linear expendi

ture system, comprising three energy "goods" directly consumed

by households along with the other eleven consumer goods in the

system. One difficulty, which makes the numerical results harder

to interpret, is that electricity used for heating and other purpos

es (light, machines, etc.) cannot be distinguished in the statistics

long enough to allow for proper estimation (cf. Dargay-Lundin,

1978).

Since the price of electricity for heating develops favorably dur

ing the first half of the simulation per iod, one should expect in

creased electricity consumption. As shown in Figure 3.7 the model

"predicts" a slight increase in the coefficient for electricity use

in the household sector, despite a fairly strong decrease in total

energy use (per consumption unit) during the 80s. This develop

ment is primarily explained by the combination of a fast reduc

tion in house heating - the distant heating coefficient is even re

duced and a fast substitution toward electric heating. Hence, house

holds' direct consumption of electricity will increase by more than

40 percent over the decade.

Again it should be noted that energy use in this sector also includ

es motor fuels. The slow substitution of oil used for this pur

pose shows up in the figure as a slow increase of "other energy"

which is made up of mainly motor fuels other than gasoline.

Total Energy Use and Aggregate Substitution

The total use of energy in the model economy is determined i.a.

by those assumptions on prices, substitution elasticities, political

restr ictions, etc. discussed above. The general economic growth

is, of course, also of paramount importance. The macro-econornic

assumptions used to construct the reference growth path will be

descr ibed in the next chapter. In this section we will br iefly dis

cuss what all these assumptions imply for total energy use.
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Figure 3.7 Energy use per unit private real consumption

in the household sector. Reference case

(Total energy use per unit real consumption

in 198 O = 100)
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Final demand of energy per unit GDP falls in the reference case 

altogether by 20 percent - throughout the entire simulation pe

riod as shown in Figure 3.8. Since, however, GDP grows by more

than 50 percent, the level of final energy use will end up at a

20 percent higher level compared to the l 980 consumption. A

large part of the reduction· of oil consumption per unit output is

evidently explained by energy saving. Only a minor part is re

placed by other kinds of energy - notably coal and domestic fuels

(wood and peat).

Turning to the input of primary energy, the picture is much the

same. During the 80s abundance of nuclear power contr ibutes to
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Figure 3.8 Final energy use per unit output (GDP)
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a reduction of oil use for the production of distant heating and

electr icity as weIl as for direct house heating. Towards the end

of the simulation per iod, nuclear power is partly replaced by fuel

based energy, even forcing a slight increase in oil input per uni t

GDP. It must be emphasized, however, that levels of energy con

sumption in the reference case are not primarily meant to be

used as independent projections or forecasts. They do however

seem to fi t the "conventional wisdom" about future energy con

sumption as documented by numerous official studies during re

cent years. Some of these projections are gathered in Table 3.2.

They show some crude consensus, at least at an aggregate level,

with the one notable exception reported in column F. This study
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Recent energy projections (TWh)

1990 2000

-------------------------------------------------
A B C D E A B F

--------------------------------------------------
Nuclear + hydro
power 126 126 124 130 - 103 126 65

OH 219 225 267 189 230 258 179
100

Coal 43 . 60 31 55 46 70 107

Domestic fuels 67 70 58 79 77 112 98 95

Other 4 4 3 6 19 10 11

Total 459 485 483 459 - 562 520 271

A = This study, reference case

B = SOU 1979:83

C SIND 1980:17

D Prop 1980/81:90

E SOU 1982:16

F Steen et.al., 1981

projects a leve! of energy use 20-25 years ahead, that is less

than half the reference case level (column A). This rapid energy

saving is supposedly brought about by implementing those most

profitable techniques, which are energy conserving. Given the

rate of depreciation of real capital and of gross investlnent it is

possible to calculate future energy use with "best technology"

and to do this for different economic growth scenarios. With a

low marginal energy coefficient the average coefficient will ~lso

decrease with time. The approach is much the same as adopted

in the ISAC- model although more interest is focused on the mar

ginal coefficients which tend to be lower than those used in our

study. These coefficients are, however, not formally implemented

into a macromodel of the ISAC-type.
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The principal aim with the model exper iments carried out in

this study is to compare the outcome under different assumptions

on oil prices. The general economic consequences will be exten

sively dealt with later. To illustrate some energy substitution

mechanisms the energy consumption effects will, however, briefly

be discussed here.

Let us compare the reference path with an "oil tax" case, where

the price of oil on the dOtllestic market is gradually increased

through the 80s. The tax is assumed to inflate the oil price paid

by consumers by 4.5 percent per year above the reference case.

During the 90s oil prices will grow at the same rate as in the re

ference case, but the price level will be higher by more than 50

percent. The resulting difference in primary energy use relative

to the reference case is shown in Table 3.3. We see that the oil

coefficients for the whole economy will continue to decrease in

the nineties in the tax case, even thöugh oil prices then are as

sumed to grow at the same rate as in the reference case. This is

due to the sluggish reaction to price changes and the slow adjust

ment of real capital structure.

With the vintage capital approach used for investl11ents in the ma

nufacturing sector, the low marginal oil coefficients chosen in

the eighties will, ceter is par ibus, decrease average oil use until

the whole capital stock is renewed. In the oil tax case there is

no tendency for the decrease in the oil coefficient to halt, since

the oil price differential will grow to the maximal 54 percent in

1990. Rather there seems to be an accelerated decrease in average

oil use in this sector, partiyas a result of structural shifts

towards less energy intensive branches.

The same continued decrease in oil use during the 90s arises in

the rest of the production systetll Oncluding production of public

service.s). However, reduction in oil use is here much slower i.a.

due to a large share of gasoline which· is hard to substitute.
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The effects on oil coefficients from an oi! tax

increase during the 80sa

(Reference case coefficients 1.00)

--------------·----------------------i99Ö----"2ooö---

Other industry and public sector 0.84 0.76

Household sector 0.64 0.63

Production of distant heating and electr icity 0.80 0.25

Total economy 0.75 0.56

Development of oH use in the household sector when taxes are

raised does not, however, exhibit these !inger ing effects. Since

much of the households' oH consumption is tied to capital goods,

one would expect continued decrease of oH use during the 90s

with the turnover of the stock of houses and cars. However, no

such vintage mechanism is implemented for capital goods in the

household sector. The model specifications for household energy

consumption will therefore probably overestirnate the price-ef

feets during the 80s and underestimate the long-run effeets.

In the oH tax case there is also a fast deerease of oil use in the

produetion of distant heating and eleetr icity dur ing the 90s due

to particular reasons. Because of the nuclear power build-up, the

use of fuels in this seetor will be ha1ved during the 80s, leaving

little room for investments in new plants for eoal or domestie

fuels. The full impact of the oil tax will therefore be fe1t during

the 90s when fuel based production of electr iei ty and distant heat

ing expands by a factor three. In the oil tax ease, the use of

oil per unit output will be one fourth of the reference ease level

at the end of the simulation period.
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Finally, from Table 3.3 it is possible to eompute a kind of ap

proximate aggregate priee elastieity of oil, assuming that the

elastieity of oil use with regard to GDP is elose to unity. Given

the size of the tax inerease the aggregate priee elastieity during

the 80s eould be ea1eulated as -0.6. Since, however, the relative

decline of the oil eoeffieient eontinues during the 90s without

any further inerease in oil priee differentials, the priee elastieity

measured over the whole simulation per iod would be twiee as large

i.e. -1.2.

NOTES

l For a related diseussion of the eosts of adjustment in energy
demand for manufaeturing et. Berndt-Fuss-Waverman, .1979.

2 For a diseussion of methodologieal options and some attempts
at eomparison ef. Berndt-Field, 1981.

3 It should be noted, however, that the referenee projeetion was
eonstrueted with an aggregate manutaeturing sector and was not
based on detailed studies of substitution possibilities between
fuels for eaeh manufaeturing braneh.

4 In eomparing this development with the priees given in Table
3.1, two things should be noted. The table refers to the priee of
the fuel. Since fuel eost is a relatively large share of the produc
tion eost of energy when oil is used, the priee of the fuel will
then have a stronger impaet on energy priee. Assuming that the
eosts . of other inputs (labor and eapitaI) per unit output follow
the general inflation, this implies that there will be a slight
deerease in eoal produeed energy prieerelative to oi! energy
priee - at least from 1985 on - and that the price development
for energy based on domestic fuels will be somewhat less favor
able than it appears in Table 3.1. There is also a 4 year lag
assumed in the fuels substitution whieh evens out the 1980-85 dif
ferenee between eoal and oil. The eoal priee rise during this pe
riod will in faet catch up with the oil priee thus restoring the
"normal" relation between eoal and oil prie.es.
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4 THE SIMULATION DESIGN

Economic Developments in the 80s and 90s

As a measuring rod for our simulations we have used a "refer

ence case", i.e. a standard scenar io for the development of the

Swedish economy during the next two decades. The assumptions

concerning the international markets and the domestic labor sup

ply are listed in Table 4.1.

We assume that the rate of increase in the volume of internation

al trade will be stable but somewhat lower than in previous post

war decades. For raw materials and semi-finished goods this will

mean an annual rate of increase of 2.3 and 2.6 percent respec

tively during the 80s and 90s, while the trading in finished goods

is supposed to increase annually 5.7 and 5.0 percent respectively

and that of services 4.5 and 5.0 percent. There are good reasons

to expect a stagnating supply of labor in the next two decades.

The number of hours worked per employee will continue to de

crease at a fairly rapid rate during the 80s yielding a falling

labor supply in terms of hours. These developments are however

assumed to come to an end in the 90s with a slight increase in

number of persons in the labor force, offset by a small decrease

in the number of hours worked per employee, thus making labor

supply in number of hours almost constant during the decade.

The price of oi! is assumed to increase annually with 1.5-2.0 per

cent relative to the price of finished goods in international

trade. The coal price is throughout the simulations assumed to ad

just proportionately, although with a certain lag, to changes in

the oi! price, thus maintaining the relative level vis-a-vis the oi!

price that it had reached before the oi! price rise in 1979-80.

:As described in Chapter 2 a model simulation also requires a

number of policy variables to be given exogenously in order to
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Assumptions for the 80s and 90s

World trade development

Annual increase, % 1980/1990

Volume Pricea

1990/2000

Volume Pricea

Rawmaterials and
semifinished goods b

Finished goods

Services

2.3

5.7

4.5

5.5

6.4

7.0

2.6

5.0

5.0

4. 1

6.0

6.0

a In international currency.

b Includes the following branches: agricu1ture, forestry and fishing; mi
ning and quarrying; manufacture of wood products, pulp and paper;
basic metal industries.

Labor. supply development

An n ua l i nc r e a s e 1980/1990 1990/2000

Number of persons a 32.7 14.2

Number of persons b 0.7 0.3

Hours worked per
employee b -1 • O -0.2

Labor supply,
number of hours b -0.3 0.1

a y early change in thousands of persons.

b Yearly percentage growth.
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reach announced targets of economic policy. There is in principle

a great many ways of controlling the economy, i.e. to reach spe

cific macro economic targets.

We have employed three main policy instruments: wage policy,

wage tax and public consumption.

"Wage policy" really means controlling the long term growth

trend of wages. Technically this is attained in the simulations by

varying the constant term in the estimated relation for the

growth rate of nominal wages. In actual life this could corre

spond to the efforts, frequently exemplified in Sweden during the

70s, to keep down the nominal wage claims in the collective bar

galnIng by various fiscal adjustments, particularly directed to

wards the rate of personal income tax.

The second type of policy instrument is the wage tax, which is

assumed to be entirely shifted back onto the wage earners even

in the short rune lt can be looked upon as a representative of a

wide variety of tax and transfer measures. It is, however, a natu

ral candidate since there are strong reasons to suppose that futu

re increases in central government taxation will predominantly

take this form.

Finally we assume full controi not only of central government

consumption and transfers but also of local government expenditu

res. What this means is that we have simplified the interpreta

tion of the exper iments by treating 10cal government expenditu

res - and taxes - as exogenous. l

Among our policy instruments we have not included an active ex

change policy. The reason is that, in the model, changes of the

exchange rate appear to be substitutes rather than complements

to wage policy. The price compensation claims buUt into the

equation explaining the rate of wage increase, tend to counteract

and, after 2-3 years, almost completely neutralize any change of

the exchange rate. That an active exchange rate policy thus re-
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quires the cooperation of the parties on the labor market to keep

back compensatory claims would seem to agree rather weIl with

our experiences from the 70s.

Three target variables are considered in the reference simulation:

the rate of unemployment, the balance of payment and the

growth rate of public consumption.

The policies adopted in the reference case - Figure 4.1 - have

had the following main targets. The current balance of payment

Figure 4.1

Target variable values 1980-2000

Reference case

Deficit on current account, percent of GDP at

factor values (-----)

Unernployment, percent of total labor force (-----)

Real private consumption, percent of total con

surnption (right hand scale) (-._.-)

67.0

5.0

.--_.- 66.0

65.0

1980 1990 2000
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deficit should be eliminated by 1990 and stay close to zero for

the rest of the period. Unemployment should be kept around

what is considered a "normal" rate of, frictional unemployment 

2 percent of the labor force. The assumed strategy for public

consumption has been to· let it grow ,·at a slightly faster rate

than private consumption during the 80s but evening out the ac

counts in the 90s, thus attaining on the average a roughly propor

tionate increase over the two decades of public and per capita

private consumption.2

Table 4.2 Real GDP by expenditure 1980-2000.

Reference case

Annual increase, % 1980/1990 1990/2000

Consumption l • 3 2.4

Investments a 1.8 2. l

Exports 4.6 3.8

Imports 2.9 4.3

GDP 2. l 2.3

a Including changes in stocks.

Table 4.2 shows the simulated development of the economy in

the reference case. The need to restore the external balance be

fore 1990 is reflected in the gap between the growth of exports

and imports during the 80s with repercussions primarily on priva

te consumption growth. In the 90s a faster consumption growth

compensates for the meager previous decade.3

Stagnating OH Prices

How would this reference scenario change with other assumptions

about oH price development?
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In the standard reference case we have assumed for the oil price

a 1.5-2.0 real growth rate for the rest of the century - if defla

ted by the price of finished goods. OH price forecasting is, how

ever, a hlghly uncertain business and no one can exclude the possi

bility of e.g. a stagnating real oil price. However, our main re

sults do not depend critically on these assumptions.

Our main aim is to analyse the impact of oil price shocks on the

economy and different ways to alleviate the problem they cause.

Most of our conclusions relate to differences between simulations

rather than to absolute leveIs. The effects of an oH price hike is

here measured by the difference in e.g. private consumption le

vels between a simulation with the sudden 'oil price increase and

a simulation without if. Withln certain bounds this difference

does not vary very much with the oil price assumption used as re

ference. We shall, however, briefly discuss the effects of stagnat

ing oil prices. The exact price assumptions are given in Table

4.3.

Table 4.3

Annual

increase

96

World market prices

Reference Stagnating

case oil prices

1980/1990 1990/2000 1980/1990 1990/2000

Finished Goods

OH

Coal

6.4

8.0

8.9

6.0

8.0

8.0

6.4

6.0.

6.9

6.0

6.0

6.0

The reduced energy import prices will certainly improve terms-of

trade for the Swedish economy. The consumption level correspond

ing to full employrnent and external balance will accordingly be
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Figure 4.2 Effects of stagnating oil prices

(Reference case = 100)

Private consumption (----)

GDP (----)

Terms-of-trade (-.-.-)

105.0

.,,
.".

.",....- ..-- ..,,-.,,,.-_.-.,,-".,,--..,-

... ----_ ....------
.",-'........

...--------------
100. 0 .....-.=:.::-.-----------------

T
1980 1990 2000

higher as shown in Figure 4.2. The total gain at the end of the

simulation period will amount to 5 percent of the reference case

private consumption level. The improved terms-of-trade are not

solely due to the oil prices. Since the total oil import bill will

be smaller the need to generate a trade surplus for other goods

is somewhat relaxed. Hence the need to gain market shares by

lower relative prices and deteriorating terms-of-trade will be cor

respondingly less.

Simulation Experiments

The main experiments we have performed with the model are

summarized in Table 4.4. Below the reference case and the case
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of agradual oil price increase different variations of the oH cri

sis scenario are listed in order of increasing adjustment problems.

The oH crisis itself is modeled as a close to 60 percent rise in

the relative oH price, occurring early in 1991 with the gradual

price increase (GO), the same total relative price increase is

reached in 1991 by a steady rise throughout the 80s. In the first

type of oil crisis simulation (O, 01), the oil price hike occurs

without interrupting world trade.

In the second type of oil crisis scenario (OW, OS, TOS), various

cyclical repercussions on other world markets are taken into ac

count. Based on the experience of the 70s and on some experiments

carried out for this purpose on the LINK model (Sarma, 1983),

the resulting world trade cycle is modeled as a 3-year pattern

led by a short-lived speculative boom in raw material and invest-.

ment goods, of dominant importance still for Swedish exports, fol

lowed by a general trade slump. Over the first 4 years of the

90s the annual increase in the volume and price of world trade

(excepting services) will be, on the average, multiplied by a fac

tor of 0.5 and 1.0 respectively, compared to the reference deve

lopment. To facilitate comparisons, we let, in both cases, public

consumption develop as in the reference case, registering the

shrinking room for increased consumption in terms of private con

sumption.

In the simulations listed in the left-hand column - 0, OW - no

policy adjustments are made to compensate for the oil price

hike. The impact measured will thus be the outcome of market

reactions to the changed relative prices.

When instead full use is made of avaHable policy instruments in

order to restore balance in external payment and in the labor

market in three years, the result will be as in the simulations 01

and OS, listed in the middle column.

The 3 variations MW, MP, and MR listed below in the same co-
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rab1e 4.4 E1even siaJ1ations 1980-2000

110 oi1 taI

Bo po1icy adjusblent

Oi1 tax

Po1icy adjus~t

lo oi1 price hike

REF -
The reference case
(increasing/stag
nating oil prices)

GO -
Gradual oil price
increase UPA

TREF -

Oil tax with
out oil price
hike

UPA

~-~-----~-~---------~~-~~---~-)i1 price

like with

O -
Oil price hike
without world rnar
ket repercussions

al -
Oil price hike
without world rnar
ket repercussions
UPA

nereasing ~----------r------~-----jt----------.........,

CODOaiC

nd

o1itica1

djUS~Dt

DSts

OW -
Oil price hike
with world market
repercussions

os -
Oil price hike
with world rnarket
repercussions
UPA

MW -
Minus wage
policy

MP -
Minus also public
consurnption policy

MR -
Minus also the
possibility of
lowering real
wages

TOS -

Oil tax with
. oil price

hike

UPA

)A Unrestricted Policy Adjustment
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lumn simulate the effect of successively taking into account re

strictions on the use of economic policy instruments which, judg-

. ing from the experience of the 70s, may weIl be perceived as

binding by Swedish decision-makers. In MW, we take away the

wage policy instrument, making it impossible to influence the

long-term trends in nominal wage increase. This must then be

compensated for by an active use of the controi of public con

sumption. In MP, this policy instrument is also blocked, public

consumption again being prescribed to follow the reference pat

tern. Finally, in MR, the need for trade union support is supposed

to force the government to guarantee no decline in real wages,

thus increasing the unemployment needed to ensure external bal

ance.

Two additional cases, in which an oil tax is used as a buffer a

gainst the possibility of an oil-price hike, are listed in the right

hand column of Table 4.4. The oH tax we study has a very sim

ple construction. It is successively stepped up during the 80s, annu

ally adding an extra oH price increase of around 5 percent, so

that by the beginning of 1991 it has raised the domestic oil price

as much as the assumed size of an eventual oH price hike.

If the oil erisis materializes - the TOS-case - the tax is used as

a buffer, the lifting of the tax neutralizing the raised import

price. We then measure the benefits by comparing the resulting

development during the 90s with the uninsured case, OS, assum

ing the same access to policy instruments. If the oil crisis does

not come (the TREF-case), the oil tax remains and causes some

retardation in growth during the following decade. The cost of

the tax insurance is evaluated by comparison with the outcome

in the reference case which, apart from the tax, rests on identi

ca1 assumptions. A comparison is a1so made with the case, SO, of

agradually rising import price in order to differentiate between

the effect of changed terms-of-trade and that of changed domes

tic relative prices.
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NOTES

l For an aeeount of the interaetion between loeal governments
and the rest of the eeonomy and its effeets on stabilization pro
blems and polieies, ef. Nordström - Ysander (1981).

2 For a more detailed diseussion of alternative eonditions and
strategies for Swedish eeonomie development 1980-2000, ef.
Nordstr öm - y sander (1980).

3 The differenee in growth rate between exports and imports in
1990/2000 is due to the faet that volumes are expressed in 1975
years priees. The 1990 export volume is 25 pereent larger than
the import volume implying a slower growth rate required for ex
port volume to keep export value inerease equal to import value
inerease. AIso the fair ly favorable growth assumptions for world
trade developments aetually permit a slight inerease in relative
export priees, thus further redueing the neeessary export volume
growth rate.
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5 THE IMPACT OF AN OIL PRICE SHOCK

In this chapter we will describe the impact of an oH price hike

on the econorny using the reference case as a standard of compar

ison. Both short term responses and long term substitution ef

fects will be discussed. Changing oH prices also have important

effects on the world market. These effects may be of great im

portance to a small open economy like the Swedish. Economic pol

icy must also be taken explicitly into account since an oil price

crisis makes policy changes necessary, at the same time increas

ing the pressures on policy-makers.

Impact Without World Market Repercussions

Let us first trace the direct impact of an oH price hike on the

Swedish economy disregarding the repercussions on the world mar

kets. In 1990/1991 the price of imported oil is assumed to increase

by 2/3 instead of the reference 8 percent increase. Through the

80s and again from 1991 onward oH prices will increase by the

reference case rate. Prices on coal are assumed to follow oil pri

ces albeit with a certain lag as shown in Figure 5.1.

Although target variables will be displaced by the oH price in

crease it may clarify the analysis if we start by keeping policy va

riables unchanged. The question we thus try to answer is: what

would happen with the economy in an oH crises if the Swedish gov

ern ment decided to ignore it and to go on doing "business as

usual"?

The immediate impact of a large oi! price rise on the model econ

omy is to boost inflation, e.g. as measured by the consumer

price index. This comes about in two \\'ays - directly through the

households l use of oil and indirectly through increased costs of

productian in the business sector. The inflation impact is shown

in Figure 5.2. After the initial inflation peak in 1991, the infla

tion rate will gradually approach that of the reference case.
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Figure 5.1 Real price of oil and eoal
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Nate: The dotted lines show price developments in
the oil price hike case. Real priee of oil
(SEK per MWh) in 1980 = 100.0. Nominal prices
are deflated by the world market price for
finished goods.
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However the, oil price hike and its inflation impact will set forc

es in motion which will affect the real development of the econ-
~

omy and feed back on prices with various lags. One important

mechanism coming into play is the wage formation mechanism.

As is evident from Figure 5.2a ,the initial impact on wages is neg

ative. Wage rate growth in 1990/1991 will fall below the refer

ence case by three percentage points. A fairly strong wage re

sponse to excess demand in the labor market comes into play im

mediately while wages respond to prices only after a year. Infla-'

tion will deflate private income and will make industry lose mar

ket shares abroad. This fall in real demand will promptly show up

in open unemployment as shown in Figure 5.2b, thus causing

wages to fall relative to the reference case. There is a fairly

large cut in real wages in 1991 - minus 6.5 percent compared to

the reference case and minus 3.5 percent relative to the wage

level of the previous year. This assumed wage formation mecha

nism will bring the economy back to full employment within a

few years. Thus, the model asserts or assumes that a total lack

of accomodation on the part of the government will cure the econ

omy both of unemployment and inflation within 3-4 years. The fall

in domestic real income is however not large enough to offset the

loss of terms-of-trade imposed on the economy by the oil price

increase. The initial deficit on current account will thus persist

as shown in Figure 5.2b. (The exchange rate is assumed fixed.)

The limited fall in consumption demand - 3 percent during 1991

compared to the reference case - is due to the progressive in

come tax as well as to the inflation compensated transfers which

make up a considerable part of the households' disposable income.

Another contributing factor is the assumption that public wage

increases lag one year behind the business sector. So, some of

the reasons why stabilization after an oil price hike cannot

safely be left to the markets has to do with the fact that "in

built automatic stabilizers" in the tax and transfer system and var

ious forms of inflation indexing cushions the inflationary impact

so much as to impede the adjustrnent of the domestic consump

tion leve!, leaving us with an external deficit.
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Effeets on inflation, unemp10yment and
eurrent aeeount from the oi1 priee hike

a) Consumer priee i.ndex (--)
Wage rEte in business sector (-.-.-)
(Differenee in growth rates from
referenee case)
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Note: The differenee in oi1 price' growth in 1990/1991 com
pared to the referenee case i 54 %. For eoal this differ
enee is spread over three years. Apart from oil and eoal
prices all growth rates of international priees are identi
cal between the two simulations.
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Figure 5.3 Effects on energy use from the oil

price hike. Primary energy input to GDP

(Reference case = 100)
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Turning briefly to the energy consequences, the use of oil will

decrease compared to the reference case. A minor part of the re

duction is explained by slower economic growth. More important,

however, is reduced energy use per GDP unit and reduced share

of oil in total energy use. As Figure 5.3 indicates, oil use in

TWh/GDP is reduced by 30 percent during the 90s as a result of

the oil price rise in 1991. Total primary energy input will be

10 percent lower. The decline in energy coefficients is gradual

due to the inertia in energy substitution built into·, the model, i.a.

through vintage mechanisms the capital formation in the business

sector.
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Impact of World Market Repercussions

In our discussion so far world markets were assumed to be' com

pletely unaffected by the oi! price shock. We did this for analyti

cal reasons to isolate the "direct" oi! price impact from "indi

rect" effects from unstable world markets. The assumption could

be interpreted as reflecting perfect adjustment or stabilization po

licies being carried out throughout the world. At least at an ag

gregate level this would imply i.a. that inflation is contained and

that the financial transfers inherent in an oll price hike are orga

nized without depressing real 'income and demand. This could of

course be true only at an aggregate level. To ascertain this stabi

lity , patterns of trade and production would have to change in re

sponse to shifts in wealth among countries and relative prices

among goods.

Judging from histor ical exper ience, cr ises of the type discussed

here are however not likely to be handled in a cooperative spir it

or to be accomodated smoothly by the international community.

It seems therefore reasonable to introduce some kind of world

market effects into our simulation exper iments. This \vill add con

siderably to the arbitrar iness of the calculations since future in

ternational policy responses are not easy to predict. Our aim, how

ever, is only to illustrate the increased strains that domestic po

licy makers will be facing when international stabilization polici

es are not pursued in an optimal way.

Based on the exper ience of the 70s and on some exper iments car

ried out on the LINK model for this purpose (Sarma, 1983), a

world trade cycle is modeled as a three year pattern led by

short-lived speculative boom in raw materials and investment

goods - of dom inant importance still for Swedish exports - fol

lowed by a general trade slurnp. Over the first four years of the

90s the annual increase in the volume and price of world trade

will on the average be multiplied by a factor 0.5 and 1.0 respec

tively.
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Figure 5~4 Oil price hike and world market repercussions

(Differences in growth rates from reference case)
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Figure 5.5 Effeets of oil priee erises and world market

repereussions

(Differenee from referenee ease)
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For the rest of the decade, markets are assumed to be stable

but with lower trade growth rates and higher inflation rates than

in the reference case, as shown in Figure 5.4. World markets for

services are assumed to develop with the same patterns as mar

kets for finished goods.

Initially the assumed world market cycle will in fact somewhat

alleviate the negative effects of the oil price increase for the

Swedish economy. This is evident from Figures 5.5a-c, which

show differences between oil price hike simulations with and

without world market repercussions.

The reason is the raw mater ial boom in the first phase of the

cycle which favors the relatively large Swedish exports of such

goods. The balance on current account will therefore improve so

mewhat during 1991-1992. When markets turn down, however, the

negative effects will be correspondingly stronger. Since the do

mestic activity level - given e.g. by the employment rate - will

not improve even during the third year of the crisis, the increase

in domestic unit labor costs will be modest. Compared to a simu

lation without disturbed world markets, real wages will on avera

ge decrease by one percentage point per year dur ing the first

five years of the decade. Figure 5.5b-c show that economic imba

lances - unemployment and external deficit - will be reenforced

by the world market crises. The rate of unemployment caused by

the combined oil price rise and world market repercussions will

amount to 3.4 percent and 2.5 percent respectively in 1993 and

2000. The deficit on current account for those two years will be

respectively 4.2 percent and 3.7 percent of GDP.

Stabilization Policies

We have so far only studied the impact of an oi! price hike in

the case where the government takes no counterrneasures, but al

lows the foriegn debt to accumulate. That is obviously an unte

nable position in the long run and we will now go on to see what
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solution can be offered by an active stabilization policy.

Economic policy in the simulation exper iments is· pursued towards

two main goais: full employment .and balance on current account

for external transactions. The three instruments used to. achieve

desired target leveIs are taxes, real public expenditures and wage

policy.

Tax policy is modeled as a wage tax. In using public consumption

as an instrument it is tacitly assumed that policy makers exer

cise full controi not only of central government expenditures but

of local government expenditures as weIl. The ISAC-model does in

fact include an expenditure model for local governments where the

central expenditure control can be substituted by more realistic

policy variables like different kinds of grants. This submodei is

however not used in the present simulations.

The wage policy instrument, finally, is implemented as an auton

omous wage rate increase that is assumed to be directly or indi

rectly controlled by the government policy makers. Altogether

this does not yield a very r ich framework for stabilization policy

analysis but works satisfactory for our purposes.

Throughout this section we will keep the public expenditure

growth unchanged and analyze theuse of tax and wage policy to

reach the specified targets. Variations in public consumption

growth will, however, be necessary when the use of other policy

instruments is restricted, as we will see later on.

The effects of parameter chSlnges in the ISAC-model has been

described elsewhere and shall not· be repeated in detail (cf. Jans

son, Nordstr öm, Ysander, 1982). As is seen from Figure 5.6 a re

duction of the autonomous wage rate growth (A) will improve the

current account and increase employment in a medium term per

spective (3-5 years). This is mainly the result of improved compe

titiveness on the world market. Instruments B and C in the figure

on the other hand will primarHy affect domestic demand by in-
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creased taxes and reduced public expenditures respectively. A

desired improvement of the external balance can be accomplished

with smaller negative effeets on employment if measures are di

rected towards private eonsumption, due to its higher marginal

import propensity.l In both cases, however, the incresed unem

ployment will depress wages, thereby also boosting net exports

through improved international competitiveness.

We saw already (ef. Figure 5.5) that the oil price crisis will

bring about internat as weIl as external disturbances throughout

the 90s if no counter measures are undertaken. When world

market effeets are taken into account, unemployment will reach

a peak leve! at 3.5 pereent in 1993 and will then remain around

2.5 pereent. The principal problem will, however, be the current ac

count which will deteriorate to a deficit amounting to 3-4 percent

of GDP. The outflow of currency will then sooner or later make

policy adjustments neeessary. We have here chosen to use para

meters in the tax and wage functions as policy instruments. We

have also,for analytical reasons, chosen to br ing the economy

back on target as soon as 1993 and to keep it close to target

for the rest of the decade. By this standardization it is possible

to compare the austerity required by different policy packages.

The changes in tax and wage-policies necessary are rather selfevi

dent. Although the crisis by itself will lower real wages, the de

crease is not large enough to offset t~e rlslng ener-gy costs in pro

duction and the deteriorating terms-of-trade. As shown in Figure

5.6 a downward adjustment of the "autonomous" wage rate increase

will improve the external balance as well as the employment

situation. To reach the targets in 1993 tax rates must also be rais

ed. Thus economic policy must depress real wages and private

consumption shares of GDP, even further than what would be the

case in an "uncontrolled" development of the crises-r idden econo

my. This is i11ustrated by the shaded areas in Figure 5.7. Policy

measures will have to be rather harsh during the tirst three

years of the crisis. Real wages, which grow by more than 3 per

cent a year in the reference case, must decrease by more than 2
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Figure 5.6 Effects of policy instruments on target

variables
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percent per year during 1990-1993. For the rest of the decade

real wages may grow at approximately the reference case rate.

AIso tax policies must be hard-fisted enough to force down pri

vate consumption and make room for the net export expansion ne

cessary to restore external balance. Although GDP growth is not

much changed by the policies measures, private consumption will

decrease by 1.6 percent per year between 1990 and 1993. It should

be emphasized that labor supply is exogenous in the model and

thus not affected by taxes or wages. When the crisis has been

contained after three years, the economy resumes a "normal"
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Figure 5.7 Policy measures to reach target values in

an oil crisis
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growth path although from a lower consumption level than in

the reference case. This dif ference is a rough measure of the

welfare loss incurred by the combined oil price and world market

crisis through deter iorating terms-of-trade. It will reach a max

imum of 14 percent of the reference case level in 1995 and will

on the average be 10 percent.2

Of course, if all countr ies would accom modate the oil price hike

without deflating their economies, the hardships would be miti

gated. As stated above we may approximate such a development 

including a balanced trade between oil exporting and importing

countries - by assuming that world markets for other goods are

unaffected by the oil price rise. This will substantially reduce

the necessary changes in policy parameters as weIl as the per

sistent loss in terms-of-trade and consumption levels due to stag

nating world markets. The difference between the outcorne of

the two oil crisis cases - with and without world market repercus

sions - are summarized by the shaded area in Figure 5.8. In both

cases targets are reached in 1993 and maintained for' the rest of

the decade. The figure thus shows direct and indirect effects

from an oH price crlSlS in terms of welfare losses (as measured

by pr ivate consumption) and policy requirements (as measured by

the real wage rate). With the assumed size of the oi! price rise

and its world market repercussions, the major part of the impact

on the Swedish economy - about 3/4 - will consist of the direct

oil price effect. However, Figure 5.8b shows that the required

real wage adjustment is magnified by the world market effects.

While the real wage rate levels in 1995 must be 9 percent below

the reference case level when the oil price hike is not accompa

nied by disturbances in world trade, real wages will have to fall

another 7 percent if such disturbances has to be accornodated.

During the first two years of the crisis real wages will have to

fall by 4 percent as a direct effect on the economy from the oil

price rise, while it takes a reduction of real wages by almost 10

percent during these two years to handle the combined crisis. Ob

viously this will increase the risk of not coping and of therefore

incurring iurther welfare losses.
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Figure 5..8 Direct and indirect effects from an oil crisis

(Reference case = 100)
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Effeets of Policy Restrictions

So far we have assumed the policy instruments to be completely

at the disposal of the policy maker with no restrictions on their

use. Policy problems in real life tend to be more complex. There

are political trade-offs and the preferences of organized voter

groups to take into account. Such interdependencies could be in

corporated into the simulation exercises through optimization

over some explicit loss-function. For several reasons we have

here chosen a much cruder analytical approach. One reason is

that such loss-functions are hard to specify and even harder to

estimate (cf. Gramlich, 1979). The main reason, however, is tech

nica1. Since ISAC is a fairly large model, formal optimization

would have added considerably to solution costs.

Instead we will in the following simply discuss the consequences

of successively giving up or restricting the use of policy instru

ments. The gradual shrinking of the policy space will make it im

possible to reach both targets in all cases. We have then ehoosen

to meet the external balance target and measure the cost of the

restr ictions in terms of unemployment.

The exper iments are carried out in the following way (cf. also

Table 4.4). During the "crisis" period 1991-1993 various restric

tions are put on the use of policy var iables. The policies pursued

still aim at reaching in 1993 both the external balance and the

employment target. When both cannot be reached the employ

ment target is abandoned. For the rest of the simulation period,

i.e. 1994-2000, no restr ictions are imposed and targets are (ap

proximately) attained. By measuring the "harshness" of the poli

cies required in terms of consumption and real wage, we try, in a

very rough and indirect way, to estimate the risk of not coping

with the crises, of the policies being blocked or impeded.

In the first exper iment (MW) no wage policy is allowed, i.e. we

cannot control· the autonomous wage growth. \Vages will not only

fluctuate according to "market forces" but also develop according
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to an exogenous long term trend. To reach the targets we must

then use the third instrument available - public consumption ex

penditures. If we cannot improve our competitive position by mea

sures direct1y affecting production costs, i.e., wage rates, the

only way to eliminate the external deficit in the short run with

out increasing unemployment is to save imports by substituting pub

lic for private consumption. This solution is illustrated in Figure

5.9, where all variables are related to the unrestricted oil crises

case (OS). Note that the current account target is reached in

these experiments and is therefore not shown in Figures 5.9-11.

The necessary redistribution between private and public consump

tion is drastic. Public consumption growth rate must increase

from 2.1 percent to almost 7 percent per year during the crisis

period 1991-93. To release labor for this public expansion from

the rest of the economy, taxes must be raised substantially. As a

result private consumption in 1993 is 8 percent below the 05

case. Since the private consumption level in the OS case is al

most 5 pereent below the 1990 pre-erisis level this further de

crease implles an average yearly reduction of total private con

sumption by 4.5 percent during 1991 and 1993. Even though con

sumption levels will be restored to the unrestr icted levels to

wards the end of the decade it wouid,· obviously be difficult to

find support for and to execute such wild swings in public eon

sumption.

Inflation will be higher during the crisis period than in the 05

case (cf. Figure 5.9b) since wage inflation is not controlled. Real

wage growth will on the average exceed the OS case by 2.3 percent

per year between 1991 and 1993, still however implying zero real

wage growth from 1990.

In the second experiment (MP) we also assume that rapid shifts

in public sector growth are impossible. To make it simple we

proseribe that public consumption cannot be used as a policy in

strument at all. This leaves us with only one policy variable 

tax policy - and with no hope of reaching both targets except by

chance. Since we have decided to stick to the external balance,
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Figure 5.9 Minus wage policy (MW)

(OS Case = 100)
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taxes must be raised to make room for the necessary export ex

pansion. The tax raises will save imports through reduced private

consumption and depress wages through increased unemployment.

Lower wages in their turn increase net exports and improve the

current account. As Figure 5.10 shows, private consumption need

not be quite as contracted as in the MW case during 1990-1993.

At the same time public consumption will be much lower and unem

ployment almost twice as large. Towards the end of the decade,

the economy will again settle on a growth path close to the unre

str icted OS case. Real wages will decline during 1990-1993 al

though not so fast as in the OS case, as shown in Figure 5.10b.

In our final experiment, the MR case, we add, on top of all the

preceding policy restrictions, the political prescription that real

wages should not be allowed to fall. Str ictly speaking this is not

a policy restriction in the model but rather an ad hoc restriction

on one (or several) of its behavioral equations. Nevertheless we

believe that the effects of such a lower bound on real wage rate

growth is of great interest, whether it is imposed by central poli

cy makers or by the parties on the labor market. This restr iction

will reduce the effects of raised taxes on the balance of pay

ments. The resulting unemployment cannot fully exert its down

ward pressure on wages. Thus the net export expansion that comes

from improved competitiveness will be weaker, and it will be left

to the income effect on imports to ascertain a balanced current

account. This will call for alarger reduction in private consump

tion and in total demand than in the MP case, as seen in Figure

5.11. Unemployment will exceed 5 percent in 1992 - almost twice

the level in the OS case.
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.gure 5.10 Minus public consumption (MP)
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a) Private consumption (----.-)

Public consumption (-----)
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NOTES

l This is the simple "technical reason" for glvlng the combina
tion wage and tax policy first priority in selecting an "optimal"
policy program for two instruments. There are of course other
ways of evaluating program packages, and our choice here should
not be thought of as indicating any value judgement in this re
spect.

2 This case (OS) will be compared to the oil tax case (TaS) in
Chapter 6.
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6 .THE USE OF AN OIL TAX AS INSURANCE

There are many alternative ways in which you can try to insure

against the adverse effects of an "oH crisis". Same ways were in

deed already suggested above, e.g. improving counter-cyclical

measures and prepar ing for sharp changes in fiscal policy.

Another natural suggestion is to force domestic producers and

consumers to adjust gradually to an anticipated long term r ise in

oil price. This could merely mean promoting flexibility in invest

ments involving the use of energy and persuading, by the use of

same "indicative planning", investors to tailor their investlnents

to fit expectations of higher future oil prices. As we suggested

in our introductory discussion, there may, however, be good rea

sons for the govern ment to go a step further and extend some

kind of guarantee for a slowly rising domestic oil price, both as

a .way of reducing total risk and as a form of risk-pooling. This

can be done in many ways. The example we have chosen to illu

strate in our simulation is a rough sort· of "oH price insurance" 

a cumulative oil tax. The use of increased domestic oH taxatian

as a means of accelerating energy saving and the use of substitu

te fuels is a dominant theme in the current Swedish discussion on

energy policy.

The oil tax we study has a very simple construction. It is succes

sively stepped-up during the 80s, annually adding an extra oil

price increase to domestic consumers, so that by the beginning

of 1991 it has raised the oil price altogether 54 percent above in

ternational levels - the same as the assumed size of an eventual

oil pr ice hike.

If the oil crisis mater ializes - the TOS case - the tax is used as

a buffer, the lifting off of the tax neutralizing the raised import

price. We then measure the "benefits" by comparing the resulting

development during the 90s with the "uninsured" case OS, assum

ing the same access to econornic policy instruments. If the oil

crisis does not come - the TREF case - the oH tax however
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remains, causing some retardation in growth etc. during the follo

wing decade. Simulation experiments show that a major part of

these adverse effects could be eliminated if the tax e.g. was suc

cessively. lifted off during the 90s, ensuring a return to inter

national price ·levels at the turn of the century. To assume that

uncertainty about oi! price development should suddenly end in

1991 seems however not only arbitrary but also hard to interpret.

The cost of the tax "insurance" is evaluated by comparing with

the outcome in the reference case, which, apart from the tax,

rests on identical presumptions.

It should perhaps be emphasized that we have chosen this particu

lar tax construction more out of analytical convenience than for

its mer its as a concrete proposal. The oH tax in our simulation

does have the disadvantage' of driving up the domestic oi! price

to a level in 1990 that may be attained in the international mar

kets only 20-30 years later. A more realistic proposal would per

haps be to align the guaranteed. rate of increase of domestic oi!

price with the anticipated long term price trend, so as to make

the expected level of international and domestic oil price at the

turn of the century, roughly the same. It may also turn out to be

impossible for fiscal reasons to make the guarantee absolute. A

compromise solution could be to limit the fiscal "risk" to the

amount of oil tax, thus setting an absolute floor for the oH price

development, insuring effectively against a price slump, but only

alleviating the problems for the individual investor ra'ised by a

major price hike.

Since our simulations could anyhow only provide an example and

never hope to give a proper ~valuation of more flexible schemes

and proposals, we have chosen' the rather extreme case where a

full guarantee 'will work even in the face of a major price hike

.without involving net subsidies.
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The eost of an OB Tax

The oil tax is assumed to affect the price of oil to all consu-:,

mers at an equal rate, i.e. their buying prices will increase at

the same rate compared to the reference case. This will introduce

an increasing price differential on the domestic market during

the 80s between oil and other primary energy sources as shown

in Figure 6.1. In real terms the oil prices paid by consumers will

rise steeply while prices of domestically produced fuels will even

decline somewhat due to a favorable productivity development as

the scale of production increases. This will induce substitution

away from oil to agreater extent than in the reference case.

The reduced use of oil will mitigate the inflationary impact of

the oil tax but will not eliminate it. Without compensatory' econ

omic policy, the oil tax will affect total demand and employment

in two ways. To begin with it will raise consumer prices and re

duce real disposable income compared to the reference case.

Also the industrial sector's international competitiveness will be

adversely affected by increased energy costs. The result will be

loss of market shares both on foreign and domestic markets. The

development through the 80s is given in Figure 6.2. At the end

of the decade real private comsumption expenditures will be al

most 3 percent below the reference case leve!. Total exports

will be down 2 percent.

The weak export demand will however not bring about a deficit

on current account. As shown in Figure 6.2b the external balance

will actually improve. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the

substitution away from oH will considerably reduce the cost of

imported energy although some oil will be replaced by coal. The

savings on import costs will amount to more than 2 percent of

the total import bill in 1990. Secondly the deflated private con

sumption volume will further depress the import need. These two

effects combined will prevail over the deteriorated competitive

ness in Swedish industry, due to higher oil costs, and lead to an

improvment in the balance of payment.
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Figure 6.1 Real prices of prirnary fuels
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Unemployment will rise somewhat due to reduced demand and at

the end of the decade there will be unused resources as weIl as

an externalsurplus due to the oil tax imposed. This implies that

there is room for a more "expansionary" economic policy during

the decade, than was carried out in the reference case. It turns

out that it is possible to attain full employment and balance on

current account by a reduction of income taxes if the long terJll

wage trend is simultaneously adjusted somewhat downwards. The

outcome of such a policy change is descr ibed in Figure 6.3.

From the second half of the 80s and throughout the rest of the
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Macroeconornic effects of an oi1 tax

without 'cornpensatory economic effects
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simulation period the level of private consumption consistent

with full employment and external balance will be almost one

percent higher if the oil tax is introduced. l

Total production in the economy will as expected respond negative

ly to the oil tax even with compensatory policies being pursued.

This is due to substitution effects reducing labor productivi ty

with rising energy prices. The decline in full employment GDP

will continue throughout the simulation period due to the gradual

introduction of less labor saving technologies compared to the re

ference case. This reduced production volume, however, perrnits a

higher consumption level, since the export required to balance ex

ternal transactions is almost 4 percent lower than in the reference,

case. Again this is possible only because of the improved terms

of-trade of the economy, which will accompany the substitution

away from imported oH. Terms-of-trade - the export price index

divided by the import price index - in 1990 is almost 3 percent

higher in the oH tax case than in the reference case. Ceter is pa

ribus this would allow for a redistribution of 3 percent of the vo

lume of foreign trade to domestic uses. With the large foreign

sector of the Swedish economy this is a sizable share of domes

tic use. It will however to a large extent be offset by the nega

tive productivity effects and increased energy-related investments.

Fixed price GDP for the tax- and non-tax cases are compared in

Table 6.1. The loss in productivity does not completely wipe out

the positive terms-of-trade effect associated with the oil tax.

The lower overall production volume will also somewhat reduce

the required investments although the total investment ratio will

rise as a consequence of increased energy related investments in

the oil tax case.

It is obvious already from the figures given that the factors af

fecting the consumption difference are nicely balanced. One

-should therefore be cautious in drawing conclusions from the

actual outcome of the simulation examples. The most we can say
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Figure 6.3 Macroeconomic effects of an oil tax with

cornpensatory economic policy (TREF)
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Table 6.1 GDP by ~xpenditure

(billions of SEK in 1975 fixed prices)

-------------------------------------------------
OH tax case minus

Reference case reference case

1980 1990 2000 1990. 2000
consumption 164.4 185.9 238.8 +1.3 +1.4

Gross invest-
ments 60.5 74.9 92.6 -0.4 -1.4 I

Export 104.3 163.8 238.4 -4.4 -8.1

Import 97.3 129.9 198.4 +0.2 +0.6 .

GDpa 322.0 396.8 496.5 -3.7 -8.7

a Expenditure items will not sum toGDP since those that do not
differ between the two cases are excluded.

is that the expected negative growth effects of the oil tax are

more or less neutralized by other factors notably the effects on

terms-of-trade of increased economizing in the use of oil. If it is

easy and cheap to substitute oil by e.g. domestic fuels, the cost

of the oil tax in terms of reduced productivity and increased

energy investrnents will be small and the net effect on private

consumption is likely to be positive. The same holds if the price

responsiveness of foreign markets to Swedish exports is sInall. In

that case a large oU import is "expensive" since it requires large

cuts in relative export prices - or worse terms-of-trade in equili

briuln - to make sure of the markets needed to pay for the oU.

Reduced oil import will thus give rise to sizable improveme-nts in

t er rns-of-tra de.

The energy consumption pattern emerging from the oil tax simula

tion is shown in Figure 6.4. Compared to the reference case the

savings of oil are considerable. The consumption level will be

75 percent of the reference case level in 1990. By the year 2000

oil use will have fallen almost another 25 percentage polnts rela

tive to the reference case, due to lagged responses to the rising

relative oil price. As can be seen from the GDP-curve the declin-
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[Figure 6.4 Energy consumption<in the oil tax case

(Reference case = 100)
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ing oil use is not explained by a lower economic growth rate_ To

some ext~nt it is caused by alarger reduction in total energy

use than in GDP compared to the reference case. The lion's share

of the oi! saving, however, is <accomplisheå by substitution with

other types of energy_ In our oi! tax simulaton oi! use is 120

TWh lower in 2000 than in the reference case. 50 percent of this

gap is filled by coal, 20 percent by domestic fuels (wood and

peat) and the rest by what is usually called savings, i.e. substi

tution with other factors of production and changes in the compo

sition of consumption of goods and services.
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Figure 6.5 Dil tax vs oil import price increase

(Oil tax case = 100.0)
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Effeets of an OH Tax Compared to an Import Price Increase

The oil price on the domestic market is determined by the im

port price and oil taxes. We saw earlier that the economy as a

whole may benefit from an oil tax due to savings on import ex

penditures. If the domestic oil price increase was caused instead

by rising prices on the world market, oil savings would take

place to the same extent. However, terms-of-trade would then de

teriorate, thereby shrinking the room for domestic private and pu

blic consumption if external ba1ance is to be maintained.

The resu1t of a simulation where oil import prices are raised to

establish the same domestic oil price as in the oil tax case is

shown in Figure 6.5.2 A1though there will be oil savings they will

not be large enough to prevent a substantiai loss in the econ

omy's terms-of-trade during the 80s. This loss emanates from two

sources. First there is the impact of the oil price on import

prices. Secondly, there will a1so be a need to lower relative export

pr ices to gain market shares abroad to pay the increased oil bill.

This is done in the simulation by adjusting wage increases. Ex

port v01urnes will then become higher than in the oil tax case,

but at the same time export prices, and hence terms-of-trade,

will be 10wer. The result is a level of private consumption during

the 90s which is about 7 percent lower than in the oil tax case.

If, however, we cornpare instead the gradually rlslng import price

case with a sudden oil price hike, the big advantage of a gradua1

price rise is of course the absense of stabilization problems and

the ensuing political strains. Agradual rise will also be antici

pated and planned for, and will therefore avoid the costs of mis

guided investrnents that are incurred by a sudden and unanticipated

price jurnp.
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The Benefits of an OH Tax

The cost of an oil tax, in terms of consumption forgone, does

not seem very frightening. On the other hand one would expect

the benefits to be substantiai if an oH crisis occurs. The reason

is twofold. First .the oH dependence of, the ·economy will be much

less. Hence the. penetration of an oil price hike wi~.l be less

severe. Second, if the oH. tax is used as a buffer, the inflationary

impulse may be contained, reducing the risk of· a self-.sustained

wageprice spiral in the afterm~th of the oil price hike. This will

greatly facilitate the conduct of economic policy since adjust

ments in term.s of wages and taxes need not be quite so drastic.

How domestic oil price develops in the price .hike case when oH

~s taxed and when it is not, is measured in Table 6.2. We see

that the price increase feJt by consumers during. the crisis year

1991 is considerably less' in the oH. tax case, when the tax is

used as aprice buffer. Of importance. to the stabilization pro

blems that will follow in the. wake of the crises, .is the reduced

oH dependence of the economy. Measured as percentage of GDP

(at factor cost) the oil impor~ bill in .the non tax case is 7.0 .in

1990 but only 6.1 when the ext~a oil J tax is: imposed .during the'

805.3 Furtttermore, due to the forced export drive, necessary to

pay for higher oil imports in the non tax case, the economy will

be more vulnerable to a slow world trade growth during a crisis.

The oil tax will thus reduce the· exposure of the economy to

wor~d market disturbances on the import as weIl as on the export

side.

Table 6.2 OH prices paid by consumers in the oH crises case.

(Average annual growth rate)

Oil tax case

Non tax case

1989/1990

12.8

8.0

1990/1991

8.0

66.3

1991/2000

8.0

8.0
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1he implications for stabilization policy of the oil tax is il1u

strated in Figure 6.6. To regain full emp10yment and externa1 ba1

ance by 1993 a very harsh policy is needed in the non tax case as

already described in the previous chapter. Real wages must fall

by 2 percent a year instead of the 3 percent growth that is pos

sible in the undisturbed : (reference) case. In 1991, according to the

model, even nominal wages will have to fall - despite a 9 percent

growth in consumer ,p,r ices - to accomplish the necessary accomo

dation. Taxes must be raised to: depress private consumption and

to make room for the export expansion and import subst itution.

By cornpar ison the strains imposed by the crises in the oil tax

case seem more manageable. Real wages may in fact still grow

during the adjustment period. The private consumption share of

GDP will fall drastically during the crisis with or without oil

taxes. In the latter case, however, this fall is accompanied by a

slow GDP growth, making the consumption level fall by 5.5 per

cent during 1991 and 1992. In the oil tax case unemployment will

be more easily contained and GDP growth will be higher. The fall

in consumption level will therefore be limited to 3.5 percent

dur ing 1991 and 1992~

During the' latter part of the 90s the differences between the tax

and non tax cases in consumption leve1s, real wage growth etc.

will even out. This is simply due to .the construction of the simu

lation examples. We have assurned that balance -in the economy

is attainedby 1.993 and have compared the necessary measures.

However the value of the oil tax may also be estimated in terms

of the risk of having the econorny go out of controi and the wel

fare losses this could imply. If - in the non tax case - stabiliza

tion policy fails and we get a persistently high inflation and,

af ter some years, increasing unemployment, how would e.g. the

level of private consumption cornpare to a balanced oil tax case?

Our exper iences of oil crises have indicated that these losses

may be severe. However, to construct such cases for the 90s

might stretch the capacity of the model and the imagination of

the reader a bit too far.
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Figure 6.6 OH tax with oH price hike - conseguences for stabili

zatian policy

Reference case (---)

OU crisis without oH tax (-----)

OH crisis with oil tax (-. -. -)

a Wage policy: real wage rate level.
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NOTES

l As stated above the tax rate will increase gradually during the
80s to reach 54 percent in 1990 and remain on that level for the
rest of the period.

2 This simulation is very much like the one discussed in the be
ginning of the previous chapter. However, in that case coal pric
es were as usual assumed to follow. oil prices on the world mar
ket. To show only the "partial" oil tax-import price difference
we here let coal prices remain unaffacted.

3 The use of primary oil energy in 1990 is reduced by 26 per
cent in the oil tax case. The oil import bill, however, is reduced
by only 15 percent. The difference is explained by a shift to
wards more refined products in the total oil import along with a
general shiIt towards more refined products. With a more detailed
treatment of the domestic refinery sector in the model, likely
shifts in the composition of oil imports could of course have
been incorporated into the calculations.
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7 CONCLUSIONS

, This study starts out from the assertion that instability and price

uncertainty in the oil markets is one of the main problems con

fronting - an~ indeed calling forth - energy poli~y.

The fir.st part' of the study is devoted' to tracing ...the impact of a

~epresentative oil 'price hike on the Swe'di'sh economy. Our simula

tion experiments yielded i.a. t~e following conclusionS.

1. j The long-term d,evelopment of oi1 prices are indeed an impor

tant determinant, of the ra~e of growth of the Swedish economy.

Stagnatir:'g real prices up to the turn of the century may, as

shown in the simulations, add a half percent of annual growth,

compared to the case with a slowly rising (1.5 percent/annum) oil

price.

2. Even more important is the instability of the oil market.

Judging both from the experiences of the 70s and from simula

tion results, the size of the indirect effects of an oH price hike

via world market repercussions may be half or more of that of

the direct impact on the economy.

3. An "oH crisis" is for Sweden to a large extent a problem of

economic stabilization. What makes an unexpected oil price hike

so much more dangerous than a correspondingly large but gradual

price rise, is the risk of not being able to cope with these

problems. A fast but efficient adjustment of domestic policies

can reduce the welfare losses considerably.

4. The chances of coping efficiently with the stabilization pro

blems can be shown to depend critically on the flexibility of

available policies. The more the government is tied down by va

rios commitments, which limit the use of policy instruments, the

more extreme - and therefore the less likely - will the required

policy changes be.
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The second part of the study deals with possible policy devices

aimed at reducing and sharing oil price risks. Our experiments

with a government price guarantee supported by a cUfTIulative oU

tax used as price buffer, indicated i.a. the following.

5. The cost of such an oU tax in the case when no oil price

hike occurs may be smaller than commonly supposed and could

even turn out as a net profit. With appropriate policy changes

the ensuing gains of terms-of-trade may be large enough to more

than offset the deterioration of international competitiveness. We

will however enter the next century with a smaller industrial ca

pacity.

6. The "benefits" of smoothing the domestic oil price develop

ment, when a major oil price hike occurs, is considerable and due

both to the enforced increase in total oil saving and to the pool

ing of price risks. The chances of efficiently dealing with the sta

bUization problem of an oil crisis are enhanced substantially by

the early introduction of an oil tax and an oil price guarantee.

It should again be stressed that we have not been able in this sim

ulation study to treat the general problem of oil price instability

and price stabilization. The simulation results are more like a point

estimate of a stylized and rather extreme case. We do think how

ever that the results indicate fairly well both the mechanisms

and the magnitudes involved and allow for some general conclu

sions to be drawn as to the 'desirable direction for future energy

policy.
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